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In Memory of Dr. Peter David Beter (1921-1987)

Dr. Beter was General Counsel for the Export-Import Bank of Washington; a
candidate for the governorship of West Virginia; cofounded SODESMIR, a mineral
exploration company in Zaire; represented American gas utilities building a pipeline
the length of Argentina; represented mining interests in underwater manganese
nodule exploration in the Pacific; was featured at financial seminars in New York
City, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Toronto, Montreal, Geneva, and other international
financial centers. As a political and economic commentator, Dr. Beter worked with
Wall Street luminaries including Franz Pick, Edward Durell, Colonel Curtis Dall,
Norman Dodd, Emmanuel Josephson, and many others. He wrote prolifically,
including Conspiracy Against the Dollar (Braziller New York).
Through his tapes, Beter influenced various people such as the 1980s punk band, The
Wanderers. In the controversial Crusaders Comic book series published by Jack T.
Chick, Double Cross: Alberto, part two, Peter Beter is cited as a reliable authority on
why the body count changed in the wake of the Jonestown massacre.

These papers are a legacy of great value left by the author, the late
Peter D. Beter. They relate the events as they really took place behind
closed doors in the theater of politico-military operations in the midst
of the Cold War. These are Audio Letters transcribed into texts.
They cover the period from the years 1975 to 1982. Monthly reports
that gave details of the real occurrences as opposed to the falsified
official false versions conveyed by the major media controlled by the
Establishment of the international Satanic cabal.
Their reading will give you a clearer idea of what the Geopolitical
Strategy is and the danger that this world has faced and continues to
encounter in the hands of the different power factions competing for
its control.

Book IV: Audio Letters # 31-40.

Dr. Peter David Beter - Audio Letter N° 31
"AUDIO LETTER(R)" is a registered trademark of Audio Books, Inc., a Texas
corporation, which originally produced this tape recording. Reproduced under open
license granted by Audio Books, Inc.
----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter Audio Letter, Box 16428, Ft. Worth, Texas 76133.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is February 27, 1978, and this is my Audio
Letter N° 31.
Before I discuss anything else today I want to take a moment to thank all of you who
have been writing, sending news clippings, and your specially-made tape recordings.
My mail has become so overwhelming that it's physically impossible for me to answer
most of you personally. But I do want you to know that even those things which I may
not acknowledge for some time, are read -- the clippings, the tapes, and other personal
tips you send me are studied, and it's all very helpful and appreciated; and I thank you
again.
The task of sorting out and analyzing the intelligence I receive nowadays from sources
world-wide, is a full time job for me. On the other hand, the United States Intelligence
Community, which employs more than 100,000 persons to do the analyzing for the
government costs the taxpayers billions of dollars a year; and moreover, the United
States Intelligence establishment is hamstrung at the top by over-centralization and a
politicized analysis process that has produced a disastrous intelligence gap for
America. So today, I receive a continuing flood of high-level intelligence from sources
who believe you and certain other top officials world-wide should know.
From time to time I refer you to other sources of important information so that you
can broaden your perspective or get further details. Sometimes these other sources
return the favor by expressing very uncomplimentary opinions about me, personally;
and some of you have written to me greatly shocked over this. But, my friends, I ask
you not to lose heart at a few ugly words when they appear; instead, look beyond
them to the facts that are documented. Compare those to my warnings, and then
decide for yourself. There are some who say I should keep quiet about the things I tell
you, that I am frightening the people; but, my friends, if I did keep quiet, it would be
like an Air Raid Warden who refused to turn on the siren to warn of approaching
bombers because that would frighten people. And there are those who say I will ruin
my credibility by revealing even hard intelligence about matters that depart so far

from popular beliefs. But in the words of General George Keegan, recently retired
Chief of Air Force Intelligence: "I'd rather be right than credible".
Five years ago I described in detail how the United States dollar would be destroyed
deliberately and lead to monetary chaos. It seemed incredible; or, as David Rockefeller
put it: "Interesting science fiction". But today the dollar is following the so-called
incredible course I warned about in my book, "THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE
DOLLAR"; and all the comfortable, credible monetary projections of that day are in
the trash bin. Stagflation is confiscating our assets, as it was planned to do. The
intelligence I am revealing today is every bit as solid as that which I made public five
years ago -- and which is proving true today. But because you still are not being told
the truth by the Federal government or by the controlled major media, which gives me
the silent treatment, the intelligence I make public leaves many people shaking their
heads -- just as they did five years ago.
There have been many over the years who have warned that someday, if we didn't
watch out, the Soviet Union would outstrip the United States militarily. Now
"someday" has arrived, the Soviet Union has achieved dramatic military superiority
over the United States, and we are in mortal danger! Now people are asking, "What
can we do?" My friends, in December 1975, over two years ago, I recorded an entire
one-hour talking tape entitled "WHAT WE CAN DO TO SAVE AMERICA" in order
to acquaint you with some of the things every American citizen could do; and
periodically in my Audio Letter tape series, I have made specific suggestions about
things you could do under our Constitution to help bring our outlaw government
back under our control.
But now, more than ever, the most important thing you can do is to help to bring
about total public exposure of the facts of our terrible predicament. Don't expect the
controlled major media to do it -- they're doing all they can to prevent this exposure
because they are being used to control your thinking, not honestly inform you. The
time left to us to spread the alarm is very short indeed. For reasons I will explain
today, our secret rulers now believe they may have as much as two to three years in
which to devise an effective response to the present overwhelming Soviet military
might. As I will also explain, they are wrong; but in any case, you and I have very little
time left before wartime controls and restrictions start binding and gagging us all.
My three topics for today are:
Topic #1 -- The Dawning of Soviet Cosmostrategy And Cosmopolitics
Topic #2 -- The Accelerating Build-Up To A "National Emergency"; and
Topic #3 -- Growing Casualties In The Secret War Over "SALT"

Topic #1 -- The Dawning of Soviet Cosmostrategy And Cosmopolitics
In my book "THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR", I described the new
imperialism of the international Rockefeller empire. It's an imperialism in which
economic power of multinational corporations and banks, monetary manipulation,
and big-money politics are used to control entire nations and to reap the profits of
East-West trade. The techniques of econo-strategy and econo-politics are the means
by which great economic might are translated into the domination of others. These
techniques are powerful, but they now face an unprecedented challenge, for in recent
months the Soviet Union has suddenly burst into the world arena with its new
techniques of cosmo-strategy and cosmo-politics. In these techniques, unlike those of
the Rockefeller establishment, money is a very secondary factor -- important as a tool
but nothing more; and in the newly unveiled Soviet approach to world domination,
the earth is viewed basically from the perspective of space -- the cosmos.
The new era of Soviet cosmo-strategy and cosmo-politics dawned in earnest five
months ago on September 27, 1977, and our secret masters are still reeling from the
shock. On that day, with the first two operational Soviet Killer Satellites called
Cosmos Interceptors in orbit, America lost the first full-fledged space battle in history.
The secret American Moon Base in Copernicus Crater was to have been the ultimate
ace in the hole for the Rockefellers in the coming war, armed with powerful beam
weapons able to strike the earth; but in the Battle of the Harvest Moon, the Moon
Base was put out of action by Cosmos 954, the Soviet Killer Satellite that crashed in
Canada last month on January 24. Using a Neutron Beam weapon, Cosmos 954 killed
the entire crew of the Copernicus Moon Base with a stream of deadly neutron
radiation. Our rulers got their first taste of the new Soviet cosmo-strategy that same
day, September 27, 1977. After a very harsh speech against the United States in the
United Nations, Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko demanded and got a hastily
arranged unusual evening meeting at the White House with Jimmy Carter and
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance. Breathless reporters assured us that there had been a
breakthrough in the SALT negotiations, and thereby painted this rush, rush meeting
as a good thing. But as I told you in Audio Letter N° 26, the only real breakthrough
that had occurred was the Soviet breakthrough in the awesome Particle Beam
weapon. Gromyko's message at the White House was an ultimatum to begin the
process of surrender by disarming America under the guise of SALT II. In Topic #3 I'll
bring you up to date on the current status of the struggle over SALT surrender.
The Kremlin is playing a deadly game of chess in its bid for world conquest. In any
chess game, moves are planned far in advance, in sequence, according to careful
strategy -- they're not simply made in isolation. And so it was with the Battle of the
Harvest Moon last September. The Particle Beam weapons which are now in orbit on
Soviet Cosmos Interceptor Satellites are the product of a 10-year crash program, but

other crash programs have been underway as well in the Soviet Union ever since the
Soviet humiliation in the Cuban missile crisis 15 years ago. The plan was to develop in
total secrecy a spectrum of new superweapons systems which, taken all together,
would leapfrog past the capabilities of the United States. They were to be developed,
tested, produced in the numbers required for operational deployment and when ready,
held in constant readiness for massive deployment when the time came. That time
came five months ago.
On September 27, 1977, the Soviet Union dealt the United States a staggering blow,
unknown to the public at large because the government refuses to tell you about it;
and just two days later the Soviet manned space program began making spectacular
headlines after years seemingly in eclipse. On that day the Salyut 6 Space Station was
launched, the same space station whose crew are rapidly closing in on America's space
endurance record of 84 days. America's Moon Era had just ended, but that of the
Soviet Union was about to begin.
Meanwhile Russia was adding rapidly to its fleet of operational Cosmos Interceptor
Killer Satellites. The two that I mentioned in Audio Letter N° 26 were joined by six
more in October 1977, and as of now there are over 30 Soviet Cosmos Interceptors
orbiting the earth, all of them manned, and all of them armed with Particle Beam
weapons. On October 4, 1977, Defense Secretary Harold Brown shocked reporters by
confirming part of what I had already revealed in Audio Letter N° 26 -- namely, that
the Soviet Union had achieved an operational Killer Satellite capability; but by
refusing to explain how they worked, Dr. Brown succeeded in misleading the
reporters into presuming that the Soviet Killer Satellites worked by gliding up next to
their target and then exploding. By now this concept is widely accepted as if it were
fact, which it is not; but earlier this month on February 2, 1978, Dr. Brown almost told
Congress the truth. He said that the Soviet laser-firing Killer Satellite already
operational will be substantially improved by the mid 1980's. My friends, a laser is a
beam weapon, so Dr. Brown has now contradicted the assumption that the Soviet
Killer Satellites are of the old explosive type. To tell the complete truth, he should
have told Congress that they use Particle beams, not lasers; but perhaps that would
have been too embarrassing. After all, it was none other than Harold Brown's
Livermore Laboratory that failed to develop a Particle Beam weapon -- if Livermore
Lab couldn't do it, neither could the Russians.
All kinds of cover-up operations are now under way by the United States government
to try to hide from the people what is really happening. For example: in Audio Letter
N° 27 I told you about the destruction of America's 85-ton Space Station known as
SKYLAB. On October 18, 1977, a Soviet Cosmos Interceptor blasted Skylab into a giant
fireball that was seen by people along a path all the way from southwest Texas to
Arkansas and Missouri. Nine days later the cover-up began with government stories

that Skylab "is unexpectedly sinking toward earth", and at the beginning of this
month the Skylab cover-up story was revived in such a way as to thoroughly confuse
the public. Now we are told it looks as though Skylab may crash too soon for the
Space Shuttle to save it. It may crash in late 1979, or then again it may crash by late
this year. Pretending that Skylab is still up there, some NASA spokesmen say the
engines should be fired to make it tumble slowly to keep it in orbit longer. Others say
it should be made to tumble so that it will come down sooner, say over the Indian
Ocean. As I explained in Audio Letter N° 26, the beauty of the Indian Ocean is that
over long areas there are no witnesses to observe such things.
While Soviet Cosmos Interceptors were multiplied in earth orbit in October, the
Soviet manned Moon Program also started in a rush. On October 4, 1977, the 20th
anniversary of Sputnik One was celebrated by launching Soyuz 25 from the same
launch pad. As a cover story, Soyuz 25 was said to have returned to earth after a few
days, having failed to dock with Salyut 6 Space Station; but, in fact, Soyuz 25 went on
to make a manned landing on the moon on October 16, 1977, landing on the far side in
Jules Verne Crater, for reasons I explained in Audio Letter N° 27. In the new Soviet
cosmo-strategy, the massive deployment of men and equipment to the moon was just
the space-age equivalent of a military deployment by air lift. The men, the space craft,
the Particle Beam weapons, everything -- had been prepared for this giant military
operation in space. And given the Soviet network of several major space ports, which
they call Cosmodromes, launch rates unheard of in the United States were and are
possible. Over the past five years the Soviet Union has consistently launched satellites
six and one-half times as frequently as the United States; and that is based only on
those that the Soviet Union has reported so that they can be tracked by the West.
There have been hundreds of secret launches of satellites that have never been
positively detected or tracked in the West. During October and November, as I have
detailed in previous tapes, the moon was quickly converted into a military base of the
Soviet Union. Today there are seven (7) separate Particle Beam weapons installations
on the near side of the moon plus a back-up and supply base on the far side; and as I
revealed in December, the lunar Particle Beam weapons have been test-fired at the
earth.
In December I also revealed that Particle Beam weapons were being fired in a defocused mode of operation off the east coast, causing mysterious air booms called Air
Quakes. These Particle Beam weapons are carried by floating platforms which are not
satellites in orbit. They can operate all the way from ground zero to altitudes of at
least 800 miles. Normally they stay high enough to be outside the atmosphere. These
platforms which use a principle known as Electrogravitics, could have been developed
long ago by the United States, but were not; and now we have no defense against
them. When I say platform, I am speaking in the military sense of a vehicle on which
weapons are mounted. A naval ship is sometimes thought of as a gun platform. In the

same way, an attack helicopter may be called a platform for the guns it carries. The
Soviet floating Particle Beam platforms, according to my latest information, are
actually spheres known as Cosmospheres. As with the other aspects of the sudden,
decisive Soviet leap into cosmo-strategic weapons, the Federal government is trying to
keep a lid on the Cosmosphere story. The White House is trying desperately to come
up with some kind of story to explain those air quakes, which have rattled nerves and
broken windows. Within a few days the Naval Research Laboratory is supposed to
deliver a preliminary report explaining what the air quakes are. Every effort will be
made to focus attention only on the east coast, but air quakes are beginning to be
heard elsewhere also as other Cosmospheres announce their presence. For example, at
about noon Friday February the 3rd, two air quakes were heard off the Texas gulf
coast near Port Lavaca. There were two booms in quick succession heard over an area
of four large counties -- then, silence. The Coast Guard reported no aircraft on radar at
the time and there were no military aircraft in the vicinity. They were typical Air
Quakes, my friends. The story was embargoed until four days later, Tuesday; and
released only over the Texas wire of the Associated Press. As a result, they received no
national publicity; and there have been, and will be, others around the country.
When I recorded Audio Letter N° 30 last month, the Cosmospheres over the United
States had all descended to relatively low altitudes, ranging from 15 to 60 miles. As of
my latest report on February 23, they have climbed back up to more normal altitudes
of around 400 miles except for one over the Detroit area. This one, reported on that
day to be at a height of 140 miles, was at lower altitude earlier this month; and at that
time there were many sightings around the Detroit area of an object that may well
have been this Cosmosphere.
As I explain in Topic #3, foot-dragging by our secret rulers -- that agreed to surrender
by means of SALT II -- is provoking once again an increase in Soviet acts of
intimidation. For that reason I think I should alert you to the latest locations of the
Soviet Cosmospheres over North America:
The Cosmosphere recently stationed over the Detroit area is the same one that
formerly was over the Carolinas and caused many air quakes along the east coast.
Another is over the western Pennsylvania-West Virginia area. Another formerly
stationed in the vicinity of Quincy, Illinois, is currently over the Minneapolis-St. Paul
area. There is a Cosmosphere roughly over the Mississippi River east of Little Rock,
Arkansas. Another is over the Red River between Oklahoma City and the Dallas-Fort
Worth area. A Cosmosphere is hovering almost directly over NORAD headquarters in
Colorado. Another is over Hoover Dam on the Nevada-Arizona border, and another is
over the Glen Canyon Dam in northern Arizona. There is another over western
Montana, and those over southern Alaska and just west of Hawaii are still on station.

There is one new Cosmosphere reported this month located at last report over the
waters between the southern tip of Florida and Cuba.
When I recorded Audio Letter N° 30 last month on the evening of January 28, I had
just received word that the crew in capsule of Cosmos 954 -- the Killer Satellite that
had crashed in Canada -- had been picked up by a Soviet Cosmosphere previously
stationed over Ottawa. I can now finish the story with the news that just before
midnight that same night Eastern time, the Cosmosphere landed in a wilderness area
north of Lake Superior at coordinates 48-18 North, 85-42 West. There the crew and
capsule were transferred to a truck driven by Soviet agents, after which the
Cosmosphere departed. It's presently on station 212 miles north of Ottawa at an
altitude of 300 miles. Needless to say, the search by Canadian and American teams for
pieces of Cosmos 954 has no hope of ever turning up anything legitimate except
auxiliary chunks of the satellite. Cosmos 954 was one of the two Soviet Killer
Satellites which were operational when I recorded Audio Letter N° 26. The other
launched last July was Cosmos 929. Cosmos 929 was the first operational Cosmos
Interceptor Satellite; and as I discussed in Audio Letter N° 26, it destroyed an
American spy satellite over Russia on September 20. Early this month on February 2,
Cosmos 929 fired its retro-fire engines and re-entered the atmosphere over the Soviet
Union, contrary to other published reports.
Space operations in support of Soviet cosmo-strategy are continuing on all fronts.
Progress I, the Spacebus with nine cosmonauts aboard that was described as a robot
supply ship by Moscow, transferred supplies to Salyut 6 and then detached itself.
Progress I is still in orbit awaiting the next stage of the project of building a mammoth
new space station in space. As I told you last month, Progress I is to become one part
of the new space station; and on February 16 the cosmonauts on Salyut 6
accomplished another space first. They had started up an electric blast furnace which
had been brought up by Progress I, and the cosmonauts were to begin acquiring
experience toward building large stations in space.
A few days ago Moscow correctly announced that the crew of Salyut 6 have also been
busy observing from their ringside seat in space various weather phenomena and
natural disasters -- and no wonder, since geophysical warfare is also an operational
part of the new Soviet cosmo-strategy.
Beginning in Audio Letter N° 24 last May, I have been warning about Soviet
preparations to cause deliberate earthquakes and tidal waves as weapons of
undeclared war. That month I gave the navigational coordinates where seven (7)
Soviet fission-fusion-fission superbombs had already been planted in strategic
undersea locations around the Philippines. And a year ago this month I referred to the
fact that major Soviet experiments in weather modification were known to have been
carried out on certain occasions. Last August I revealed that cobalt bombs were being

planted in the oceans at strategic locations to serve in a build-up of earthquake
activity prior to the big catastrophe that awaits the Philippines and America's west
coast, and I have revealed since then that some of these have been set off. Only
recently I have been informed that some of the cobalt bombs have purposes other than
earthquakes. In the north Pacific two large warm-water zones were discovered last
fall. These warm-water zones are pumping huge amounts of moisture into the air
streams that sweep across America from the Pacific and creating tremendous air
turbulence in the process. The result: blizzards, high winds, and floods which could
very well affect our food supply in the near future. These hot-water zones have been
caused by the deliberate cracking of the sea floor to vent volcanic heat into the ocean.
The center of one hot-water zone thus created is located at 50-37-8 North, 170-32-51
East near Attu in the Aleutians; the other is at 25-34-23 North, 151-18-41 West,
between Hawaii and California. At both of these locations Soviet cobalt bombs were
planted and set off last summer.
Last April I alerted you that Soviet nuclear sabotage of the United States had begun,
focusing at first on our dams and reservoirs; and last May before suspending the Audio
Letter for three months in an all-out effort to expose and stop the mounting Soviet
sabotage campaign, I told you the Soviet strategy to use water against us as a weapon.
Last month a severe two-year drought in California was broken by unrelenting
torrential rainstorms. Now there is a threat of such heavy spring runoff that floods
will be a problem instead of drought. And now, thanks to Soviet modification of
America's weather, our major dams are being filled up just as they must be to produce
maximum destruction when they are blown apart by Soviet nuclear mines.

Topic #2 -- The Accelerating Build-Up To A "National Emergency"
In the past I have repeatedly given a warning about the deliberate, crushing shortages
which are being arranged to strike America along with the collapse of the United
States dollar and vanishing freedoms and property; and beginning in Audio Letter N°
10 nearly two years ago, I have made public the Presidential Executive Orders which
already exist under which the "Declaration of a National Emergency" can be used to
intensify shortages and suspend our Constitution. Today the controlled Carter
administration is silently preparing for the intended Declaration of a National
Emergency.
Overseas, the Middle East is going faster and faster down the one-way corridor that is
leading to war. And as I said last November, the attempted peace initiative to Israel by
President Sadat of Egypt, was an unnatural move for which he was programmed
without his knowledge by certain elements within the CIA. Its purpose, unknown to
Sadat himself, was to alter the situation in the Middle East in such a way that it

would lead to war -- not peace; and day by day now, Sadat is becoming visibly more
dejected and desperate. The controlled Carter administration has discovered that it is
not possible any longer to turn aside the Middle East war momentum. Thus the Carter
administration, flying the banner always of Peace, Peace, is now proposing a huge new
sale of combat aircraft to Israel, Egypt, and Saudi Arabia. The real target in all of this is
Saudi Arabia, which has made the fatal mistake of allowing itself to be dragged in now
as a confrontation state against Israel. These maneuvers are continuing the public
relations trickery of our secret rulers that began several months ago, giving the image
to the public that we are becoming more aloof from Israel. At the same time, more and
more excuses are being set up to make Israel appear to be threatened in a vital manner.
Thus the cover story is being established for a pre-emptive limited nuclear strike
against Arab OPEC oil wells.
The war plan which I revealed in Audio Letter N° 6 for November 1975 is being updated and set in motion now, and when it comes the cut-off of Middle East oil will
give our secret rulers the excuse to greatly intensify the regulation and limitation of
our personal activities. As a prelude to this, America's longest coal strike is still under
way. Last Friday evening, February 24, Jimmy Carter had announced that he would
reveal drastic measures to end the strike in a speech scheduled for 9:00 PM Eastern
time; but instead, two hours before that he announced a negotiated settlement
reached at the last minute between the miners' Union and the Rockefeller-controlled
coal operators. He presented it to the nation as if there were nothing left to be
concerned about, but the whole thing is nothing more than a ploy to waste time and
finally provide an excuse for really harsh Federal action. Every possible means is being
used to insure that the miners do not ratify the latest settlement, just as they turned
down the earlier one several weeks ago. On one hand, the proposed contract is strewn
with flaws designed to displease the rank and file miners; and on the other side of the
coin, the miners are quietly being provided with many forms of support to deliberately
minimize the pressure on them to settle. They are encouraged to pretend to outsiders
that they have no money and thereby qualify for food stamps, unemployment and
welfare assistance. In addition, credit unions are providing many miners with
practically interest-free loans, creditors are placing a moratorium on miners' accounts,
and banks are not trying to collect miners' debts. Major creditors, controlled by our
secret rulers, are setting the pace and others are following their example. And so, if all
goes according to plan, the early days of March will see the supposed new coal strike
settlement break down. Jimmy Carter, as before, will delay and delay; but with
utilities running out of coal and the winter still not over, those drastic Federal
measures will be imposed at last. The Emergency powers of the President will be
invoked, seemingly for limited purposes, but at the same time the bureaucracy for the
coming unlimited National Emergency will have been set in motion.

Topic #3 -- Growing Casualties In The Secret War Over "SALT"
The United States tilt toward China is reflected in the foreign policy statements of
American officials. As recently as last November 16, Defense Secretary Harold Brown
told the Japanese that decreasing American commitments in the area would have to be
expected and yet early this month he revealed in a foreign policy speech in California
that the United States is giving renewed emphasis to our commitments in Asia. He is
hurrying to reassure and bolster South Korea with new fighter aircraft, and privately
there is some re-thinking being done about the announced policy of withdrawing
American troops there. He is also talking very differently than earlier about the
necessity of retaining the major naval and air force facilities in the Philippines.
My friends, our secret rulers and their advisers are telling themselves that they can
hold off the Soviet Union for perhaps two to three years before the internal
consolidation of the Kremlin bureaucracy takes hold. By then, our secret rulers hope
to have Red China firmly in hand ready to throw into the fray with Russia, and in all
of this the tremendous financial grip of Japan by our secret rulers -- the four
Rockefeller brothers -- is being used as a major tool. Japan has just signed a historic 8year $20,000,000,000 trade agreement with China which already is thawing the
diplomatic ice between these two Asian giants.
Meanwhile Rockefeller doors are being flung wide open for Red China here and
abroad, and Red Chinese trade delegations are hustling around the United States,
Europe, Asia, and Japan in a rush of activity. All of this may sound as if the mighty
Rockefellers are going to pull a rabbit out of that hat once again, as they have done in
the past, and still end up on top; but what they are actually doing, my friends, is
digging an ever deeper, wider grave for themselves and for America. The Soviet Union
saw long ago what is now happening and has already prepared Japan to join in
agreements to offset those with China. Japan will in due course sign in principle a
draft of a Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation in spite of Japan's demands for the
return of four Japanese islands seized by Russia at the end of World War II. The
Rockefeller economic power in Japan is formidable, but the Japanese want "out" from
under the Rockefeller yoke. Quoting now from my book, page 76: "This situation could
continue for a reasonable length of time, culminating in Japan's causing China and the
Soviet Union to join with her in agreements, opening huge economic markets
stretching from East Germany to the far reaches of east Asia. These agreements would
constitute, in effect, a military alliance between the three Asian powers, and thus
would be born in this century another Axis, a Moscow-Tokyo-Peking Axis -- a new
gigantic Asian power block, cemented on Moscow-Tokyo-Peking relations, three
Asian giants".
(End of quotation from my book.)

The Rockefellers helped Soviet Russia to grow into the world's N° 1 military power
only to lose control over their Frankenstein monster, but it seems they never learn.
Now the process of building up Red China as fast as possible has begun, and that will
end in utter catastrophe. Ultimately the forces tending to join Russia, China, and
Japan in a giant new Asian Axis, far outweigh the minor influences the Rockefellers
can bring to bear. The Rockefellers are right in believing that a process of settling-in
and consolidation lies ahead for the Kremlin; but they are wrong, dead wrong, in
believing this will weaken the Kremlin to such a point that the present overwhelming
Soviet military advantage will be allowed to slip away. The Soviet Union, increasingly
under the influence of Defense Minister Marshal Dmitry Ustinov, is keeping a close
eye on the military situation.
The Rockefeller dream of overturning the Soviet advances in military technology in
the space of two to three years is unrealistic to the point of arrogance; but just to
make sure, Soviet sabotage of key plants and installations nation-wide has already
been carried out. For example, consider a small sampling in my own home town of
Huntington, West Virginia. The International Nickel plant now contains three Soviet
nuclear weapons; the Owens, Illinois plant, two; and the Houdow plant where secret
work is underway, two. In addition to sabotage, my friends, there's a campaign of
espionage by the Soviet KGB against America.
On February 9, earlier this month, a sensational Soviet spy case broke in Canada. Last
April in Audio Letter N° 23 I revealed that Soviet agents were planting nuclear
weapons in dams and reservoirs in the United States, and the following month I
detailed the role of Canada being used as a staging area into the United States by the
KGB. In Audio Letter N° 24 I revealed the crucial role played by the RCMP, the
Mounties, in attempting to stop the growing sabotage of the United States while
American authorities were doing nothing whatever about it. Now we have been told
publicly that the Mounties have been involved since at least last April in a counterintelligence operation against KGB operations in Canada; and the RCMP has received
a lot of praise in place of the usual abuse, for their breakup of the celebrated KGB spy
ring. Thirteen spies, diplomatic personnel at the Soviet Embassy in Ottawa, have been
expelled. In recent years, Soviet espionage cases have been boiling over repeatedly in
the West -- major cases, involving top military and governmental officials and the
compromise of massive amounts of sensational and sensitive material. It has happened
in Canada, in Britain, which recently expelled over 100 Soviet spies, in Sweden, in
Denmark, in West Germany, and even in Switzerland. But here in the United States,
the biggest of all Soviet espionage targets, the KGB has become so powerful that no
such exposures happen. A big deal was made recently of spying activities by a single
diplomat from a superpower known as Vietnam, but not a word about the thousands
of KGB agents which have been crisscrossing our land planting nuclear mines for the
coming war. The situation would be different had J. Edgar Hoover not been murdered,

but then Nelson Rockefeller always said the FBI was a fascist organization. Can you
imagine? But in spite of the good publicity the Mounties received from the big spy
case in Canada, the RCMP is not happy because the KGB won rather than losing in
that case. The Ottawa spy ring case was deliberately exposed prematurely by a Soviet
agent who fed the story to a Canadian reporter. The story was printed, the RCMP's
cover was blown, and the massive KGB operations now underway in Canada were
rendered safer than ever because in Canada as here, the KGB has friends in very high
places.
At the present time big Aleutian air liners of the Soviet airline Aeroflot, together with
Cuban, Polish, and Czechoslovakian air liners, can be seen frequently at the Mirabel
and Dorval airports in Montreal -- this despite the fact that very few commercial air
travelers fly between Canada and eastern Europe. In addition, camouflaged Soviet
troop transports, each able to carry 50 fully-armed troops with supplies and bearing
no identification marks, have also been passing through the Montreal airports in large
groups. Operating under the protection of certain very highly-placed agents in the
Canadian government, the KGB has established no fewer than twelve (12) guerrilla
camps in remote areas of Quebec Province. At the present time over 3,000 KGB
trained personnel are in Canada, able to speak fluent English and prepared to infiltrate
into the United States at will. Unlike the Canadian and American citizens who have
acted as Soviet agents in planting nuclear mines nation-wide, these are trained
guerrillas prepared to undertake important insurgency operations against targets
either in Canada or in the United States by weather modification, by sabotage, by
espionage and by other means. A secret war is now underway between the Kremlin
and the United States over SALT II, which is to be America's surrender treaty.
The casualties in this secret war are civilians, and the toll is rising. The men, women,
and children killed in the Toccoa Falls Dam collapse are casualties in this secret war;
the workers and inspectors killed and injured in the explosion of sabotaged grain
elevators are casualties in this secret war; those who have died in artificial killer
storms are casualties in this secret war; and those who were killed and injured
recently in the propane explosion at Waverly, Tennessee, are casualties in this secret
war. Last time it was Iri, South Korea, back in November -- a railroad car full of
dynamite was used as the perfect cover for the detonation of two fairly large buried
nuclear mines. This time it was brought closer to home. In Waverly two tank cars full
of propane were derailed on Wednesday, February 22, but they lay there safely till
Friday until just before workmen were about to start emptying them. Then without
warning and with no apparent cause, one tank exploded -- as some witnesses said
"like an atomic bomb". A huge black mushroom cloud billowed into the sky leaving
over nine dead, scores injured, and the downtown area flattened and burning. Philip
Hooper, Vice-President of the L & N Railroad, said:

"It was unusual. These derailed cars were there for 24 hours and did not leak. We had
a call from our expert at the car that they were going to begin the transfer in eight
minutes -- then it blew! It did not follow a normal explosion -- it ruptured, then it
exploded". Thus another KGB sabotage operation within our own country drew to a
close -- sabotage brought about the derailment, and the explosion. Sabotage targets
also include oil tank farms, oil pipe lines, and other like installations.
In the closing words of my book, I warned five years ago that "If the new Asian forces
are not understood but are met with ignorance and arrogance, then the world will
indeed be headed not for a generation of peace, of which President Nixon has so
proudly boasted, but for World War III". Today our secret rulers are meeting the new
Asian forces with the ignorance and arrogance of those who do not recognize any
power higher than themselves.
By so doing, they are bringing the wrath of God upon themselves and upon all the rest
of us. We will be chastised as well as cleansed in the process.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless and
protect each and every one of you.
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----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter Audioletter, Box 16428, Ft. Worth, Texas 76133.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is March 29, 1978, and this is my Audio
Letter N° 32.
Over a century ago, in 1873, an inventor in New York began exhibiting a strange new
device which he said would convey the human voice through wires over long
distances. Calling his invention a Telephone, he tried to attract financial support, but
it was reported in the press that well-informed people knew it was impossible to
transmit the human voice by wire -- that wires could transmit only dots and dashes,
such as the Morse Code. Furthermore, it was said that even if the so-called telephone
could do this, it would be of no practical value. And so having been condemned as a
fraud by self-styled authorities, the inventor was bundled off to jail. The inventor was
discredited, and for three more years the public was denied the opportunity to judge
for itself about the merits of the telephone. And as an old Lebanese proverb says: "The
error of a scholar is like the wreck of a ship: it sinks and scuttles others with it". But
far from being impossible, as claimed by the self-styled scholars of that day, the
telephone was inevitable -- an idea whose time had come. In 1876 another inventor,
Alexander Graham Bell, unveiled a working model of the telephone. Today Bell's name
is a household word, and all the false prophets who had said 'It can't be done', are
forgotten forever.
Today there are many self-proclaimed authorities who condemn as nonsense anything
they don't understand. It happened with the telephone, the automobile, the airplane,
space travel, and so on. Today it is happening in regard to underwater missiles,
particle beam weapons, floating Soviet Cosmospheres, and other life and death
matters. Today our secret rulers are trying to cover up so many things in so many ways
that it's becoming increasingly difficult to do so. As always their own secret political
and economic plans and maneuvers are kept under wraps until they are ready to
spring on the unsuspecting public -- only now their plans no longer work smoothly, as
they once did. But beyond that, elaborate efforts are being mounted to hide from the
public the disastrous military and space setbacks suffered by the United States in
recent months.

Soviet sabotage operations about which I have been giving a warning for nearly a year
are now taking an increasing toll; and government spokesmen are working overtime
to make exploding grain elevators, exploding factories, exploding refineries, exploding
railroad tank cars, and explosions in power plants all seem unrelated; and to keep the
lid on events related to Russia's total military domination of space, not only
government personnel but also selected Congressional, academic, industrial, and
scientific spokesmen are being pressed into service. They think that by siding with the
Soviet Union, the winning side, they will end up being treated very well; but traitors
are traitors and can never be trusted. So collaborators are always the first to be
eliminated after a country is conquered. As for our secret rulers themselves, together
with their intimates, the precedent they themselves established in the Nuremberg
trials after World War II will be applied. In the aftermath of the coming nuclear war,
the traitors who have destroyed America from within will be tried for war crimes and
duly executed.
Today my three special topics are:
Topic #1 -- Cosmospheres, Cosmo-Strategy, And The Ignored Warnings of General
Thomas Power;
Topic #2 -- Soviet Preparations To Invade The United States; and
Topic #3 -- How Events Are Converging Toward Nuclear Holocaust.

Topic #1 -- Cosmospheres, Cosmo-Strategy, And The Ignored Warnings of General Thomas Power
On a sleepy late spring day in June 1957, members of an engineering society gathered
in Los Angeles to hear about the efforts of the United States Air Force in space
technology. The speaker: General Thomas Power. The following month General
Power would become Commander in Chief of the Strategic Air Command (SAC), but
on that day in June 1957 he was completing three years as head of the Air Force's
Research and Development Command. As such, General Power was then America's
leading authority on the overall military potentials of space, so his audience expected
to hear about these potentials from General Power; but in General Power's own words
published eight years later, he said: "I had to disappoint them. Guided by official
policy, I carefully avoided any reference to satellites, space vehicles, and man in space.
Instead I talked about the Air Force's high altitude studies, the impact of solar
phenomena on communications and related subjects".
Less than four months later on October 4, 1957, mankind was thrust into the Space
Age by the beep, beep, beep of Sputnik I launched by the Soviet Union; and thanks to
the disgraceful 'official policies' that muzzled General Power and others, the American

people were caught totally off guard. Fifteen months ago, in Audio Letter N° 19, I told
you the rest of the story about the so-called Sputnik I surprise -- a disgrace which
need never have happened.
To General Power, the Sputnik shock itself was bad enough, but he drew from that
experience even more important lessons for the future. To him, given the other
military and technical facts in his possession, Sputnik I was only an omen of far more
serious things to come, and he fervently believed that only an informed, aroused
American public could prevent eventual disaster for America, so he decided to put his
warnings into print. In April 1959 as the Eisenhower era was on the wane, General
Power, Commander of the Strategic Air Command, followed required procedures and
submitted his book to the Defense Department for approval prior to publication. The
book contained no military secrets, yet it was banned instantly by the Secretary of
Defense.
Unknown to General Power, America's secret rulers had already decided upon a
complete revolution in America's military strategy to begin in 1961 with the new
administration. It was to be a two-pronged strategy, half visible and half invisible. The
visible part would involve the gradual weakening and disarmament of the United
States which our rulers would always sell to us as initiatives for "peace" but which
would actually lead to war. The hidden part of the new strategy, however, would
involve the continued secret development of new super weapons with which the
Soviet Union could be utterly destroyed in the war to come; and the centerpiece of
this two-pronged strategy for world domination was to be America's Moon Program,
sold to the public as a peaceful venture but actually intended for military purposes. It
is this two-pronged secret military scheme of our secret rulers that unraveled just six
months ago on September 27, 1977. It is this scheme that led to America's disastrous
defeat in the secret Space Battle of the Harvest Moon which knocked out America's
secret moon base in Copernicus Crater, and it is this scheme that would have been
threatened by publication of General Power's book in 1959.
In 1965, after General Power retired, he finally succeeded in having his book "DESIGN
FOR SURVIVAL" published in extensively revised form. The publisher was Coward
McCann of New York, but the original banned version was never published. After
nearly 20 years, I believe the time is long overdue for the American public to hear some
of the things about which the late General Thomas Power tried in vain to give a
warning. After considerable effort and expense, I have at last been able to obtain a
copy of the original banned manuscript by General Power which will be under lock
and key by the time you hear this recording. As I read his words to you, keep in mind
please, that they were written two decades ago. Only in that way can you realize just
how much is being kept from you by the Federal government.
On page 60 of the banned manuscript, General Power says that:

"Deterrence is the sum total of many diverse elements which, in combination, serve to
convince our enemies that if they choose to precipitate a nuclear war the United
States will survive and they will not". Three years after General Power wrote these
words, he was proven right in the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962, but his book remained
banned so this lesson was not driven home in American minds and true deterrence
was gradually allowed to disappear.
On page 67 of the banned manuscript, he speaks of a Soviet decision to start a war
against the United States: "First, there must be adequate assurance that the war will
result in a decisive victory for them and unconditional surrender on our part". A few
lines later he said: "The second condition that must be satisfied before the Soviet
rulers would undertake aggression against the United States is the assurance that
they can prevent a retaliatory counterattack from inflicting unacceptable damage
upon them". My friends, in light of these criteria, judge for yourself about the
significance of the runaway Soviet military superiority over the United States. For
example, consider just one small part of the picture -- the incredibly massive Soviet
Civil Defense Program versus non-existent civil defense in the United States. Does it
matter that according to government figures the Soviet Union might lose 5,000,000
people while the United States could lose 160,000,000 in a nuclear exchange? Or are
government spokesmen right when they assure you this imbalance means nothing?
On page 68 of the banned manuscript, General Power says that: "An added problem is
the reaction of the Russian people. There can be no doubt that in a nuclear war they
would accept heavy losses without protest so long as they believed that the United
States, not Russia, was responsible for the war". In light of this, my friends, where is
Jimmy Carter's so-called tough talk against the Soviet Union lately really leading?
Does he himself even know what he is saying? Already his words and those of
Secretary of Defense Harold Brown have become the basis of an intense propaganda
campaign inside Russia about the increasingly threatening posture of the United
States, and some diplomats are already saying that Soviet-American relations are now
the worst they have been since the Cuban crisis over 15 years ago.
On page 141 of the banned manuscript, General Power says that since the Soviet
Union must destroy both our military muscle and our power to rebuild that muscle,
"The objective of a Soviet attack would be a thorough destruction of the country".
And on page 142 he gives a Soviet military authority's words: "Atomic and hydrogen
weapons alone without the decisive operations of the ground forces with their
contemporary materiel cannot decide the outcome of war". In other words, after the
initial nuclear attack an invasion of the United States will follow.
Describing the true status of the extensive Soviet technological and industrial effort
two decades ago, he said we were already in a neck-and-neck race. And on page 212 he
warned of: "the danger that the Soviets may pull ahead of us in the technological race

if they can maintain their present pace and we fail to accelerate ours. They are
matching our military effort although their economy is only about 40% of ours.
Because of their ruthless methods and low living standards, they can buy more
progress in military technology than we can buy for an equivalent amount. Most
importantly, they are getting it a great deal faster than we do." And I continue with
this very important quote of General Power: "While we must advance painstakingly
step by step, the Soviets use their uncanny technical intelligence to profit from our
efforts, saving their own efforts to leapfrog over us to spectacular successes. What we
try cautiously on a small scale, the Soviets often will do on a far bigger and more
impressive scale".
Looking ahead 20 years ago, General Power could clearly see that space warfare would
revolutionize military strategy. Quoting from page 225 of his banned 1959 manuscript,
"The old military mandate 'Take to the high ground' is as pertinent in the dawning
space age as it ever was to the rifle-bearing soldier. In wars of the past, high ground
meant elevations and hills measured in tens or hundreds of feet. Fighting downhill
was always easier and more advantageous than fighting uphill. When the airplane
became a tool of warfare, high ground meant thousands and later tens of thousands of
feet. Again, the greater height or altitude represented an important advantage in aerial
combat. As the struggle for the strategic advantage of the 'high ground' continues,
altitude above sea level gradually becomes distance from the earth, and limitless space
beckons as the ultimate battlefield".
Continuing on the same page, General Power penned the following prophetic words:
"There can be no doubt that the strategic use of space will revolutionize military
doctrine again as much, and perhaps even more, than the airplane. Distance on the
surface of the earth will lose what little military significance it has left, because the
earth itself will become merely the focal point for the space theater of operations; and
the continued compression of time for both action and reaction will, in effect, assume
the role of a new dimension in military strategy". Two pages later he summed it all up
in the phrase, "Whoever will control space will control the earth".
In these crystal clear words of 19 years ago, General Power tried to let the American
public in on the coming new era in military strategy based on space. He did not
succeed, because our secret rulers did not want you to understand; but today this new
military dimension is a reality. Since the Battle of the Harvest Moon six months ago,
it has become the exclusive domain of the Soviet Union, and they call it Cosmostrategy.
In his banned manuscript of 1959, and even in the revised version that was finally
published six years later, General Power warned in clear terms about the strong
prospects for surprise in our technological race with the Soviet Union. He pointed out
that a long-range military planner of 1939 could not possibly have foreseen the jet

bombers, supersonic fighters, hydrogen bombs, and intercontinental missiles of 1959.
And because the pace of technological change is accelerating, he tried to warn that the
very best projections possible in 1959 could likewise be rendered obsolete by
unexpected, sudden, new military developments. But General Power's warnings were
silenced and ignored, because they did not fit the two-pronged strategy of our secret
rulers for world control that I mentioned earlier. As a result, America lost the most
decisive battle of the twentieth century -- the Battle of the Harvest Moon six months
ago. And now, the cosmostrategy of the Soviet Union is like the nightmares of General
Power come true.
One of the most startling weapons today in the cosmo-strategic arsenal of the Soviet
Union is the Electrogravitic Floating Platform, or Cosmosphere as they call it. They
are armed with charged Particle Beam Weapons; and as I first revealed in Audio Letter
N° 29 last December, they are responsible for the violent air quakes along the east
coast and elsewhere which the Federal government is trying frantically to explain
away. As early as 1962, over fifteen years ago, some of America's top military officers
could see the threat of floating platforms on the technical horizon and wanted to start
working on a defense against them. Gen. Thomas Power, then Commander of the
Strategic Air Command, was one of these men. In the summer of 1962 the Cuban
missile crisis was in gestation, but General Power was already looking ahead to a
possible space-Cuba of the future that would be even more serious. At a secret
meeting at Maxwell Air Force Base, General Power described the floating platform
concept that was already within reach of American technology; and he expressed
frustration and worry over the refusal of the Kennedy administration to begin
developing any defense against a potential Soviet version of these platforms. Already
the dismantling of America's military power under the guiding hand of then Defense
Secretary Robert McNamara was underway. In 1964 General Power retired after
heading the Strategic Air Command for seven years.
In March 1965, thirteen years ago this month, the revised version of his book "DESIGN
FOR SURVIVAL" was published at last, and on pages 243 and 244 you will find a
warning by General Power that points specifically to the floating Soviet
Cosmospheres that are now hovering over the United States and elsewhere worldwide. Beginning on page 243 General Power gives a warning of the urgent
requirement of defense against a military threat from space. He says: "An aggressor
would make the fullest use of the element of surprise. This would apply to the timing
of the attack as well as to the employment of some radically new weapon or technique
for which we are not prepared. It is quite possible that the Soviet surprise weapon
would be an offensive space system, but beyond this assumption we can only
speculate". Further, on page 244, he says: "For instance, it is conceivable that we may
wake up one morning and find a number of Soviet satellites floating in stationary
orbits over every part of the United States". And a few words later he emphasizes: "We

certainly must anticipate such a contingency which is by no means farfetched or far in
the future, and make sure that we have operational defensive systems or measures to
cope with it".
There, my friends, you have it! Security restrictions prevented General Power from
describing these hovering devices in detail in his published book, so he used the word
for them that the public could most easily grasp, and that word is Satellites; but as the
former head of Research and Development for the United States Air Force, General
Power knew very well that no true satellite can hover over any location in the United
States. True satellites can hover only over locations on the earth's equator.
What General Power tried to warn us about thirteen years ago are Electrogravitic
Floating Platforms, known today as Cosmospheres. General Power's warnings created
a temporary sensation in 1965, but in the end they were ignored. One morning in
December 1977 America did wake up with Soviet floating Cosmospheres overhead,
and airquakes began shaking houses and breaking windows in a mild illustration of
what they can do. Today there are 70 Soviet Cosmospheres deployed world-wide, and
we have no defense against them!

Topic #2 -- Soviet Preparations To Invade The United States
Last month I gave a warning about the mushrooming activities of the Soviet KGB in
Quebec Province, Canada. Soviet bloc aircraft including camouflaged Soviet troop
transports, have been passing through the Mirabel and Dorval airports in Montreal in
large numbers. As of last month I was able to reveal the existence of at least 12
guerrilla camps in Quebec Province and over 3,000 KGB trained personnel in Canada.
Today I can tell you more. The things I was able to tell you about last month are part
of a much bigger picture involving France, the United States, Britain, and the Soviet
Union in a complex power play; but the bottom line is that the Kremlin is already
making preparations for the invasion of the United States that is to follow the initial
surprise nuclear attack. As always, the chess players in the Kremlin are planning their
moves in sequence and far in advance.
We are hearing a great deal today about the Separatist movement in Quebec Province;
but in fact, Quebec is being planned behind the scenes to be no more than a pilot
project for all of Canada, which is intended ultimately to go the way of Quebec. In all
this, the matter of language -- French versus English -- is only a superficial ploy or
cover for the much more serious issues underneath.
Years ago France saw the handwriting on the wall for Europe given the domination of
the NATO Alliance by double-crossing rulers in the United States, so France pulled
out of NATO to go her own way while quietly coming to terms with the Soviet Union

in certain areas. Today there's a quid pro quo between France and the Soviet Union
with respect to Canada. The Soviet Union is desirous of using Canada as a base for
military operations against the United States, and has induced France to provide
entree to Canada through Quebec Province for this purpose. Even though Quebec is
part of Canada and therefore nominally in the British fold, French influence there is
very powerful. The inducements held out by the Soviet Union to persuade France to
cooperate in this venture include both the carrot and the stick. The carrot is the
prospect for France to expand her influence over all of Canada at the expense of her
old rival, Great Britain; but the stick over France's head is the threat that if she doesn't
play ball, the increasingly powerful French Communist Party will take over and end
the existence of the French government as we know it -- and so far France is going
along, and for that reason Moscow called off her dogs in the recent French election.
That's why the French Communists behaved so strangely, wrecking the
Socialist/Communist coalition and causing the leftist coalition to lose the election
when they looked like sure winners to many. Within Canada itself, all this is
cemented by an element at the highest levels of the government. This element is
working actively toward the goal of French-speaking Marxist Republique Populaire
du Canada -- Peoples Republic of Canada. This powerful faction in the Canadian
government is not only cooperating with France in permitting Soviet entree through
Quebec but has also negotiated secret arrangements directly with the Soviet Union as
long as two years ago. As a result, Soviet personnel infiltrated into Canada through
Quebec Province are fanning out all across Canada.
There remains another important segment of the Canadian government who are not
party to the Soviet-French intrigues now underway who instead are pro-Canadian,
pro-Britain, and generally pro-American. It is they who have been responsible for the
efforts in Canada to stem the tide of Soviet activities there, ranging from nuclear
sabotage operations into the United States last spring and summer, to the recent
sensational spy case. But this loyal segment is now losing influence relative to the
faction who are party to the Soviet-French intrigues. This is due in large part to the
self-destructive, weak behavior of the United States since the summer of 1976. Most of
all, the total lack of effort by the United States to defend itself against mounting
nuclear sabotage starting last spring, has strengthened the hand of all those who say
the United States is "done for" and deserves no further help. So now the Soviet Union
is preparing already for the invasion of the United States. A joint operation by the
KGB and the Soviet Army is now underway in Canada and in Mexico as well,
although my reports there are more fragmentary so far.
In the summer of 1976 the Soviet Union began planting underwater missiles in our
own territorial waters in preparation for a nuclear surprise attack. The strategy was to
strike from inside our defenses from short range that would afford us no warning time.
Now, the Soviet Army is embarking on a parallel strategy in preparation for attack

when the moment comes. The Soviet Army is today the best equipped and best
trained in the world, able to fight nuclear, conventional, or chemical warfare day in
and day out. We hear about the threat the Soviet Army backing up the other forces of
the Warsaw Pact poses to western Europe. But my friends, the Soviet Army is not
interested in western Europe, because Moscow has already become the de facto
capital of Europe. NATO is in shreds, and Europeans have had enough of fighting
wars, generation after generation. Most of all, they see no hope in the direction of the
United States. We have double-crossed, stranded, and sold out other allies too many
times; and the controlled Carter administration is confirming that Europe too is
expendable.
Instead of Europe, the United States is the prime target now for the Soviet Army.
While we have our military forces deployed at presumed front-line positions worldwide, the Soviet Army is now in the process of camping on our own doorstep -- in
Canada and Mexico. Squads of Soviet troops are fanning out all over Canada to
preassigned waiting stations which are separated from one another in most cases by at
least five miles. As of my latest report on March 27, two days ago, Soviet squads had
begun reaching waiting stations in every Canadian province except the Yukon. By the
time you hear this report, squads will be there too.
The heaviest concentrations of the Soviet troop squads are in southern Canada near
the United States border, especially in Quebec, British Columbia, New Brunswick,
and Alberta. Otherwise they are dispersing thinly throughout Canada.
Right now the task of the Soviet troops is simply to reach their dispersed waiting
stations, mostly in rugged or remote areas, establish themselves there in ways that do
not attract attention -- and just wait. They are to maintain themselves and wait
however long is required -- weeks, months, or longer until they receive orders to start
preparing for an offensive. Only then will the widely dispersed Soviet troops gather up
their caches of arms, which include tactical neutron bombs, and start forming up into
combat formations. Literally overnight the previously invisible Soviet Army in Canada
and in Mexico will suddenly become visible as a massive fighting force that is ready to
invade the United States. Just as the Soviet Navy has done with its underwater
missiles, the Soviet Army is now in the process of positioning itself inside our main
lines of defense. If all goes according to plan and if this operation is allowed to proceed
like the other Soviet activities against America, the 140,000 combat-ready American
troops now secretly stationed near our border with Canada will be surprised and
overwhelmed, and the battle for North America, like the Battle of the Harvest Moon
six months ago, will go to the Soviet Union.

Topic #3 -- How Events Are Converging Toward Nuclear Holocaust
I have pointed out in the recent past that nowadays wars are planned -- they do not
happen by accident. Those who are entrusted with our national security always
include an inner circle who, doing the bidding of our Secret Rulers, know when war is
coming because they themselves are helping to bring it about. But even as we are
being set up for another round of needless suffering, waste, and carnage, we who are
intended to be sacrificed are always kept in the dark about what is really going on -always in the name of National Security.
The instinct for cover-up by our Secret Rulers is always powerful, but nowadays it is
even more rampant because they are now trying to hide terrible mistakes and failures
on their own part. Nowhere is this more true than in the military environment now
dominated by Soviet Cosmo-strategy. Take Skylab for example, which is fast
becoming the 'Fort Knox Scandal of Space'. Like the alleged tremendous United States
gold hoard at Fort Knox, the 85-ton American Space Station known as Skylab no
longer exists.
As I reported last October in Audio Letter N° 27, Skylab was blasted out of the sky on
October 18, 1977, by a Soviet Cosmos Interceptor -- that is, a Killer Satellite! The
Cosmos Interceptor fired its charged Particle Beam Weapon at Skylab, and Skylab
erupted into an enormous fireball that was seen all the way from southwest Texas to
points perhaps 800 miles away in Arkansas and Missouri. Nine days later the cover-up
began. Suddenly NASA released a cover story to the effect that for some reason Skylab
was sinking out of orbit, years earlier than expected; and since that time, the story has
been revived periodically -- each time with a little more pessimism about the chances
of saving Skylab.
Just as was done in the Fort Knox gold swindle, much ado is being made about
something that does not exist, purely to fool the public. At Fort Knox in September
1974, a small single compartment of strangely reddish junk gold was shown a
delegation of visitors (no gold experts among them), and the United States Treasury
Department then proclaimed: "See, it's all here". And today, stories about Skylab are
accompanied on television by file film and in print by photographs of Skylab to
reinforce the assumption that Skylab is still up there. Now even the bogus Gold Audit,
so called, has its parallel in the Skylab coverup. The Martin-Marietta Co., which is
controlled by our Secret Rulers, has been given a nine-month contract to spend
$125,000 of American taxpayers' money to study the Skylab situation. Can you
imagine? And what next? At Fort Knox, the Treasury argued that it would be too
costly to perform a gold inventory that would answer conclusively my charges about
deficiencies in the gold supply, even though such an inventory had been carried out 20
years earlier without difficulty in only 9 weeks! So don't be too surprised if one of

these days NASA should announce, with deep regret, of course, that budgetary factors
will make it impossible to carry out a Skylab rescue mission.
But more serious than the Skylab cover-up is the frantic cover-up efforts by the
government of the Soviet Cosmospheres now floating over the United States and
elsewhere world-wide. These are the very devices General Thomas Power was
concerned about so long ago. They are armed with charged Particle Beam Weapons
which can do chores like destroying our ICBM's in their silos. They can also shoot
military or other aircraft out of the sky, such as the Air India Boeing 747 that was
blasted out of the sky early in January by a Cosmosphere near Bombay. But so far they
have been used over the United States primarily in a weather modification role. For
this purpose the Cosmospheres fire their Particle Beams in a de-focused mode causing
the beam to be absorbed in the atmosphere instead of penetrating all the way to a
target on the ground. In this way, the Cosmospheres are able to alter drastically the
electrical charges in the upper atmosphere which in turn strongly influence our
weather. Many decades ago the electrical wizard Nikola Tesla predicted that weather
control would someday be possible by altering these electrical charges. Now, with the
aid of their Particle Beam Weapons, the Soviet Union has proven him right -- thanks
to the tremendous energy release achieved by Particle Beams. This energy is only a tiny
fraction of the total energy contained in a large winter storm, for example, but it
serves to trigger and guide these storms.
As a by-product of firing their Particle Beam Weapons in this de-focused mode for
weather control, the Cosmospheres create tremendous air shocks or airquakes. These
first began to be heard up and down the east coast of the United States on December
2, 1977, as Soviet Cosmosphere N° 1 in a list I revealed that month, began firing.
Cosmosphere N° 1 was floating at that time off the South Carolina coast. Thousands of
people from South Carolina to Connecticut were frightened by the powerful,
rumbling blasts rolling in from the ocean, and windows and dishes were shattered in
some areas. More recently, as I pointed out last month, these airquakes have also been
heard elsewhere than along the East Coast, but no national publicity has been allowed
to leak out about these other airquakes.
Meanwhile, events in the Middle East are careening along ever faster toward war. The
long-planned limited nuclear strike from the Sinai against Arab-OPEC oil wells,
which I first warned about in Audio Letters N° 5 and 6 in the fall of 1975, is fast
approaching. The principal target in this strike is to be Saudi Arabia, and for that
reason the Rockefellers arranged to sell the oil fields back to Saudi Arabia, thereby
saving their own money nearly two years ago. Saudi Arabia has never participated
directly in any of the past Middle East conflicts, but now a relentless propaganda
campaign is underway to paint Saudi Arabia as a major threat to Israel. United States
Senators are beginning to spout the line that it is actually Saudi Arabia that is the

source of support for Israel's bitter enemy -- the Palestine Liberation Organization,
the fighting arm of Al Fatah. Meanwhile, for more than a year, Israeli fighter-bombers
have been secretly carrying out practice raids against the Saudi fighter base at Tabuk,
deep inside the northwest corner of Saudi Arabia. As a result, Saudi Arabia is
becoming increasingly eager to obtain American F-15 Fighters, or if not F-15's then
Mirage F-1's from France to match the Israeli presence in the air. And in turn, a new
Senate Report has emerged which says that if we do sell F-15's to Saudi Arabia as part
of the Carter Administration's so-called package deal, Israel may well feel so
threatened as to mount a pre-emptive strike against Saudi Arabia.
In all of this, both Israel and Saudi Arabia are being treated as expendable pawns by
our own Secret Rulers. A cutoff of Middle East oil supplies precipitating a National
Emergency and dictatorial controls in the United States, is still part of the objective,
just as it was in the original plan two and a half years ago. But now, faced with the
catastrophic shift in the military power balance toward the Soviet Union during the
past six months, our Rulers view the coming nuclear doom of OPEC as a scorchedearth policy -- that is, the oil riches of the Middle East are to be denied to the Soviets
by capping off the oil wells with deadly radioactivity. After this is accomplished by an
American strike from the Sinai disguised as an Israeli raid, Israel will be abandoned to
fend for itself. But regardless of the wishful thinking of our Secret Rulers, these
maneuverings and intrigues are not lost on the Kremlin.
Three large Israeli Air Force Bases have been built in the occupied Sinai with United
States funds -- one at Eytam near Al Arish on the Mediterranean coast, one at Ofira
near the southern tip of the Sinai, and one at Etzion fifteen miles southwest of the
Israeli port of Elath on the Gulf of Aqaba. Etzion alone cost over $4,000,000,000 and
can handle the most advanced aircraft. Seemingly this would provide decisive control
of the area. But floating over the Sinai now are 5 Soviet Cosmospheres; and there are
10 more over and around Israel -- one over northwest Saudi Arabia between the Etzion
Air Base in the Sinai and Tabuk, the Saudi Arabian Air Force Base; four over western
Jordan arranged along Israel's east border; one over southwestern Syria near the Sea of
Galilee; one over a spot about 10 miles offshore near Eytam Air Base, another about 10
miles off shore midway between Haifa and Tel Aviv; and two over Israel itself, one in
the north and one in the south. They are all at an altitude of only 12 miles except the
two over the Mediterranean Sea which are only 7 miles high. In addition, 4 undersea
cobalt bombs for earthquake and tidal wave generation have been planted at distances
from 40 to 60 miles off shore in an arc from southern Lebanon to north of the Sinai -they threaten Haifa, Tel Aviv, and the entire Israeli coast.
It's clear that the Soviet Union has no intention of allowing any military action to take
place in the Middle East that is not to Soviet advantage. For example, the
Cosmospheres could stop any Israeli or American strike against Saudi Arabia in its

tracks, if desired; or, if that strike will help in the Kremlin campaign to mobilize the
Russian people for war, they might sit by, watch the nuclear strike take place, and
then destroy the planes on their way back to the Sinai. Anything can happen.
Meanwhile, the erratic behavior of the controlled Carter administration, and of Jimmy
Carter himself is being turned to the advantage of the Kremlin. Less than two weeks
ago on March 17, 1978, Jimmy Carter gave a major foreign policy speech at Wake
Forest University in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. It has been widely described as
a tough talk even though his threats had to do with little more than cutting back on
economic and scientific cooperation with Russia, but the tone of the speech was
perfect for internal Soviet propaganda purposes. Immediately the Carter speech was
seized upon to fuel a fast-growing Kremlin campaign to convince the Russian people
of an American threat so that they will support nuclear war when it comes.
Then two days ago, on March 27, 1978, the Kremlin unleashed a new ultimatum to the
controlled Carter administration to accept a SALT II Surrender Treaty. It was six
months to the day after Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko had delivered the
first SALT II ultimatum on the basis of America's loss of the Battle of the Harvest
Moon. This time the ultimatum was delivered in Pravda, the official organ of the
Soviet Communist Party. The Pravda article urged the United States to make up its
mind quickly on whether or not it wants a new agreement on strategic arms
limitation. American rejection of the new agreement, according to the Pravda
ultimatum, would "torpedo international security".
My friends, it's been said by some that Jimmy Carter is the last United States
president with the chance to make decisions that will prevent the loss of American
freedom, but that's not really true. Jimmy Carter is fast hammering nails in our coffin;
but it was Gerald Ford who, as President, failed America at the most crucial point in
our history. In Audio Letter N° 17 in October 1976, I revealed in detail how President
Ford knuckled under to squalid threats of a personal financial scandal and agreed to
the treasonous Red Friday Agreement on October 1, 1976. In so doing, he undid the goahead he had given General George S. Brown, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to
remove and continue removing the Soviet underwater missiles in our territorial
waters.
The Soviet rulers reached a profoundly important evaluation of the United States at
that point. They had tried to surprise the United States in a double-cross in nuclear
attack. They had been caught, tripped up by public exposure through my tapes,
limited though that exposure was, and yet they had ended up paying nothing for their
failure. Instead, their formal secret allies wanted to reinstate the former secret alliance
as if nothing had happened -- even to the extent of permitting underwater missiles to
be planted along our shores thereafter without interference! And so the Soviet Union
concluded that it might as well pull out all the stops in preparing to destroy America

once and for all, because those who rule America behind the scenes had become so
decadent and weak that they had lost touch with reality. The Anglo-Saxon West was
ready to lie down and die. What a shame! What a tragedy!
My friends, the actions of the controlled Carter administration are leading us ever
deeper into quicksand; and by military power alone there is no hope that America can
be saved, nor is there any hope that our present leaders, elected and otherwise, will
snap out of a lifetime of deception, double-dealing, lies, and blackmail and truly act in
the West's best interest. The ONLY HOPE, my friends, is for the American People to
turn back to our Lord Jesus Christ, to throw out and punish those who are leading us
to slaughter, and to pray that God in His mercy will turn away the plans of the Soviet
Union to destroy us together with our evil rulers.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless and
protect each and every one of you.
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Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is April 28, 1978, and this is my Audio Letter
N° 33.
On a summer day in 1971, two men in space suits sat aboard an awkward looking fourwheeled vehicle that was making its way across the surface of the moon. American
astronauts David Scott and James Irwin, the lunar landing crew of Apollo 15, were on
their way to get a close look at the gigantic lunar canyon known as Hadley Rille. They
were the first men in history to go for a ride on the lunar surface. As they bumped
along, they passed the rim of a crater, which they named Earthlight Crater. Mission
Control in Houston radioed back, "Arthur Clarke would be proud of you". Sixteen
years earlier, in 1955, the renowned British writer Arthur C. Clarke had published a
prophetic book with the title "Earthlight." Published two years before the Space Age
dawned with Sputnik One, Earthlight was about man's then future occupation of the
moon; and in honor of Clarke's vision, the Apollo 15 astronauts named Earthlight
Crater after the book. And very often during television coverage of the American visits
to the moon, Walter Cronkite of CBS News had at his elbow none other than Arthur
C. Clarke. In his book, Clarke painted a vivid picture of the great value the moon
would acquire -- scientifically, economically, and strategically. The climax of this
book, honored so uniquely by the Apollo 15 astronauts, is called the "Battle of Pico", a
hypothetical space battle centered on the moon; and while the details are quite
different, Clarke's fictional Battle of Pico foreshadowed in eerie ways the real space
battle that took place more than two decades later in September 1977. The Battle of
the Harvest Moon has been kept a secret from the public, both by the victor (the
Soviet Union), and by the vanquished (the United States of America); but it is the key
to understanding the increasingly headlong retreat of the United States on all fronts
under the new boldness of the Kremlin.
Like September 1977, April 1978 has been a watershed month in the needless decline
and fall of the United States and of the western world. Now, as last September, crucial
developments have taken place under the shroud of secrecy with no official hint of
what is actually taking place. Now, as then, the only public clues to the momentous

developments going on behind the scenes are obscure diplomatic maneuvers and
mysterious occurrences of all kinds. Last September, for example, there was the
mystery of the so-called UFO over Petrozavodsk in the Soviet Union. Then, a scant
week later, there was the loudly trumpeted breakthrough in SALT II negotiations.
This breakthrough, we were told, accounted for the highly unusual sudden nighttime
meeting with Jimmy Carter at the White House demanded by Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei Gromyko. As I told you that month in Audio Letter N° 26, the object over
Petrozavodsk was not a UFO, and the major media stories about a SALT
breakthrough were lies to mislead the public; and today, seven months later, there still
is no SALT II agreement.
This month there is the alleged mystery of the Korean air liner that intruded into
Soviet airspace while Secretary of State Vance was in Moscow to discuss arms
limitations. The talks took place against a background of clear Soviet threats that this
was to be America's last chance to conclude a SALT II treaty. The talks ended as
deadlocked as ever; but suddenly the Soviet stance in public is the embodiment of
sweet reason and patience. Meanwhile, Secretary Vance refuses to tell the public
anything about what went on in Moscow.
Today, the Republic of the United States of America is in the twilight of final decline
prior to nuclear war. Our secret rulers behind the scenes are still trying to salvage
what they can from their ruined plan for world conquest, and in the process are
making our situation even more desperate day by day. They are manipulating our
economy and our politics to their own ends. They still believe that their wealth will
save them from the nuclear nightmare that they are bringing upon the rest of us, and
they are stalling for time hoping to obtain the fruits of crash projects of military
development in time to stave off the crushing military might of the Soviet Union.
Since the Battle of the Harvest Moon seven months ago, ideology is rapidly being cast
aside as the determining factor for the actions of governments. As the world drifts
closer to war, it's increasingly every nation for itself in the arena of world affairs.
Historical patterns and alignments are pushing aside ideological arguments, and the
survival instinct is taking the place of treaties and even of long-standing friendships
between nations. The shabby treatment of America's allies by our secret rulers over
the years is now coming home to roost. Even now, as we are being backed into a
corner, our rulers are continuing to throw chunks of meat to the advancing Russian
Bear to buy a few moments of time. As our rulers throw away a weapon here, an ally
there, the Russian Bear pauses for a moment to digest each gain and then presses ever
closer. And as we are backed into the position of fortress America, we are increasingly
a fortress without weapons and without the spirit to survive. Like France before May
10, 1940, we hear daily assurances of our military strength and the dependability of our

untried defenses. But like France in 1940, we are eaten up within by spies, inaction,
and apathy.
My friends, there are those who say I should not tell you the whole truth about
behind-the-scenes events that are determining your fate because, they say, I am
frightening the people. But consider these words of a famous German psychiatrist:
"Fear can be disruptive, leading to panic, immobility, and abdication of rationality in
favor of blind emotion; it can also be constructive, creative in the search for ways of
escape, sharpening the wits in order to avoid or overcome danger. One of the
difficulties is that so many of us are too apathetic to be afraid, either trusting to fate to
extricate us or shrugging our shoulders that the prospect of what will be, will be."
When nuclear war comes, including geophysical warfare, only those who have been
forewarned will have any chance of avoiding the panic that will seize those who are
taken by surprise. Only total exposure can prevent nation-wide panic. The American
people will bow to a dictatorial government as our Republic collapses in flames, and
only total exposure plus a spiritual re-awakening could possibly turn aside the manmade catastrophe that is in store for all of us.
My three special topics for today are:
Topic #1--INFLATION, GOLD, AND THE STOCK MARKET BEAR TRAP;
Topic #2--KOREAN AIR LINES FLIGHT 902 -- THE FLYING LUSITANIA; and
Topic #3--THE TWILIGHT OF THE UNITED STATES REPUBLIC.

Topic #1
For several years now the Stock Market has been following a long term trend
downward, crashing in slow motion. But just two weeks ago on April 14, 1978, the
Stock Market in New York suddenly jumped out of the doldrums, as if on signal.
Without plausible explanation trading volume soared to astronomical levels setting
all-time records, while the Dow Jones averages raced upward steadily. Meanwhile,
government economic statistics were sold to the public as showing that our economy
was picking up, and even the badly slumping United States dollar appeared to be
gaining a new lease on life, thanks to rumors that the United States government was
about to start auctioning off gold to prop up the dollar. But as every housewife knows,
inflation is advancing steadily, eating up the family budget and making it even harder
to make ends meet. And while the government drones on and on about inflation a few
per cent per year, shoppers find prices on practically everything today leaping upward

week by week. It's enough to make one think the government and the Stock Market
are in a dream world of their own. And, my friends, they are.
We still hear monthly about America's balance of payments deficit, even though it has
become an obsolete measurement. As I explained five years ago in my book THE
CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR, the traditional balance of payments
measurement has been outmoded by multinational corporations, most of them owned
and controlled by our Secret Rulers. Over 200 of the mightiest of these together with
their multinational banks form the economic empire of the Rockefeller cartel.
Multinationals push money and goods around among themselves however they please,
and as these dollars cross national borders they cause the nation's balance of
payments to reflect whatever they choose.
For example, foreign affiliates of American multinational corporations send oil from
abroad to America and are paid in dollars that contribute to a so-called negative
balance of payments for the United States, even though the companies involved are
effectively Rockefeller controlled on all sides of the transactions.
Today the greatest single export by American multinational companies is jobs. The
economic manipulations that have helped to solidify Rockefeller control over the
United States have also forced costs in the United States to soar compared to other
countries, so increasingly the multinationals buy labor in cheaper markets overseas
that used to account for jobs in America. The result is a steadily rising hard core of
unemployed who can no longer find jobs. This process has turned the United States
increasingly into a service-oriented economy while our basic industries have declined.
There was a time not so long ago when the words "Made in USA" were stamped on
many of the products that dominated world markets, but no more. Today in many
cases only the name is American--the product itself is European, or Japanese, or
Mexican, or otherwise foreign made. Now this process has gone so far that even the
American lead in aerospace is fast disappearing. As major new generations of
commercial aircraft are being considered for the world's air line fleets, lately the
competition is being won by European manufacturers, not American. Until recently
aircraft exports have long been the single major bright spot in America's increasingly
dismal export picture. Now that too is slipping from our grasp.
As we Americans look around us today we are unconsciously seeing a hollow shell of
what used to be. Like a perfectly painted timber of wood eaten up inside by termites,
it still looks impressive but the real strength is gone. Much of the technological and
economic power that used to be America's now resides abroad--in Europe, in Japan,
and in the Soviet Union.
The process of milking the United States economically and technologically
strengthened in 1961. It was part of the two-pronged grand plan for world conquest

that was set in motion in 1961 by our Secret Rulers, the four Rockefeller brothers and
their associates.
As I've explained in detail in earlier tapes, one prong of this plan was visible in its
effects, involving the gradual weakening of the United States to the point of military
vulnerability. This was to culminate in a carefully programmed nuclear war between
the Soviet Union and the United States, primarily on American soil. But then, after the
American people had been beaten down to such an extent that we would accept
complete dictatorship under Rockefeller control, the second prong of the plan was to
be put into effect--that is, a double-cross of the Soviet Union by their secret allies the
Rockefellers. Using supersecret weapons developed since 1961, the plan was to utterly
destroy the Soviet Union as the climax of the war, and the Rockefellers would have
emerged as the undisputed masters of the entire world. This grand plan came to ruin
seven months ago in the disastrous Space Battle of the Harvest Moon, but the bitter
fruits of this diabolical plan are still with us.
In order to be in a position to profit from nuclear war on the soil of the United States,
the Rockefellers transferred the bulk of their assets ahead of time to areas where they
would not be touched by Nuclear War One. This included multinational affiliates in
Europe, in Latin America, as well as to the tightly controlled Rockefeller corporate
empire in Japan. It also included massive transfers of American money, technology,
and military secrets to the Soviet Union to cement the Rockefeller-Soviet alliance
until the day of double-cross.
The plan also included the spiriting away of the huge monetary gold hoard of the
United States. In the magic year of 1961 when the entire grand plan was getting under
way, the monetary aspect of the plan got under way in the form of the London Gold
Pool Agreement. Under the cloak of this authority, America's gold flowed out of the
United States in a continuing hemorrhage from 1961 to 1968, when the Gold Pool was
ended. The ending of the London Gold Pool Agreement on March 17, 1968, was
followed the very next day by the signing of Public Law 90-269 by President Lyndon
Johnson. With the stroke of a pen the requirement that the United States dollar be
backed by gold was eliminated; and on August 15, 1971, President Richard Nixon
closed the gold window, declaring by Executive Order that the United States would
no longer redeem dollars with gold even in international monetary transactions. It
was a declaration of war on the dollar, and since then American inflation and sinking
dollar values have gone hand in hand.
According to official United States Treasury figures, the United States still retains the
world's largest monetary gold hoard, some 277,000,000 ounces; but four years ago this
month in April, 1974, I testified before Congress to the fact that the Treasury figures
are falsified and that the United States is in fact gold poor. Based on very solid
intelligence information, I described the secret removal of vast quantities of gold from

the bullion depository at Fort Knox for transferral to powerful private interests. I
stood ready to present my evidence and witnesses under oath before a Federal Grand
Jury or Congressional investigation with subpoena power--but there was no
investigation, so I made my charges public by every available means, offering to go to
jail as a rabble rouser if I could not prove my charges in a proper legal forum. But still
no honest investigation of any kind materialized! Instead, worried by mounting public
pressure, the Treasury arranged a public relations peep show at Fort Knox. There,
invited Congressmen and newsmen were shown stacks of strangely reddish bars of
alleged gold in just one small compartment; and this was followed by a so-called Gold
Audit, which when it was finally released after months of delay, said only "We believe"
that the gold is there.
The United States Treasury Department has been aware for some time that something
would have to be done about the resurgence of concern about Fort Knox, so during
1977 about 1.5 million ounces of gold were obtained from Portugal. This, plus other
assorted reserves of mostly junk gold that have been scraped together, brings
America's true gold stock right now to just over 3-1/2 million ounces. This is a mere
pittance compared with the 277,000,000 ounces on official Treasury books, but it does
provide something to use for psychological gold sales once again. Earlier this month
the Treasury made a big deal of announcing that the United States will hold six
monthly auctions of gold amounting to 300,000 ounces each. At this rate, if the United
States really had the claimed stocks of gold, auctions could be held monthly for 77
years--yet the Treasury offers to do so only for six months, as a psychological ploy.
Several years ago the Rockefellers and their associates began the process of bailing out
in preparation for war. Now, using their control of certain key financial institutions
here and abroad, they have suddenly created an artificial Stock Market run-up, known
in some circles as a Bear Trap. The idea is to have these controlled holders of large
blocks of stock begin trading among themselves in a frenzy back and forth, raising
prices and generating tremendous Stock Market trading volume in the process. Soon
unsuspecting outside investors, the so-called Bears who have been leery of the sick
Stock Market, are drawn into the fray to invest in what looks like a Bull Market. This
situation may continue for some time; but when the smoke clears, the big controlled
investors who created the artificial Bull Market will have cut their bloated portfolios,
and the normally bearish outside investors who have bought their stocks at inflated
prices will be left holding the bag. Without the artificial pressures now being applied,
the Stock Market will once again begin sinking, and the Bears who have been sucked
into the Stock Market whirlpool will be trapped. The Stock Market Bear Trap now in
progress is bad enough, but there's a far worse Bear Trap that is now closing around
our Secret Rulers as well as the rest of us, and that is the War Trap of the Russian
Bear.

Topic #2
On May 7, 1915, the passenger liner LUSITANIA was nearing the end of its journey
from the United States to Great Britain. The Great War was under way, and for nearly
three months a German submarine blockade of Britain had been in effect, but the
nearly 2,000 passengers aboard the ship were not expecting trouble because, after all,
the Lusitania was a passenger vessel. Suddenly, without warning, torpedoes struck
the Lusitania. She was under attack from a German submarine. Soon the Lusitania
sank, and nearly 1,200 lives were lost. Only later did it come out that the Lusitania had
been carrying large quantities of vital war materiel below decks, war materiel that was
subject to the announced blockade by Germany. The attempt had been made to sneak
this war cargo through the blockade by using nearly 2,000 unsuspecting passengers as
a protective shield against attack, but the attempt had failed with tragic
consequences.
This month, on April 20, 1978, a modern-day parallel to the Lusitania incident took
place when a Korean Air Lines Boeing 707 penetrated Soviet air space and finally was
shot down. As with the Lusitania, Korean Air Lines Flight 902 was carrying out a
military mission using the lives of unsuspecting passengers as a protective shield
against attack. But this time the mission was not the delivery of war materiel but the
gathering of intelligence.
Korean Air Lines Flight 902 was 39 minutes late taking off from Paris that day due to
an unexplained delay. Then the 707 took off into the afternoon sun, heading northwest
over the Norwegian Sea on its Arctic route to Anchorage, Alaska. Periodically the pilot
checked in with ground stations, and as long as the 707 was within tracking range of
radar he was right on course. After passing over northern Greenland, Flight 902
passed out of the range of ground radar installations. Later the pilot reported that he
was approaching Ellesmere Island in extreme northern Canada; but in fact he had put
his plane into a slow, sweeping U-turn to the right, flying a course towards an
unannounced destination--the Soviet Union, and the final position report to northern
Canada given while the jet was still outside radar tracking range served to prevent
anyone from guessing what was afoot. The Korean 707 raced into Soviet air space from
the north and passed directly over the mammoth submarine base at Murmansk, the
headquarters of the Soviet Northern Fleet. There is no naval site in the entire Soviet
Union that is more secret or sensitive than Murmansk. As two Sequoy 15 Jet Fighters
were scrambled to intercept the 707, it continued southward across the Kola
Peninsula, which is dotted with military installations and, like Murmansk, highly
sensitive. The 707 forged ahead on its pre-planned flight route without regard for the
Fighters--it did not slow down, turn on landing lights, or do anything else to respond
to the Soviet Fighters--one of which flew alongside, the other trailing behind the 707.
After passing almost completely across the Kola Peninsula, Flight 902 was about to

head across the narrow White Sea to pass over the Port of Archangel and not far
beyond it the supersecret Plesetsk Cosmodrome.
At that point Moscow ordered the Fighters to force the 707 down by damaging it, but
not to destroy it. The Fighter that had been alongside dropped back and away and the
other opened fire taking care not to destroy control surfaces or ignite the fuel tanks.
Gunfire from the Fighter tore holes in the fuselage, killing one passenger outright,
fatally wounding another, and injuring perhaps a dozen more. Cabin pressure began
dropping fast, and now the 707 was forced to dive to lower altitudes very rapidly.
Within five minutes the 707 had dropped to only 3,000 feet where it flew around for
another hour and a half before landing finally in a wide, clear area far from any airport.
Throughout the time that the Korean 707 was flying through Russian skies, special
instruments installed on the plane were generating reconnaissance data. The data
together with the cockpit conversation were transmitted in coded form to CIA
receivers just beyond the Soviet border. This is why National Security Adviser
Brzezinski was able so quickly to announce that Soviet Fighters had fired on the
Korean 707. As an intelligence mission, Korean Air Lines Flight 902 was a success;
but when you hear why it was necessary, you will begin to understand just how
desperate America's military situation has become.
As I say these words, several days have passed since the Soviet Union allowed a Pan
American Jet Liner to fly the crew, passengers, and bodies of the two passengers who
were killed from Murmansk to Helsinki, Finland. Everyone was released except the
pilot and navigator, who are still detained in Russia for questioning.
We have heard all kinds of stories in the major news media trying to convince us that
the flight crew became "disoriented", that the navigation instruments of the 707
somehow misbehaved and misled the crew, and that the United States government is
very puzzled about it all. But after the crew and passengers were rescued from the
crash-landed Korean 707, it very quickly became obvious to Soviet authorities that the
intrusion into Russian air space could not have been accidental. For example, the
navigation instruments on a Boeing 707 use what is called Redundant Design so that
the failure of even a major component in the system cannot destroy the accuracy of the
navigational data available to the crew. As for the effects of magnetic compass
variations in Arctic regions, these effects are real; but for many years Jet Transports
have been using Polar routes many times daily without difficulty, because there are
standard techniques to correct for these magnetic variations.
The crew of Korean Air Lines Flight 902 were well experienced in Polar flights and in
using these techniques; and yet, for the whole episode to have been accidental, the
seasoned pilot, co-pilot, and navigator would have had to miss the most familiar and
unmistakable of all navigation clues--the position of the sun. Even some of the
passengers said after their ordeal that they had privately become worried when

midway through the flight the sun shifted around from a position ahead of them to a
point behind the plane. As if that were not enough, Flight 902 just 'happened' to enter
Soviet air space with pinpoint accuracy to pass directly over the critical Murmansk
area. Then, faced with the menace of a Jet Interceptor alongside the 707 with its red
Soviet star clearly visible even to many passengers, Flight 902 just forged ahead deeper
and deeper into highly sensitive Russian military territory.
No, my friends, there was nothing accidental about the Korean air liner's flight into
the frozen north of Russia. Those who suspect that it was an intelligence mission are
correct. But that raises two questions that go to the heart of the matter: What
intelligence information could possibly be so urgent that the lives of 110 people were
put at risk in order to obtain it? And why was it necessary to resort to such a crude
means of intelligence gathering? My friends, you will search the major media news
reports in vain in looking for the answers to these two questions; and your sworn
public servants, so called, in the Federal government are busy trying to play dumb
about it, so they won't tell you. But if you will simply review the progress of events
that I have been telling you about over the past seven months, you will be able to
understand what happened without any difficulty.
The events leading up to the Korean Air Liner incident began seven months earlier to
the day on September 20, 1977. At about 4:00 a.m. local time on that date a newly
operational Soviet Killer Satellite destroyed an American Spy Satellite over the
northern Russian town of Petrozavodsk. The Killer Satellite involved was Cosmos
929, the first in a fleet of manned Cosmos Interceptors which destroy targets by
means of charged Particle Beam Weapons. The American Spy Satellite erupted into an
immense fireball as it exploded in space. The display was so spectacular that it was
seen as far away as Helsinki, Finland, and described as a jellyfishlike UFO in news
reports here. Last September in Audio Letter N° 26 I described this first destruction of
an American Spy Satellite in more detail. And on October 4, 1977, just a few days after
I revealed the existence of operational Soviet Killer Satellites in Audio Letter N° 26,
Defense Secretary Harold Brown held a press conference at the Pentagon. He stunned
everyone by confirming the newly operational Soviet capability in Killer Satellites; but
he refused to say anything about how they worked, so many reporters have speculated
incorrectly that they are of an old explosive, unmanned design. During October, as I
reported in Audio Letter N° 27, the Soviet Union launched six more Cosmos
Interceptors into orbit. All around the world they began blasting American Spy
Satellites, and during October 1977 strange reports of fireballs in the sky peppered the
news.
Meanwhile, virtually the entire Soviet Submarine Fleet was deployed in attack
positions around the United States to discourage any American effort to retaliate for
the destruction of our Spy Satellites. By early November the situation with our Spy

Satellites was becoming critical, and Soviet military pressure on the controlled Carter
administration was building fast. On November 18, 1977, the Voice of America was
used to hurl a war threat at Russia over the Spy Satellite crisis which I quoted in part
in Audio Letter N° 28. A pre-emptive American attack on the Soviet Union was being
seriously considered by the Carter administration, but once again the overwhelming
power of the Soviet Navy was used to stop that idea in its tracks.
On January 24, 1978, Cosmos 954, the mysterious Soviet Nuclear Satellite, crashlanded in Canada. As I explained that month in Audio Letter N° 30, Cosmos 954 was
the very Killer Satellite that had been used four months earlier in the Battle of the
Harvest Moon. But few people paid much attention a week later when Cosmos 929,
the very first operational Soviet Killer Satellite, returned to earth on February 2, 1978.
Meanwhile, as I reported in Audio Letter N° 31, more than 30 Soviet Cosmos
Interceptors equipped with Particle Beam Weapons were in orbit patrolling the earth
by then.
Last month, as I called to your attention in Audio Letter N° 32, the Kremlin repeated
its SALT II surrender ultimatum to the United States. It was March 27, six months to
the day after America lost the Battle of the Harvest Moon and Gromyko delivered the
first SALT II ultimatum at the White House. The official Soviet newspaper Pravda
delivered the ultimatum using the language of diplomacy, and the jumpy Carter
administration once again verged on panic. Only two days later it was announced
that Secretary of State Vance would meet with Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko to
talk about SALT II, perhaps in Geneva; but in the end Vance was forced to make his
pilgrimage hat in hand to the fountainhead, Moscow. By the time of the initial
announcement of a planned Vance-Gromyko meeting, Leonid Brezhnev N° 2 was off
to the Soviet far east in company with Defense Minister Marshal Dmitry Ustinov.
Brezhnev No. 2 is the ceremonial double who has been taking the place of the real
Brezhnev in public functions beginning a few weeks after the real Brezhnev's death in
Moscow on January 7, 1978.
It is now Ustinov who is the strongest man in the Kremlin. Ustinov is the new
Khrushchev allowing others to present the image of power while he is consolidating
his own leadership behind the scenes. My friends, the use of doubles in politics and
diplomacy is scarcely ever suspected by the public. After all, we are the ones who are
supposed to be fooled by it; but at the diplomatic level it is not an uncommon practice
at all, and when a double is detected a diplomatic tradition is not to comment about it
in any way. To do so would be seen as interference in the internal affairs of another
country--something for which the Soviet Union has no tolerance. So even though
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and others know Brezhnev N° 2 is a double, they
simply go along with the charade. Can you imagine?

During the far eastern trip by Brezhnev N° 2 and Ustinov, disputed border regions
between the Soviet Union and China were visited. Rousing speeches to Soviet troops
were used to extract shouted pledges from the troops to protect the motherland, but
China was only partially the target of all this. On April 7, Brezhnev N° 2 made a speech
aboard a cruiser in the port of Vladivostok dwelling not on China but on the United
States. The Carter administration was accused of vacillation and inconsistency in the
SALT II negotiations, and the point was made that by stalling the United States was
on the verge of losing the chance altogether for a SALT II agreement. When American
Intelligence analysts heard that, they shuddered. SALT II is secretly intended to be
America's surrender treaty through unilateral disarmament. The only alternative to
surrender under an ultimatum is war itself, and Brezhnev N° 2's words had not been
chosen lightly. After the Vladivostok speech he turned momentarily toward Ustinov
for a nod of approval, and he got it. It was increasingly clear that the Vance trip to
Moscow was taking on an either/or significance. Either Vance would find a way to
continue stalling without raising excessive Soviet anger or he would have to sign on
the dotted line. If possible, delay is wanted by those who are controlling the United
States government because Operation Desk Top has been re-activated.
In January 1977 I revealed that the CIA had planted a fleet of Undersea Super Missiles
on the floor of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans but that they had begun leaking and
becoming disabled one by one. In one instance after I revealed this, the leakage
poisoned whales in the ocean east of Florida, and they began beaching themselves to
die in great numbers near Jacksonville, Florida. Today the entire original fleet of CIA
Undersea Missiles are defunct but Operation Desk Top, which originally planted
these missiles in the sea, has been reactivated and a new fleet of Undersea Missiles is
being planted. This is being done under cover of drilling off the East Coast for oil.
Many of the drilling operations going on there now are genuine; but Exxon, the oldest
and most tightly controlled of all Rockefeller corporations, is being used in Operation
Desk Top. In August 1976 when the Soviet Underwater Missile Crisis was secretly in
progress, Exxon set the whole oil industry abuzz by bidding fantastic amounts in
order to control large sections of the Atlantic oil field now being explored. Now,
Exxon is using the Glomar Pacific Drilling Ship in connection with Operation Desk
Top. The Glomar Pacific is a sister ship to the famous Glomar Explorer -- the Howard
Hughes mystery ship, so-called, which was used in the original Operation Desk Top.
So the American strategy is to keep buying time in hopes that the new fleet of CIA
Undersea Missiles and other ad hoc actions can be completed in time to counter the
crushing military power of Russia. But remembering the nightmare days of last fall
following the Battle of the Harvest Moon, the Soviet words of late suggested that any
further delay by Vance in Moscow could be the last straw. It was concluded that for
Vance to know how to play it, he would have to be provided with up-to-the-minute
intelligence on the Soviet military-alert status while the talks were under way. If it

were found that the Soviet forces were in a posture of readiness to launch an attack,
Vance would have no choice but to agree in principle to the secret surrender
provisions of SALT II; but if Soviet forces were in a lower alert posture, he was to
continue stalling with just enough concessions to avoid a total deadlock.
A year ago there would have been no problem in providing Vance with this crucial
"Go" versus "No Go" intelligence information, because a year ago the United States still
had a network of Spy Satellites in orbit. Now, we don't. I can now reveal that the
orbital fleet of the Soviet Cosmos Interceptors has finished the job of eliminating
America's Spy Satellites that can make observations in the Soviet Union. We have not
retaliated because we dare not. We no longer have the ability to detect Soviet ICBMs
at the moment of launch, so any ICBM missile attack will produce only the much
shorter warning provided by our Early Warning radar network; and we can no longer
watch troop movements and other military activities continuously throughout the
Soviet Union. So it was clear that a special reconnaissance flight would have to be
flown in order to provide the intelligence Vance needed in Moscow. But the advanced
air defenses of the Soviet Union can now shoot down any western reconnaissance
aircraft, including even the RS-71 which flies 20 miles high at three times the speed of
sound. The only chance was to use an airplane the Russians might refrain from
shooting at--that is, a passenger airplane; and to minimize suspicion it could not be an
American plane.
As I pointed out two months ago, the disastrous aftermath of the Battle of the Harvest
Moon had brought about a major re-thinking of the announced Carter plan to pull
troops out of South Korea. Someone suggested that this slowdown, which was already
being planned, be offered to South Korea in exchange for a South Korean intelligence
flight into Soviet territory. This plan was adopted, and the fate of Korean Air Lines
Flight 902 was sealed. On April 20, 1978, Secretary of State Vance was in Moscow. It
was the first day of his talks with Gromyko. Seemingly by coincidence, that same day
Korean Air Lines Flight 902 strayed into Soviet air space and flew around over a
tremendous concentration of Russian military installations. By the time the 707 finally
landed, American intelligence officials had their answer--the Soviet Union was not
preparing for an immediate attack. The news was flashed to Vance in Moscow, and
the stalling proceeded according to plan. The very next day Jimmy Carter announced a
delay in the troop pullout plan for South Korea.
The Korean Air Line incident illustrates one very important fact that is often
forgotten. Regardless of the weapons involved, strategy is always of paramount
importance and can sometimes tip the balance against tremendous odds; and of all
strategic factors, surprise is the most powerful. The Korean 707 succeeded in
penetrating the most powerful air defense system in the world because the Russians
were caught off guard--they were not expecting such a stunt. Just imagine, my friends,

what the impact will be when the military might of Russia is combined with surprise
in the war to come!!

Topic #3
What I am trying to do in my tapes, my friends, is to help enable you to interpret the
present in the light of the future. Once you understand where events are heading, and
why, you will no longer be mystified and caught by surprise by the turbulent events of
today. But no one can grasp anything about what the future holds unless he has
learned the lessons of the past. Looking at the Republic of the United States today,
some of the most vivid lessons we should have learned from the past came out of the
collapse of the French Third Republic in 1940. The collapse of France in the face of
Hitler's military machine in 1940 was shocking, but it was inevitable. The seeds of
defeat had already been sown in France during the preceding years when France
refused to recognize the reality of the threat and take action to protect herself. Like
America today, France was eaten up from within by spies; yet like America today,
France felt safe behind its Maginot line, and for public consumption there were
continuous assurances that French military forces were adequate to maintain French
security. The ability of France to defend herself turned out to be pure fiction. When
the moment of truth arrived, the fine images and self-deception collapsed, and with
them the French Third Republic.
Today, the United States is nearing the moment of truth, following a period of decay,
self-deception and image making that parallels that of France from 1933 to 1940.
Alexander Werth has written a book about that period titled "THE TWILIGHT OF
FRANCE" published in New York by Fertig in 1966. In the introduction D. W. Brogan
wrote the following words, and I quote: "That France was beaten in 1940 was not
surprising, only a miracle could have prevented that; but not only had the world come
to expect miracles of France, the world was dazzled by the victory of 1918." And I
quote again: "The French defeat was not surprising; what was surprising was the
failure to preserve the fruits of victory--those minimum guarantees of French
security".
Like France in 1940, the United States today is basking in the afterglow of victory long
since dead; and like France in 1940, we have failed to preserve minimum guarantees
for our own security. In fact, America has slipped even farther than France because
under the guise of Arms Limitation we have shut down air defense systems, military
bases and navy installations, and otherwise abandoned the defense of our own
homeland. Historians are unable to find any precedent in history for such suicidal
action by a great power. The twilight of the United States has now guaranteed that it
is humanly impossible for the United States either to turn aside or to win a war with

the Soviet Union. Only a miracle could do that, but we as a nation do not deserve a
miracle. Instead of the faith in God that built the United States, most Americans now
put their faith in the United States itself as if it were a godlike being that could never
go wrong and never be defeated.
In the midst of the Moscow meetings this month between Vance and Gromyko, a
Soviet spokesman reiterated for the last time in clear terms that this was America's
last chance to sign a SALT II treaty; and despite the seeming improvement in the tone
of the talks and regardless of the seeming Soviet willingness to keep talking about
SALT II, this was America's last chance to surrender by that route. The Russians
know that the controlled Carter administration is stalling for time, they know about
Operation Desk Top and the other ad hoc efforts to find some military threat of
significance to aim at the Soviet Union, and they know about the Rockefeller moves to
try to turn China into a credible deterrent -- but it is all too little and too late. The
Kremlin has no intention of allowing these desperate maneuverings to bear fruit, but
plans to cut them short with war on Soviet terms and at a time chosen by the Soviet
Union. Since the end of the Moscow talks on April 22, 1978, the Kremlin has
committed itself to a step-by-step clearing of the decks for war. There is no rigid
timetable but there are definite steps planned. The intention is to complete as many as
possible before launching war against the United States so that it will be possible to
concentrate fully on America's conquest when the time comes. Even so, the Soviet
Union stands ready for war at any moment.
Very important to the Kremlin is a propaganda campaign which has already started to
get the Russian people ready for war. The Soviet Union is going out of its way to seem
reasonable and constructive about arms control in particular while the United States
is being painted as uncooperative and threatening.
Another top priority has to do with Soviet invasion preparations in Canada and
Mexico which I described last month. After the initial surprise nuclear attack, the
Soviet Union wants to be ready to mobilize its troops, tanks, artillery, and weapon
caches quickly for invasion across our northern and southern borders.
There is also the major matter of Red China over which a tug of war has erupted
between the Soviet Union and the United States. This is so important that two days
ago Brezhnev N° 2 sent a Deputy Foreign Minister to Peking for talks about the border
dispute. In the days ahead China will be increasingly the focus of attention by both
sides, but the sleeping giant should have been left alone, because the pressures and
inducements now being showered on China by the Rockefeller interests are tending
to make China more revisionist and therefore more similar to Russia in political
thinking. So, unwittingly, our Secret Masters are helping to bring Russia and China
closer together, not farther apart.

As war approaches, the United States will be plagued increasingly by sabotage and by
acts of geophysical warfare--such as floods, storms, and artificial earthquakes,
especially in California. But the biggest surprise in store for America in the coming
war are the Cosmospheres now hovering over our heads.
Unlike the United States in recent years, the Soviet Union has never forgotten that
quantity can be just as important as quality in a weapons system; and in preparation
for the coming conflict, the number of Cosmospheres deployed world-wide and
especially over the United States began mushrooming early this month. Based on my
intelligence information as of April 26, two days ago, there are two hundred sixteen -repeat, 216 -- Soviet Cosmospheres armed with Particle Beam weapons now hovering
over locations throughout the United States. There are nine (9) over the Washington,
D.C. area alone, three (3) each over New York City, Roanoke, Va., and Phoenix,
Arizona. Also there are Cosmospheres located over military installations, dams, state
capital cities and other major cities. Presently they are most heavily concentrated in
the northeast area of the United States, but there are twelve (12) each over California
and Texas, and nine (9) over Kansas. The Carter administration knows all too well
how close we are to war; that is why we are hearing more and more about a possible
national emergency, gas rationing, etc. Congress knows too but they, like the
Executive branch, refuse to tell you the truth.
As citizens of the United States, we are now just like the trusting passengers of
Korean Air Lines Flight 902--we are just going along for the ride, trusting our pilots in
Washington; and even when we see dramatic and disturbing signs that something is
terribly wrong, we as a people refuse to accept the responsibility left to us by the
Founders of our Republic. Instead of picking up the Constitutional tools that were
left to us to prevent disaster, we react like the passengers on the Korean plane who
wondered why the sun was suddenly behind them instead of ahead of them. We think
it must be all right, surely they must know what they are doing; but, my friends, our
Republic is now in the hands of men who don't know what they are doing. They
know all about lies, intrigue and trickery, but they know nothing about honest
leadership nor do they care about it. And so the twilight of the Republic of the United
States of America is deepening before our very eyes. We have turned away from the
light of Freedom that comes only from God, and we are flying into the darkness of
war.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER, Box 16428, Ft. Worth, Texas 76133.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is May 26, 1978, and this is my Audio Letter
N° 34.
The time has now come for me to take pause and to take stock of the desperate
situation facing us. I have worked as hard and as faithfully as I know how to do for
five years, and I believe I should give you my honest evaluation of the success or failure
of what I have been trying to do. I am not making a career of this. EITHER THE
PLANS OF OUR SECRET RULERS FOR WAR AND DISASTER WILL BE
STOPPED -- OR THEY WILL STOP US!
My three special topics for today are:
Topic #1--THE BATTLE OF MIDWAY REPEATED IN SPACE;
Topic #2--EARTHQUAKES, WEATHER CONTROL, AND HUNGER IN
AMERICA; and
Topic #3--THE PUBLIC CONFESSION OF DR. BETER.

Topic #1
Eight months ago tomorrow, on September 27, 1977, the United States lost the most
decisive battle of the 20th Century--the Battle of the Harvest Moon. Not since the
early days of World War II has there been anything remotely like it in significance.
Ever since the sleepy Sunday morning of December 7, 1941, the words "Pearl Harbor"
have meant far more than the geographical location of the headquarters of the Pacific
Fleet of the United States Navy. From that day onward, Pearl Harbor has been a
synonym for surprise attack of the most devastating variety. To every American who
heard the chilling, unbelievable news bulletins on the radio that day, the Pearl Harbor
attack still remains as a searing memory. For us, it was the beginning of a nightmare

called World War II. The emotional impact of the Pearl Harbor attack still lingers on;
but the full meaning of that attack was lost on most of us then and is even less widely
understood today, for it was not until six months later that the true significance of the
Pearl Harbor attack was revealed in the decisive Battle of Midway, and by then we
Americans were too preoccupied with fighting the war to stop and notice the broader
meaning of particular battles.
In Audio Letter N° 14, nearly two years ago, I referred to the fact that just prior to the
Pearl Harbor attack President Franklin D. Roosevelt had taken steps to arrange for
our three aircraft carriers based there to be absent when the Japanese attacked; and in
Audio Book Talking Tape N° 7-B, which I recorded over two years ago with my friend
Colonel Curtis B. Dall, Colonel Dall tells the whole story of the TREASON of
America's leaders in conjunction with the Pearl Harbor attack. There's no time to
review all of that again here, it's enough to say that Pearl Harbor was held out to the
Japanese as an enticing target for attack as a ruse to get America into the war. By
virtue of the Tripartite Act between Japan, Germany, and Italy, this automatically
involved America in the European war as well. As a result, our Secret Rulers emerged
from World War II in control of the formerly British oil concessions in Saudi Arabia.
But returning to the Pacific, the sequence of events from the Pearl Harbor attack in
December 1941 to the Battle of Midway six months later, had a profound impact on
American military strategy for decades to come. In the realm of naval strategy, the rise
to dominance of the aircraft carrier was confirmed during that period in the Pacific
over 35 years ago, and today the aircraft carrier is still a dominant factor in most
American naval thinking. But far beyond that, those first six months of the Pacific war
became the primitive model for an entire grand strategy for world domination that
was set in motion two decades later in 1961; only this time, the secret strategy
backfired. In June 1942 the Battle of Midway, the turning point of the Pacific war, was
won by the United States -- but in September 1977 the Battle of the Harvest Moon,
another turning point, was lost by the United States.
As World War II began, most Americans still thought of battleships as typifying naval
power. We had heard about aircraft carriers, submarines, and other kinds of ships, but
it was the battleship with its awesome big guns able to pound landing beaches or
other ships twenty miles away that automatically came to mind. If we had been asked,
most Americans probably would have answered that the battleship was the key to
naval strength -- but we, the public, were behind the times. A revolution was taking
place in the technology of naval weaponry and top strategists knew that the days of
the battleship were already numbered, thanks to the rapid emergence of effective
aircraft carriers. In 1941 this turn of events was still so new that even within naval
ranks it was a matter of heated debate, but at the highest levels of strategic thinking it
was understood in Japan as well as in the United States.

When Admiral Yamamoto, the Japanese naval chief, launched the surprise attack on
Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, he used a naval force built around six aircraft
carriers. Like all military commanders, Yamamoto knew that surprise would be the
most powerful of all weapons, and every precaution was taken to insure that it would
be achieved. Long before battleships or cruisers would have been close enough to start
shelling Pearl Harbor, Yamamoto's aircraft carriers began launching dive bombers,
torpedo planes, and fighters into the first rays of dawn; and at 7:55 A.M. Honolulu
time, wave after wave of Japanese aircraft swept in to attack Pearl Harbor. Not a
single American fighter rose to meet the first waves of Japanese attackers because the
surprise was complete. Battleships, cruisers, and destroyers were caught were they lay
peacefully at anchor, bottled up in the harbor; and American aircraft grouped together
on the airfield as a precaution against sabotage were turned into gigantic towering
bonfires even as American pilots tried in vain to start their planes and take off.
Yes, tactical surprise had been achieved at Pearl Harbor by Yamamoto, but it was
Yamamoto who was surprised in the strategic sense, because just as he had used
aircraft carriers for the attack, his principal targets at Pearl Harbor had been our three
aircraft carriers based there. Falsified intelligence reports had been used to convince
Yamamoto that these prize targets were there, but when Japanese aircraft swarmed
over Pearl Harbor that December morning, all three carriers were missing. As a result,
the decisive blow that Yamamoto had tried to deliver to the United States Pacific
Fleet had not been achieved, but incredible carnage and terror had taken place--just
the right medicine our Secret Rulers needed to cure American reluctance to go to war.
Just five months later the seriousness of the failure of the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor began to make itself felt. A large Japanese task force was preparing to invade
some islands in the Solomons using powerful battleships and cruisers to cover the
invasion; but the United States Navy intervened, using aircraft carriers to good
advantage. The resulting Battle of the Coral Sea ruined the Japanese attack plan by
turning the entire engagement into a battle between aircraft carriers. The Japanese
were never able to make use of their battleships, cruisers, and landing craft and had to
withdraw.
But it was the following month, June 1942, that the decisive Battle of Midway sealed
Japan's fate for the rest of the war. Admiral Yamamoto launched an attack against
Midway Island, an important American air and naval toe hold in the South Pacific.
Yamamoto's force included not only four aircraft carriers but a seemingly
overwhelming force of battleships together with cruisers, destroyers, and submarines.
But once again the United States Navy turned the whole thing into a battle between
aircraft carriers. Under the command of Admiral Chester Nimitz, American forces
built around the three carriers that had been deliberately saved from the Pearl Harbor
surprise, attacked the Japanese from an unexpected direction. In a single day, June 4,

1942, all four of the attacking Japanese carriers were sunk. Now the vast fleet of
Japanese battleships and other vessels were robbed of their air umbrella and became
useless. They couldn't get close enough to Midway to attack and had to turn away.
Without their carriers they were defeated regardless of all their seeming power
otherwise.
The Battle of Midway was the turning point of the Pacific War. It came only six
months after Pearl Harbor, and the war continued with great loss of life on both sides
for more than three years afterward. But with the Battle of Midway, the ultimate
outcome of the war between Japan and the United States became only a matter of
time because the loss of the four carriers sunk in the Battle of Midway broke the back
of Japanese naval superiority in the Pacific. From then on, American productive
capacity enabled the United States to gradually pull ahead and outstrip all Japanese
capabilities, and Japan was doomed.
The events from Pearl Harbor to Midway over a generation ago provided lessons that
our arrogant Secret Rulers thought they could apply on a far bigger scale once again.
By means of Pearl Harbor, they had lured an intended victim, Japan, into an attack
that united the American people into support for war. Meanwhile they had held back
in reserve the essential weapons of retaliation which were to enable the victim to be
defeated -- namely, aircraft carriers. At the time, carriers were still so new as a real
naval force that their true significance was lost on the public at large. But by banking
everything on this new decisive technology of war, they had succeeded in destroying
Japan as the planned outcome of the war.
Twenty years later in 1961 a replay of the same basic strategy was set in motion by our
Secret Rulers. This was the elaborate two-pronged strategy for world domination
about which I have given many details, beginning last September in Audio Letter No.
26 and in other Audio Letters since then. The intended victim this time was to be
Soviet Russia, the only military force on earth rivaling that of the Rockefeller empire.
Once again the intention was to lure the victim, Russia, into a Pearl Harbor-type
attack under carefully controlled conditions. As before, the terror and carnage would
be inhuman with many millions of lives being snuffed out this time since the attack
would be nuclear. But as before, our Secret Rulers intended to keep in reserve a
decisive ace in the hole in terms of new weapons technology with which to destroy
the intended victim when the time came. In the Pacific war over 35 years ago it was
the new aircraft carrier whose umbrella determined the usefulness of almost all other
weapons. Today it is space weaponry that plays the same role, and the ace in the hole
our Secret Rulers had kept aside was the secret American Moon Base in Copernicus
Crater. Armed with Beam Weapons, the Copernicus Base was to be an invulnerable
location from which any populated spot on earth could be put to the torch instantly,

and at will. But last September 1977 the whole diabolical plan backfired, as I told you
in detail that month in Audio Letter N° 26.
First, on September 20, 1977, the first operational Russian Killer Satellite, Cosmos 929,
manned and armed with charged Particle Beam Weapons, blasted an American Spy
Satellite into a giant fireball over the Petrozavodsk Observatory located in northern
Russia. It was like the Battle of the Coral Sea in May 1942, for suddenly the rules of
battle were undergoing a dramatic change, only this time it was happening in reverse.
This time the tables were being turned against us, not by us. Then only a week later
the Space Age equivalent of the Battle of Midway took place--out of the public eye,
and without any public suspicion of what was taking place. Suddenly, without
explanation, the Soviet Union expelled European community fishing vessels from its
northern waters where its mammoth Northern Fleet is based. Then on September 27,
1977, the Battle of the Harvest Moon ended in a stunning upset--the Soviet Union had
knocked out the secret American weapons base in Copernicus Crater. It was a
turning-point battle, no less than the Battle of Midway in World War II.
Since that time, as I have chronicled for you in my tapes month to month, Soviet
Russia has turned the tables against the United States militarily just as surely and just
as decisively as did the United States against Japan in World War II. All-out war
between Russia and America has not yet broken out, but the ultimate outcome
appears to have been decided already by the turning-point secret Space Battle of eight
months ago. In the same way, the bulk of the fighting between Japan and the United
States in World War II took place after the Battle of Midway, but the turning point at
Midway set the course for the remainder of the war that Japan could never reverse.

Topic #2
In the wake of the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia in 1918, centralized control of food
production and distribution, food rationing, purges and other factors led to the
horrendous Russian famine of 1919 to 1921. The vicious new masters of Russia, the
Bolsheviks, who are now being expelled from Russia, used hunger as a deliberate tool
for political control. The awesome and tragic effects of hunger on people were
described as a lesson to all by the late P. A. Sorokin, the great Russian sociologist who
fled Bolshevik Russia and founded the Department of Sociology at Harvard
University. To all who are wise enough to care about the lessons of the Russian
experience in this area, I strongly recommend Sorokin's book titled "HUNGER AS A
FACTOR IN HUMAN AFFAIRS." It's available for $12.50 from the University of
Florida Press, 15 Northwest Street, Gainesville, Fla., zip 32603.

In my very first tape, Audio Book N° 1, I mentioned the planned role of shortages and
even starvation in America as factors in the coming depression and war. Many things
have gone awry in our Secret Rulers' time tables since then, but the prospects for
hunger in America have, if anything, increased. In recent tapes I have mentioned the
weather modification role which can be played by Russian Cosmospheres. Their
charged Particle Beam Weapons when fired in a de-focused mode produce not only air
blasts like those that were first heard along our East Coast last December but also
electrical charges in the upper atmosphere that alter our weather patterns.
Now, for the very first time, I can confirm that weather control by our own Secret
Rulers is also far advanced as it pertains to the United States. On December 12, 1977,
an article was planted in a Canadian newspaper which has been circulated very
widely throughout the United States. It claimed that an electronic weather barrier
had been set up by the Russians to change our weather. The alleged Russian barrier
was described as running all the way from Alaska to Chile, and it was blamed for the
unusually severe winter that was in progress. Here, my friends, is a perfect example of
dis-information -- it was designed to mislead the public and many, many people have
been taken in by it.
There is a weather modification Grid System along our shores, but it's not as
described in the article, and it's not Russian. It's controlled by our own Secret Rulers.
This Grid System consists of three (3) tremendous underwater cables laid along the
Continental Shelf of our East, West, and Gulf Coasts. The West Coast cable runs from
Cape Cook on northwest Vancouver Island down the West Coast past Baja
California, to a point opposite Tuxpan, Mexico. The East Coast cable runs from the
tip of a peninsula at the northeast end of the Bay of Fundy, Nova Scotia, southward to
a point near Jacksonville, Florida. The Gulf cable runs from a point northwest of
Tampa near Buena Vista, Florida, westward to a point 77 miles due east of Corpus
Christi, Texas. Each cable is powered by an underground nuclear power plant. These
three underground nuclear power plants are located at Cape Cook, at the peninsula I
described in Nova Scotia, and near Buena Vista, Florida.
You may have read articles speculating that very powerful radio waves might be used
to alter the weather, but that's not how the Coastal Grid System works. Instead, each
grid cable can be made either positive or negative relative to the earth. The nuclear
power plant that feeds it acts like a giant battery with one terminal connected to the
cable, the other grounded. These three Coastal Grids combined set up electrical fields
that span the continental United States, excluding Alaska, with parts of Mexico and
Canada affected as well. Electric charges in the upper atmosphere move in response to
these fields, producing jet stream shifts which in turn alter our weather. The process
absorbs enormous amounts of power, which is provided by the three underground
nuclear power plants that feed the Grids.

In the bitter winter just passed, killer storms were created by weather control that
was only partly due to Soviet Cosmospheres--for the most part they were caused by
the Coastal Grids, which I am able to reveal today for the very first time. At the
present time the West Coast Grid is negatively charged, while the East Coast Grid is
positive. But I am informed that beginning just six days ago on May 20 an experiment
got underway involving frequent changes in polarity of the Gulf Grid. Yesterday, for
example, the polarity was changed from negative to positive at 4:20 P.M., and then
reversed from positive to negative again barely 7 hours later at 11:30 P.M. In light of all
this, ponder the words of Merlin Williams, Director of the Federal Government's
Weather Modification Office in an interview published just yesterday, May 25, in the
New York Times. A sense of urgency about improved storm warning was conveyed as
he pointed to communities on the southern Florida coast as being particularly
vulnerable. He said it is likely that "the kind of storms that killed only a few people in
the past, will kill thousands. The time is ripe for such a killer storm, and I am afraid it
could very well come this summer or fall".
These Grids, my friends, are being used by our Secret Rulers to manipulate our
weather for their own purposes. Last winter tremendous storms 'just happened' to
coincide with efforts of a gas lobby to de-regulate natural gas prices; and now, strange
weather conditions have seriously delayed the planting of spring crops in our
breadbasket areas, and have caused crops to be washed away in others. What is going
on now is weather warfare, involving not only weather modification weapons of the
Soviet Union but also of our own Secret Rulers. The era of weather strategy has
dawned with America as the battleground. These secret Coastal Grids tend to
produce regional and nation-wide weather modification effects, while the Russian
Cosmospheres produce more concentrated, localized effects. But now, with even more
Cosmospheres overhead than the 216 I reported to you last month, a battle royal is
shaping up for control of America's weather. I cannot say who will win, but what I
can say for sure is that strange weather will be widespread this summer and perhaps
even more so next winter -- and the losers will be you and me, the American people.
This disruption of our food supply by weather modification has already begun,
reflected in skyrocketing vegetable prices at your local supermarket; but a much more
dramatic disruption in those food supplies that come from our West Coast could
occur at any moment. I am referring to the effects of man-made earthquake and tidal
wave disaster I first warned about a year ago in Audio Letter N° 24. In that tape I gave
the locations of seven (7) Russian fission-fusion-fission superbombs that had been
planted in deep undersea trenches around the Philippines. As I explained then, the
Philippines sit like a keystone in the long arc of geological faults that ring the Pacific -the so-called Ring of Fire. A major earthquake erupting in the Philippines could work
its way around the Pacific rim and ultimately devastate America's west coast--and
that's exactly what is planned!

Since I made that tape, I've also reported the planting of lower-yield undersea
weapons around the Pacific and elsewhere by the Soviet Union. Many of these have
been detonated, and during the past year strong earthquakes have been very frequent
along the Pacific rim -- everywhere except the Philippines. What the Soviet Union has
been doing, my friends, is to release tensions in the earth's crust everywhere except
around the Philippines, where the stresses are building to tremendous levels. When
the time is ripe, according to Russian stress-monitoring instruments in that area, the
bombs around the Philippines will be set off. Soviet scientists anticipate that
earthquakes and tidal waves of unprecedented proportions will be triggered as a
result and that, as one result, America's west coast will be laid waste. For further
details of the plan, I suggest you listen again to Audio Letter N° 24.
A few days ago a volcano in the Philippines began erupting, indicating that the
stresses in that area are building up; and in the past few days the Russians have
triggered strong earthquakes in the 6.5 Richter range in quick succession near
Taiwan, Japan, and the Aleutians. My friends, the first major disaster in the secret
geophysical war now underway lies just around the corner.

Topic #3
My friends, it's now been five years since my non-fiction book "THE CONSPIRACY
AGAINST THE DOLLAR" was published. The book led to appearances on countless
talk shows all over America, followed by cassette tapes, and beginning three years ago
next month my Audio Letter monthly cassette series. All of this has come as an
unexpected interruption in my own professional career as a financial and legal
consultant with clients world-wide; and I think it's time to take stock, to evaluate
what if anything has been accomplished, and to tell you what I have learned from
these five years of effort. But before I do that, let me say that for nearly five years, from
1968 to 1973, I had been helping in the development of private international business
in the Republic of Zaire in Africa and had many projects in the works there. For me,
Zaire will always be a very special place, for it was there in the bush of Africa that I
came to know, to love, and to walk with our Lord Jesus Christ in a way that I cannot
describe. It has to be experienced, and from this experience -- and a spiritual
experience, if I may say -- I was forced to take time out.
Over the years I had been learning more and more about the real causes behind the
political, economic, social, and military developments of our time. My contacts at high
levels of business and government had involved many dealings also with the
international intelligence community, which today serves big international business
as much or more than it does government or you and me. Putting it all together, I had
learned that a handful of incredibly powerful men were bent on wrecking your future

for their own private gain, and so I wrote the book "THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST
THE DOLLAR". I felt you had a right to know, and it's now five years since I last saw
Zaire. I am still looking forward to the day when I'll be able to return once again, but
today Zaire is under attack by the very forces I have been trying to expose and combat
here in America. Zaire, like the United States and ultimately the entire world, is
caught in the middle, ensnared in the power struggle between the rising empire of
Soviet Russia and the crumbling empire of the Rockefeller cartel.
"THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR" became a best seller, and I found
myself on local radio all around the United States as well as in Canada. Many of the
facts, dates, names, events, and plans I revealed in that book were common knowledge
in the corridors of real power in America and abroad; but to most members of the
public at large, these things were completely new. There appeared to be a thirst for
this new knowledge about the true reasons behind the strange, tortured behavior of
our world today. Gradually I began to acquire more and more new sources of
information in business, in government, and in intelligence both here and abroad.
There have been many whose alleged tips I have had to discard since cross-checking
has proven them to be inaccurate or even in some cases deliberately fraudulent; but
there have been many others whose information has proven reliable and who have
increasingly made me their exclusive channel to you.
Time and again I have been told of specific instances, which I have checked and found
to be true, in which certain of my sources have given crucial information to certain
well known commentators and organizations only to be betrayed in various ways. So
in one sense it's a great honor, privilege, and heavy responsibility for the Dr. Beter
Audio Letter to serve increasingly as a source of exclusive information to you; but in a
broader sense it's a sad indictment of the many other public information channels who
are now denied access to this crucial information. Is the so-called "almighty dollar"
which is collapsing really what's important? Will no one who claims to serve the
public really do it? In short, is there no honor left in America? As I'll explain in a few
moments, my friends, these are not just rhetorical questions--they go to the very heart
of our desperate condition today.
Beginning nearly two years ago in the summer of 1976, exclusive information in my
Audio Letter cassettes began mushrooming. The reason for this was the role played by
the Audio Letter in the Soviet underwater missile crisis of 1976 -- a crisis which still
has never been made public by the United States government nor by any major media
commentator. Those of you who are long-time listeners to my Audio Letter broadcasts
already know the story of the Soviet underwater missile crisis all too well. You were
living through it while most of your neighbors slept on, unaware or not caring that we
were teetering on the edge of nuclear war; but for my newer listeners especially, I
believe a brief review is in order.

This crisis, with its aftermath, was a major turning point for the Audio Letter and for
the United States. On July 19, 1976, I recorded Audio Letter N° 14. For months I had
been relaying to my listeners the growing fears of key trustees of the Rockefellercontrolled major Foundations that a double-cross of America's Secret Rulers by its
allies the Soviet Russia, was imminent. Those fears were not shared then by our Secret
Rulers; but as I revealed in Audio Letter N° 14, the Russian double-cross was already
underway. Soviet Russia was at that time preparing for a surprise nuclear attack. Like
the surprise attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941, the Russian attack plan in the summer of
1976 was based on naval strategy. The purpose of the surprise attack that was in
preparation was to be the utter destruction of the United States Navy aside from
vessels at sea at the time of the attack. And the key weapons in the impending Russian
surprise attack were to be not ICBM's or bombers but short-range missiles with
multiple nuclear warheads planted in underwater launch sites in our own territorial
waters.
They were being planted so close to their targets as to provide zero warning time
when launched. If an attack like this were carried out, my friends, there would be no
doubt about the outcome of the ensuing war, especially in view of the overwhelming
Russian advantage in civil defense. The United States would ultimately lose. And so in
July 1976 I made public information I had received from my intelligence sources about
the underwater missiles which were then being planted by the Soviet Navy. Only two
weeks later, on August 2, 1976, I followed up with the Audio Letter N° 15. In that
broadcast I explained the naval strategy that was involved, and gave the navigational
coordinates of 64 Soviet underwater missiles which by then had been planted worldwide. This was necessary because this crucial information was being blocked from
reaching the Joint Chiefs of Staff by agents within our own government, and only by
making it a public issue was there any hope that action would be taken.
By mid-August, Canada and Great Britain became the first nations to take action to
have the missiles around them removed, and by late August 1976 the United States
Navy was fast at work too, pulling up Soviet missiles in our own waters.
General George S. Brown, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, had succeeded in
urging then President Gerald Ford to overrule Henry Kissinger and give the order for
the missiles to be removed. The removal operation was completed on August 31, 1976.
The very next day a letter was sent out over General Brown's signature to me and to
thousands nation-wide who had pressed the Pentagon for action. The letter said in the
present tense that in effect no Russian missiles were in our waters. Many people
wrongly concluded from this that there had been nothing to my charges about
underwater Soviet missiles in our coastal waters. But a week later I alerted General
Brown that I had begun receiving coordinates for a second round of missiles which the

Russians had just begun planting. I requested a meeting with him in person to relay
these coordinates, and my request was granted without delay.
The meeting was arranged for 3:00 P.M. September 16, 1976, in General Brown's office
at the Pentagon. By that date I was able to give him 48 new locations around North
America recorded on a cassette tape for his ears only. When my associate who
accompanied me to the meeting handed the special tape to General Brown, the
General inspected it briefly then put it into the inside jacket pocket of his own Air
Force uniform, refusing to turn it over to anyone else at that moment. And a few days
later I received word that the United States Navy was again hard at work pulling up
Soviet missiles without a word to the public. The Pentagon has publicly confirmed in
newspapers such as the Norfolk, Va. Ledger-Star of Sept. 27, 1976, and the Chicago
Tribune of Dec. 4, 1977, that my meeting with General Brown for over an hour did take
place exactly as I have told you, and in Audio Letter N° 16 for September 1976 I told my
listeners many more details of those tense days on the edge of nuclear war. I also
alerted my listeners that General Brown would need overwhelming public support in
order to continue to do his Constitutional duty to the American people. As I said then,
General Brown was confronted by powerful forces within the United States
government who were bent on stopping him; and sure enough, on October 17, 1976,
just a month and a day after my meeting with General Brown, a vicious major media
blitz was launched against him.
As I revealed in Audio Letter N° 17, a fateful reversal in America's fortunes had taken
place on October 1 -- thanks to squalid blackmail, threats, and intimidation of then
President Gerald Ford. Now beginning in mid-October, General Brown found himself
standing alone. Many of those who had peppered the Pentagon with demands for
action two months earlier were somehow just a little too busy to follow up with the
praise and support when it was critically needed. General Brown had gambled
everything on the American people--and he had lost. In Audio Letter 23 over a year
ago I revealed just how much General Brown had lost. I also warned of the possibility
of personal harm to General Brown, and for months now we have seen no more of
Gen. Brown in public as if he had been liquidated in the Russian KGB style. He has
long since been replaced to all intents and purposes by General David Jones, a man
whose similarity to General Brown begins and ends with his own Air Force uniform.
General Jones has far more in common with Jimmy Carter, who broke with all
tradition in order to make Jones the new Chairman of the Joint Chiefs. Jimmy Carter
wanted his "own kind of man", a "Yes man", and now he has one.
Another turning point for our nation took place a year ago. At that time the Soviet
program of nuclear sabotage in the United States in preparation for war began
mushrooming. As you know, I suspended the Audio Letter for a period of three
months, late May to late August 1977, in hopes of assisting in efforts nation-wide to

expose and stop the fast growing sabotage campaign; but when I resumed the Audio
Letter with issue N° 25 in August, I was forced to tell you of the failure of this effort-thanks primarily to official inaction at all levels including disbelief and unwillingness
to investigate. Since that time, we have seen more and more of the emerging tip of the
iceberg of the unprecedented threat we face. The Russian sabotage campaign that
began last spring with major dams and reservoirs has long since spread to other kinds
of targets--such as bridges, major public buildings, grain elevators, refineries, and for
several months now railroads, especially tank cars. But having allowed our country to
fall into this desperate condition, the Federal Government is making no attempt to
correct the sabotage itself. Instead, throughout the United States intensive training
programs are now secretly underway for state police and selected local law
enforcement agencies to cope with a virtual breakdown of society that could be
brought about by massive sabotage. It has now become a part of "Operation Garden
Plot" about which I first alerted my listeners nearly three years ago in Audio Letter N°
2.
Many other parts of the iceberg of imminent danger are also visible now besides
sabotage. For example, there were the unprecedented Air Quakes or mystery air blasts
last December through February along the east coast and elsewhere. They were
produced by Russian Cosmospheres, as I have detailed in previous broadcasts. But, my
friends, regardless of the issue -- whether political, economic, or involving our very life
and death -- the reactions of the American people as a whole to the information I have
made public are quite different from what I would have expected when I began five
years ago. To me, it can only be described as abnormal and suicidal. Having been made
the sovereigns over the United States of America by our Constitution, we the people
have forfeited that sovereignty. All we can say is: What can we do? When confronted
with massive documentation of fraud by the United States Treasury concerning our
gold supplies, we do not as a people respond normally or logically.
Instead of forcing our alleged public servants to prove their faithful stewardship,
which would be a simple matter if no fraud existed, we simply believe their selfserving lies because they speak 'with authority'. Then we go blissfully on our way
wondering why our economy is continuing to fall apart. When confronted with the
evidence of our own eyes that something is terribly wrong with our true national
security, we do not demand--much less force--our so-called public servants to do
anything about it. Instead, we listen to pleasant words that acts of terrorism like those
overseas are not a worry here in the United States. Thus reassured, we just scratch our
heads as if we had not a clue to the cause when we see grain elevators, railroad tank
cars or other targets exploding in rashes without any precedent.
My friends, we the people of the United States of America have defaulted on the most
glorious chance that any people in the world ever had. And the time has now come for

me to confess to you that my efforts up to now appear to have failed in their original
purpose. That purpose was to help enable the American people to save our beloved
Republic by making public the information that could have been used to put our
Secret Rulers in the docket and to set our government on an honest course once again.
My hope was that the final collapse of the United States together with the deaths of
millions could be and would be prevented. My hope was that for once an entire people
would be able to raise their eyes from the manufactured distractions of the day and to
look ahead to see disaster coming and to take actions to prevent it. That is what I had
hoped would happen; but as it stands now, my friends, there is no way disaster can be
prevented except by divine intervention. To those who have no faith in God, these are
the words of total defeat -- and total defeat is what lies in store for our Secret Rulers.
But what of the rest of us?
I am always asked: What can I do to save my country? For those who want my answer
to this question, I have to say in all honesty: You cannot save anyone or anything until
and unless your own soul is saved, and that can happen only if you accept our Lord
Jesus, the Christ--in your HEART, in your mind, and in your soul. There is no other
way except by Jesus' power. Only then will you be able to point yourself in the right
direction, only then will you begin to understand what needs doing, and only then
will you realize that your Creator comes first--not country, not self, not anybody but
your Creator. Then will you begin to do what is right simply because it is right.
In months ahead, God willing, I hope to continue to keep you informed of events and
their significance to you just as I have been doing. But I also will try, God willing, to
tell you more about what could be done to replace the evil system that is now
collapsing around our ears. The Republic which was created by our Founding Fathers
is no more -- except for a crumbling shell; but if we like our Founding Fathers will
commit our way into the Lord's hands we might yet have an opportunity even greater
than theirs. On the ashes of a Republic that stood for 200 years, there might still be
built one that would last until the end destined by our Lord, for we have not only the
eternal principles that guided our Founding Fathers but also the lessons of what went
wrong with what they created. One year ago in Audio Letter N° 24 I used the
historical precedent of the fall of Babylon to illustrate the total and imminent collapse
of the United States.
But we can and must pray that instead another historical precedent of long ago will
take its place--that of ancient Nineveh. We are told that Nineveh, like Babylon, fell
into evil practices of all kinds, and that both the leaders and the people forgot all
about God. Then one day a man named Jonah began walking through the streets of
Nineveh calling to mind all the evil that was rampant in the city from top to bottom,
and he warned that for turning away from God the city would shortly be utterly
destroyed. His words struck home, and both the people and the rulers of Nineveh

turned aside from their ways and turned back to God--and Nineveh revived, becoming
a great city once again for generations.
We now face a trial by fire, my friends; and if at some point we as a people wake up
and turn back to our Lord, then and only then might the remnant of our once great
nation be spared.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless and
protect each and every one of you.

Dr. Peter David Beter - Audio Letter N° 35
"AUDIO LETTER(R)" is a registered trademark of Audio Books, Inc., a Texas
corporation, which originally produced this tape recording. Reproduced under open
license granted by Audio Books, Inc.
----------------------------------------------------------------Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is June 30, 1978, and this is my Audio Letter
N° 35.
The issues that will determine the fate of Western Civilization were laid before the
world earlier this month. It happened in two Commencement speeches on the 7th and
8th of June. One speaker diagnosed the decisive challenge now confronting the West.
The other speaker dealt with our response to that challenge.
The challenge to the West was set forth on June 8 by Alexander Solzhenitsyn, the
exiled Russian author, in his speech at Harvard University in Cambridge, Mass.
Pointing to the decline in courage that typifies Western leaders today, he reminded
his listeners that "from ancient times decline in courage has been considered the
beginning of the end". Considering the cause of our deterioration, he said: "How did
the West decline from its triumphal march to its present sickness? The mistake must
be at the root, at the very basis of human thinking in the past centuries". And
Solzhenitsyn identifies this deadly mistake as the perversion of our governing and
social systems away from their original spiritual base. For example, speaking of the
birth of the United States, he said: "All individual human rights were granted because
man is God's creature. That is, freedom was given to the individual conditionally, in
the assumption of his constant religious responsibility. Subsequently, however, all
such limitations were discarded everywhere in the West".
And so, according to Solzhenitsyn, we have put MAN in a position that should be
reserved for God alone. Human rights and freedoms have come to be viewed as
absolutes in and of themselves, and man and his material needs come first above all
else. In other words, my friends, the choice before us is MATERIALISM or
SPIRITUALITY. The challenge facing the West is to restore spirituality to our entire
way of life, otherwise the end is in sight!
On June 7, the day before Solzhenitsyn spoke at Harvard, Jimmy Carter spoke to the
graduating class of the United States Naval Academy at Annapolis, Maryland. The
audience in Cambridge had yet to hear of the Challenge to the West from the famous
Russian exile. But the audience at Annapolis got a taste of the response to this

challenge from the President of the United States. Today it is the United States that is
the custodian of Western Civilization; and as the alleged leader of the Western world,
Jimmy Carter bears a unique responsibility to speak the truth and do so with wisdom
and authority. He is also the only Western leader of today who has deliberately made
his religious practices a conspicuous part of his public image. Yet you will search the
Carter speech at Annapolis in vain for any trace of recognition of the Spiritual
Challenge that Solzhenitsyn highlighted so clearly. Just the opposite, in fact.
Jimmy Carter praised the United States' philosophy as "based on personal freedom,
the most powerful of all ideas"; and the underlying theme of the Carter speech was
that the Soviet Union must choose "confrontation or cooperation". These words are
nothing more than a part of the propaganda barrage now under way to condition the
American public for war -- a war that Western Civilization is unlikely to survive.
Solzhenitsyn's words had the ring of truth because they are true. But because he
dared to speak in spiritual terms, he is being attacked on all sides of the major media.
Those who are attacking Solzhenitsyn now are the very same forces of evil who, a
quarter-century ago, attacked the late great British historian Arnold Toynbee.
Toynbee, of course, wrote the monumental work entitled "A Study of History". Over a
period of three decades, Toynbee studied in mind-boggling detail all 23 of the separate
full-fledged civilizations that are known to have existed in human history. Through a
process of comparative study of these civilizations Toynbee arrived at some very farreaching and important conclusions about how they form, grow, and finally collapse.
Toynbee's "Study of History" was universally acclaimed as an astonishing feat of
scholarship -- and yet he was attacked viciously through the public media world-wide
for just one reason: Toynbee's critics were driven into a frenzy over the religious
approach he had applied to his work. In an annex to Volume V of his "Study of
History", Toynbee warned of the repudiation of a spiritual principle. He described this
phenomenon as "the supreme danger to the spiritual health and even to the material
existence of the western body social, a deadlier danger by far than any of our hotly
canvassed and loudly advertised political and economic maladies".
Today, my friends, we are witnessing the breakdown of one of the five civilizations
that exist in the world today -- that of the modern Western Civilization. The growth
and development of any civilization is a process of challenges and responses to those
challenges; and as Toynbee discovered, it is when a civilization fails to respond to an
important challenge, especially a moral challenge, that breakdown occurs. History
reveals that there is no hard and fast pattern that requires breakdown to occur at all;
but once it does take place, the civilization starts disintegrating -- and from then on,
modern history reveals not a single case in which the process of collapse has ever been
reversed.

History has another urgent lesson for us as well, and that is that civilizations are never
destroyed merely by an overwhelming external attack. Instead, it's always internal
decay that sets the stage for collapse. And so it is today.
While Jimmy Carter spouts threats and propaganda according to the dictates of those
who control him, the words of Alexander Solzhenitsyn carry the weight of true
importance proven by the entire history of human existence.
My three topics for today are:
Topic #1 -- The Breakdown And Disintegration of Western Civilization;
Topic #2 -- The Kamikaze Plans of America's Secret Rulers; and
Topic #3 -- The Kremlin Plans For The Interplanetary Russian Empire.

Topic #1 -- The Breakdown And Disintegration of Western Civilization
After comparing the development of all the civilizations known to man, Toynbee
concluded that all passed through a series of 5 stages. From beginning to end, a
civilization is faced by one challenge after another, and it's the response to these
challenges that governs the fate of the civilization. In fact, according to Toynbee,
people do not develop civilizations at all, except where they are forced to do so by
challenges to their well-being. The challenge may come from living in physically harsh
territory where ingenuity and organization afford the only avenue to a more
comfortable existence. Or it may come from predatory neighbors and competition for
desirable land. But whatever the challenge, it is in overcoming this challenge that a
society begins to transform itself into a civilization. The uniformity of tribal custom
and activity begins to give way to specialized skills, improved communication and
organization -- and a civilization is born. At the same time, according to Toynbee, an
essential ingredient is also the emergence of a spiritual view of life that welds people
together in ways that cannot be achieved in any other way.
After a civilization has begun to develop, it passes into the second stage of growth and
refinement. Increasing command over the physical environment is accompanied by the
development of more advanced culture, as men become free to devote more attention
to the arts and to spiritual studies. In this dynamic stage, the advancement of
civilization is led by what Toynbee calls a "creative minority". These creative
individuals come to be followed by other members of society, because their leadership
brings benefits to society as a whole. This is the age of true and dynamic leaders!
The third stage defined by Toynbee is called BREAKDOWN, and is the turning point
that spells eventual doom for the civilization. Having progressed and advanced by

meeting successfully one challenge after another, a people may reach the point where
they are unable to respond properly to the next great challenge they face. They lose
the toughness of body and firmness of spirit that enables one to risk material
possessions and even one's life to face up to a crisis. Spiritual exhaustion is translated
into paralysis of effective action. Efforts turn not to overcoming the real challenge at
hand but to vain attempts to avoid the challenge. But this decisive challenge refuses to
go away, and the failure to meet it properly is the turning point called "Breakdown" by
Toynbee. Once this breakdown is allowed to happen to a civilization, it begins to fall
apart.
The fourth stage, DISINTEGRATION, has taken place very rapidly for some
civilizations, very slowly for others; but in this phase, the former creative minority is
replaced by a ruling minority -- that is, true leaders vanish from the scene to be
replaced by rulers who try to preserve their power through force and intrigue. For a
while they may seem to succeed through increasingly violent wars and even physical
extension of an empire. But all of this is like the brief, awesome brilliance of a star that
explodes into a nova, moments before it fizzles and dies. Because the ruling minority
are now ruling a society whose fabric has been torn beyond repair, internal divisions
multiply, social disorder increases, standards of style and behavior become confused
and jumbled, more and more people seek a way out of the unbearable present, some
long for the 'good old days', others seek to leap into the future, and still others turn to
religion -- not for answers but as a means of escape.
Through it all, the spiritual dimension that has characterized the earlier dynamic days
of the civilization fails to re-assert itself; and at the end of the 4th stage of
disintegration, the civilization reaches its fifth and final stage -- DISSOLUTION. An
entire civilization, a culture, a way of life, is no more; and the survivors of the
shattered culture gradually are absorbed into one or more new and different
civilizations which build upon the ashes of the old.
Of the 23 civilizations known to history, five remain in existence today: the Modern
Western, the Eastern Orthodox Christian, the Islamic, the Hindu, and the Far
Eastern. Of these, the first two are dominant today -- the Modern Western and the
Eastern Orthodox Christian -- in terms of political and military power, and are
arranged against one another. One is the Modern Western civilization with the
United States at the nexus of power; the other is the Eastern Orthodox Christian
civilization dominated by Russia.
Many people believe that of these two civilizations, the Eastern Orthodox Christian
civilization involving Russia and eastern Europe has been largely transformed by the
godless religion of Bolshevik Communism into a totally different entity, but there are
major surprises in store. It is true that very major transformations have taken place;
but as I first revealed last November in Audio Letter N° 28, the death of Joseph Stalin

in 1953 marked a turning point far more basic and important than is generally
understood in the West. The first hint of the new course to be undertaken by the
Kremlin was provided in 1953 soon after Stalin's death, by none other than Arnold
Toynbee. In the course of a series of radio lectures later published under the title "THE
WORLD AND THE WEST", Toynbee remarked on the spiritual initiative between
East and West. Toynbee dumbfounded many by saying that this initiative "has now
passed, at any rate for the moment, from the Western to the Russian side".
In Audio Letter N° 28 I explained that from the time of the Bolshevik Revolution in
1917 until Stalin's death on March 5, 1953, Russia was ruled by a coalition of two kinds
of so-called Communists. The dominant faction during that period were the wellknown Bolsheviks, who were imposed upon Russia in 1917 with outside financing,
much of it emanating from certain sources on Wall Street. But the other faction were
the self-styled Spiritual Communists, an indigenous religious group inside Russia.
Unlike the internationally-oriented Bolsheviks, the so-called Spiritual Communists
were and are strong nationalists, and in secret they detested the atheism of their
Bolshevik partners. For 36 years they worked patiently to prepare for the day when
they would be able to achieve dominance over the Bolsheviks and thereafter gradually
expel the Bolsheviks from their land. That day came with Stalin's death in 1953, as I
revealed in Audio Letter N° 28; and since that day there have been no more of the
bloody purges within the Kremlin that had been typical under the Bolsheviks. Now
the power of the Spiritual Communists in Russia has become great enough that a
concerted campaign is under way to rout out all Bolsheviks that remain in positions of
power and to expel them from Soviet Russia. Great numbers of these old-line
Bolsheviks are now being welcomed with open arms into the United States by our
Secret Rulers, because a new Bolshevik Revolution is now being planned to take place
here!
In previous Audio Letters I've pointed out that Alexander Solzhenitsyn is not a
refugee happy to escape from Russia; instead, he is a passionate Russian patriot whose
public dream is to return there. After his arrest with great publicity on February 12,
1974, he was exiled to the West, an experience Solzhenitsyn has described as
"spiritual castration". Solzhenitsyn believes that America and the West went wrong
60 years ago, and he warns us of imminent disaster if we do not change course.
Sixty years ago Christian Russia was infected with the spiritually fatal disease of
Bolshevism, and not only did the West sit idly by and watch, but the Secret Rulers of
the Western World were the SOURCE of the Bolshevik cancer in Russia. After
saddling Russia with these evil forces, our own Secret Rulers then supported and
maintained the artificial Soviet system established by the Bolsheviks. But now 60
years have passed. After three and a half decades of inhuman suffering under the
Bolshevik Communists, the turning point came in 1953. Soon the famous de-

Stalinization campaign of Nikita Khrushchev started closing the door on Bolshevism
in Russia, slowly at first but accelerating year by year. Today, 25 years after it began,
the program of the so-called Spiritual Communists in the Kremlin against the
Bolsheviks is reaching a climax. The Politburo, which rules the Soviet Union, is totally
free of Bolsheviks; and the process of rooting out all Bolsheviks from the Soviet
governing system, while not yet completed, is now far advanced. As a result, the open
practice of religion is reviving now in Russia and eastern Europe. Churches and
monasteries are being quietly re-opened one by one, and even major religious
gatherings have been permitted recently in eastern Europe and even religious
broadcasts. The people under Soviet domination do not as yet understand why these
things are taking place, and it's all being done very cautiously step by step under
watchful government eyes to make sure nothing gets out of hand.
The pressure of spiritual beliefs is the greatest of all those of the human make-up, and
this is well understood by the new breed in the Kremlin today. So the plan is to release
these long-suppressed pressures gradually but surely. A new day of open spiritual life
is dawning in Russia after a long nightmare of horrors which we in the West have yet
to experience. The scalding warnings of Alexander Solzhenitsyn are true, my friends,
and those who are wise will weigh with care what he has to say, for Solzhenitsyn was
sent to us by the Kremlin for a purpose. By listening to him, we in the West can begin
to grasp the spiritual dimension that is the real key to Kremlin thinking today.
In his Harvard speech Solzhenitsyn said: "Six decades for our people and three
decades for the people of eastern Europe. During that time we have been through a
spiritual training far in advance of Western experience. Life's complexity and mortal
weight have produced stronger, deeper, and more interesting characters than those
generated by standardized Western well-being". Toynbee would say that their
civilization has been confronted by a tremendous challenge, and in responding
through spiritual experience has met that challenge. But what of the West?
Solzhenitsyn answers: "Through intense suffering our country has now achieved a
spiritual development of such intensity that the Western system in its present state of
spiritual exhaustion does not look attractive". And no wonder! As Toynbee discovered,
spiritual exhaustion is the sign of a civilization undergoing breakdown. In other
passages too, Solzhenitsyn described Western civilization in its present state as a
system that has outlived its usefulness. He spoke of the warnings of history to "a
threatened or perishing society. Such are, for instance, the decadence of art or a lack of
great statesmen". And referring to the tendency in the West to desire an unchanging,
comfortable existence above all else, he said:
"This debilitating dream of a status quo is the symptom of a society which has come to
the end of its development".

But the Solzhenitsyn indictment of the West goes far beyond mere uselessness and
spiritual fatigue on our part. The picture he paints is that of a civilization that has, in
many ways, become an evil blot on the face of the earth. He draws upon many
examples ranging from the eves of triggering looting and rioting in our big cities, to
rampant pornography and violence in our entertainment, to the betrayal of 30 million
souls in the Far East into torment and suffering. And in his Harvard speech,
Solzhenitsyn summarized this ugly picture in the following words: "Very well-known
representatives of your society such as George Kennan, say: 'We cannot apply moral
criteria to politics'. Thus we mix good and evil, right and wrong, and make space for
the absolute triumph of absolute evil in the world. On the contrary, only moral criteria
can help the West against Communism's well-planned WORLD STRATEGY. There
are no other criteria".
The rulers in the Kremlin today know all too well how it happened that Bolshevism
seized Russia 60 years ago. They have spent their entire lives in a tireless campaign
not only to build their own power but also to rid Russia of the Bolshevik plague. Had
the Bolsheviks been completely successful, all traces of Christian faith would have
been obliterated from Russia and today the Soviet Union would be Satan's own
empire in alliance with our own Secret Rulers. The concentration camps and ovens of
Hitler were but a pale shadow of what the Bolsheviks did to Christian Russia; and yet,
by the narrowest of margins, Russia survived the mortal illness of Bolshevism. Having
endured it all, a new and higher level of spiritual vigor is emerging in Russia today. But
the Russians have learned a bitter lesson from their battle with the Bolsheviks. The
Kremlin leaders of today would rather die than allow this cancerous spiritual disease
to continue to stalk the earth. Their reasoning is that so long as Bolshevism continues
to exist, there will remain the threat that some day, some day it might strike Russia
once again and next time the Bolsheviks might succeed, killing and destroying the
very soul of their land. So, to save their own souls, the Kremlin is out to eradicate
Bolshevism from the face of the earth once and for all.
In Audio Letter N° 29 last December 1977, I revealed that America's Secret Rulers are
now plotting to bring about a new Bolshevik Revolution right here in the United
States. To this end, massive numbers of old-line Bolsheviks, who have been and are
being expelled from the Soviet Union, are being brought into the United States. Here
they are being given government jobs at all levels in preparation for the Revolution to
come.
Our Secret Rulers, who belong to the same faction that installed the Bolsheviks in
Russia 60 years ago, think this will be their best chance to achieve total control over
America in the war to come with the Soviet Union; but by doing this, our Secret
Rulers are only multiplying the resolve of the Soviet Union to destroy the United
States. To them, we are like a rabid dog. The dog itself is a victim of a disease that

makes the dog dangerous, but the only way to eliminate the danger is to destroy the
dog. Russia was bitten once with the rabid disease of Bolshevism and nearly died. She
is determined never to be bitten again. And so, as the evil forces of Bolshevism are
gathering, secret warfare is already under way, as I have revealed for you over the
months. As Alexander Solzhenitsyn said in his speech earlier this month, "The fight
for our planet, physical and spiritual, a fight of cosmic proportions, is not a vague
matter of the future -- it has already started. The forces of evil have begun their
decisive offensive. You can feel their pressure, and yet your screens and publications
are for prescribed smiles and raised glasses. What is the joy about?" And on June 20,
1978, Rosalyn Carter answered Solzhenitsyn by saying: "Alexander Solzhenitsyn says
that he can feel the pressure of evil across our land. Well, I do not sense their pressure
of evil at all".
My friends, many Americans believe that the Russians are getting everything they
want already, so there will be no war. But the Kremlin rulers are motivated by a
powerful spiritual drive to see Bolshevism erased from the earth! We in America are
not meeting the challenge to root our Bolshevism in our midst, so the result will be
NUCLEAR WAR ONE on American soil.

Topic #2 -- The Kamikaze Plans of America's Secret Rulers
Last month in Audio Letter N° 34 I explained the long-term significance of the Battle
of the Harvest Moon. This was history's first true space battle, fought in secret late
last September. It ended on the day of the Harvest Moon, September 27, 1977, in a
crushing defeat for the United States. As I told you last month, the Battle of the
Harvest Moon was a turning point battle, like the Battle of Midway between Japan
and the United States in World War II. And within hours after the Space Battle
ended, Washington, D.C. was jumping with reporters because Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei Gromyko had arrived at the White House for a rare late night
meeting with Jimmy Carter and Secretary of State Cyrus Vance. The meeting, which
came as a total surprise, had been demanded by Gromyko -- and had been granted
instantly. This was the meeting that was described by breathless network reporters as
resulting from a "breakthrough" in the SALT II negotiations. But when I recorded
Audio Letter N° 26 just three days later on September 30, 1977, I told you the truth.
Gromyko had demanded the late night meeting at the White House to deliver a Soviet
ultimatum in the wake of the Russian upset victory that had just taken place in the
Battle of the Harvest Moon. As I told you then, all the reports at that time of an alleged
SALT breakthrough were complete and deliberate lies on the part of the government
and the controlled major media. Today, nine months later, there still is no SALT II
agreement! We, the public, are supposed to have forgotten the cover story about a

breakthrough nine months ago. Instead, now we are hearing about long, deadlocked
SALT talks -- and early this month about reports of a freeze on the Talks by the Carter
Administration.
The turning point Space Battle of nine months ago was the starting gun for Russian
military surprises since then. These I have revealed for you month to month, and now
America's military predicament in any war to come with Russia will be untenable.
Manmade catastrophe of unprecedented proportions is descending upon us, ranging
from geophysical warfare to the Beam Weapons of Soviet hovering platforms called
Cosmospheres. As Alexander Solzhenitsyn put it in his speech earlier this month, "A
hundredfold Vietnam now hovers over you".
Without a clear recognition of our true plight, there's no chance that it will be dealt
with successfully. But our Secret Rulers got themselves, and us, into the present
horrible situation through lies, secrecy, and manipulation; and now they see no way
out for themselves by telling us the truth. After all, they have for nearly two decades
kept secret the ultimate military purpose of America's Moon Program, so how can
they tell us now! How can they tell us that the moon flights did not end in 1972 as
advertised? How can they now tell us about the secret American moon Beam Weapon
base in Copernicus Crater which was knocked out last September? And how can they
tell us of the grave threat we now face? How, indeed!
Having opened Pandora's box, our Secret Rulers long ago unleashed forces which are
now beyond their control; and instead of admitting their misdeeds and so giving the
United States a chance at survival, they are embarking on an "all or nothing" Kamikaze
plan like Japan in World War II. After Japan lost the turning point naval battle of
Midway with America, the Japanese military posture started downhill. From that
battle onward the eventual defeat of Japan at the hands of the United States was only
a matter of time. In the final months of the war, Japan was backed into a desperate
corner. The war was exacting a fearful toll by then; and yet Japan's overtures to
surrender were not accepted by the West. In sheer desperation, the Japanese turned
to an all but unthinkable plan of counterattack, the Kamikaze. The terror of a
Kamikaze attack had to be experienced to be believed. Even the most war-hardened
sailors and naval officers found them unnerving beyond the actual damage they did,
because every Kamikaze plane was piloted by a human being whose ambition was to
die in flames while destroying an American ship by crashing into it. Yet as nerveshattering as they were, the Kamikaze raids were hopeless. They were the suicidal last
gasp of a nation that had already been defeated.
Today our Secret Rulers are taking on a Kamikaze mentality. Militarily they can
already see the handwriting on the wall in the aftermath of the Battle of the Harvest
Moon, but they have backed themselves into a corner through a web of lies and deceit
from which there is no escape. They know they have already lost, but they are closing

their eyes to this unbearable reality. Instead, they are pulling out all the stops on the
political and military machinery now left to them, hoping against hope that they will
somehow win the conflict to come.
In the realm of foreign relations, our Secret Rulers are performing spectacular
acrobatics brought about by their recent change of course. Four months ago in Audio
Letter N° 31, I revealed that Rockefeller doors are being flung wide open to Red China
in a desperate effort to build up China as a threat against Russia, and now this
campaign is coming to the surface. For example, in recent days the Carter
administration has given its "approval" to plans of our NATO allies to sell China
militarily sensitive equipment that is denied to Russia -- as if China is now a part of
NATO! And just five days ago Leonid Brezhnev N° 2 (the ceremonial 'double' seen in
public since the real Brezhnev died last January) issued a warning about the new
China Policy of the Carter administration. He said efforts are being made "to play the
China card against the USSR. This is a shortsighted and dangerous policy", and he
added that we "may bitterly regret it". Meanwhile in connection with the so-called
China card, Japan is being urged to hurry and cozy-up to Red China and to re-arm. To
re-arm is in direct violation of the Constitution that was imposed on Japan by the
United States after World War II, and it is provoking intense debate there. At the
same time, a complete reversal has taken place in the posture of the United States
toward our NATO partners.
For many years the policies of the United States toward Europe have been designed to
fulfill Henry Kissinger's forecast of a Europe dominated by the Soviet Union, since our
Secret Rulers were then in bed with the Soviet rulers.
But since the day of the big double-cross last September, the Battle of the Harvest
Moon, our Secret Rulers suddenly need Europe so a NATO Summit was held in
Washington at the end of last month. Our Secret Rulers tried to extract pledges from
our allies to close ranks against Russia, under Washington's leadership, of course.
And to sweeten relations with Britain and France, a policy flip flop to ease restrictions
on the Anglo-French supersonic transport, the Concorde, was announced just three
days ago. And just today, Senate majority leader Robert Byrd of West Virginia is to
leave for Europe in an anxious effort to follow up on the NATO Summit. But like
everything else our Rulers are doing now, the attempt now under way to patch things
up with NATO is just "too little and too late". Turkey, vital to NATO's southern flank,
has just signed a Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation with Russia; and West
Germany, the linchpin of NATO, is already making its peace with Russia. Early last
month, on May 6, Leonid Brezhnev N° 2 was in West Germany on a State visit. On
that day, Brezhnev N° 2 and Chancellor Helmut Schmidt signed a 25-year Trade
Agreement. AND THIS IS ONLY THE FORERUNNER OF THINGS TO COME.

But the most serious of all the failures of our Secret Rulers concerning NATO is right
next door, in Canada. Three months ago I detailed the Soviet-French intrigues
through which Canada is being prepared as a base for eventual invasion of the United
States by the Russian army. Early this month, on June 2, Canada expelled all United
States fishing vessels from her territorial waters. It was just an echo of Russia's action
last September just before the Battle of the Harvest Moon. At that time the Soviet
Union abruptly expelled all European community fishing vessels from her northern
waters. The reason for Russia's action last September was military, as I explained then
in Audio Letter N° 26. And the reason for Canada's action now is military also,
because now the sea-lift of Soviet troops and equipment to isolated landing points on
the Canadian coast line is being speeded up.
Prior to the Battle of the Harvest Moon space disaster of last September, the
deliberate betrayal of friends and allies was part of the grand design of our Secret
Rulers. As a result, their pathetic attempts now to patch everything up will not
succeed. But they are in a dream world of their own now and their Kamikaze plans are
forging ahead in the military realm as well as in foreign affairs. Late last month, for
example, Navy Secretary W. Graham Claytor launched a campaign to convince the
American public, if not the Russians, that we are well able to fend off the tremendous
fleet of Soviet submarines. Speaking of the critical field of anti-submarine warfare,
Claytor boasted: "The qualitative edge that we hold over the Soviets in both
equipment and personnel is awesome". And reports have been made public to paint
the Navy's Tolderay Sonar Systems as a breakthrough, light years ahead of anything
the poor backward Soviet Union might have. And just for good measure -- American
undersea warfare specialists have been quoted to the effect that Russian subs are so
noisy that they are easy to detect. But, my friends, the sheer numbers of submarines
the Soviets can put to sea enables them to overwhelm NATO tracking systems. This
they have proven on several occasions, as I've discussed last August in Audio Letter N°
25. Beyond that, the Russians are actually well ahead of the West in the silencing of
submarines. For example, there are the Russian missile-planting Mini-subs which
have crept into our own territorial waters to plant underwater-launched nuclear
missiles -- which today are still there waiting to be fired! These Mini-subs are invisible
to all of our Sonar Systems, both Active and Passive.
In Audio Letter N° 16 for September 1976, I described these Mini-subs, one of which
had become trapped in Chesapeake Bay by a malfunction that killed the crew. It was
a unique opportunity to learn how the Russian sonar-defeating system works; but in
Audio Letter N° 17 I revealed how then President Gerald Ford threw away this
opportunity. As for the full-sized Soviet subs, many of the older ones are relatively
noisy, but those built more recently have a surprise in store. Knowing that American
submarine detection technology is built almost totally around acoustic techniques,
many of the later Russian subs are equipped with what is called an Artificial Acoustic

Signature. Each of these newer subs employs the world's most advanced design
features for the purpose of minimizing propeller and wake noises, but in normal dayto-day operations they employ devices called Cavitators that greatly increase the noise
the submarine makes as it moves through the water. These are the noises that are
detected by our Passive Sonar Systems, including the Tolderay Systems that are
supposed to be such a decisive breakthrough. These noise patterns, or Signatures as
they are called, are being programmed into the computers that are the key to our new
Sonar Systems; but on the day that NUCLEAR WAR ONE erupts, all the Russian
subs that are equipped with the Artificial Signature System will retract their
Cavitators. Then as they streak across the oceans toward the United States, they will
do so in near total silence, and the slight noises that they do make in their wartime
configuration will be unfamiliar and unrecognizable to our heavily computerized
sonar defenses. The result, if the Russian technologists are right, will be the equivalent
of a breakdown in our sonar defenses just when we need them most.
Similar observations can be made in other areas of our military situation -- such as the
Cruise Missile which was demonstrated in public at White Sands, New Mexico, a few
days ago. But, you may ask, what about our secret weapons programs? Two months
ago I revealed that Operation Desk Top has been reactivated. Under cover of oil and
gas drilling operations at sea off the east coast of the United States, efforts are under
way to plant a new fleet of Super ICBMs in launching sites beneath the sea. Exxon,
which is doing this work off the east coast for the CIA, spent incredible reimbursable
sums in order to lock up large areas of the Baltimore Canyon area now being explored.
But some of the other companies now drilling in the area are actually interested in oil - and so far they have met with disappointment. Early this month, on June 2nd,
Conoco announced that their first test well had turned out to be a failure. A company
spokesman said: "I've caught a deep disappointment. We spent four million dollars
and drilled out there for 53 days". Meanwhile the revived missile-planting project is
speeding up. Soon the Howard Hughes mystery ship, the Glomar Explorer, is
scheduled to put to sea to begin planting CIA Super-Missiles in the Pacific. As I have
discussed in the past, this was the original mission for which the Glomar Explorer
was designed, and now the official explanation has fallen back to the original cover
story as well, and that is that the Explorer will be testing undersea mining hardware
and gathering manganese nodules from the ocean floor. Can you imagine?
In Audio Letter N° 20 for January 1977, I described the capabilities and gave the exact
locations of the original fleet of CIA Undersea Super Missiles. Until their containment
vessels sprung leaks and they were ruined one by one, these were by far the most
awesome on earth. If more should be successfully planted now, they will share the
same dubious distinction. But it will not matter. As long as the missiles remain in their
undersea resting places, they will be safe enough, they cannot be reached even with
the Particle Beam Weapons; but should they ever be launched, they will be destroyed

as they rise from the sea, because hovering over the site of each missile the Kremlin
plans to have at least two Cosmospheres. As soon as the CIA missile breaks the
surface of the sea, while it is still moving slowly and an easy target, it will be blasted
by Particle Beam Weapons. And so, after spending vast taxpayer funds, and
tremendous effort to implant the new missiles, our Secret Rulers will achieve nothing
more than several mammoth fireballs at sea. Russia itself will not be scratched. Is it
any wonder that the Kremlin refers to the Russian Cosmosphere as the anti-war
machine?
But the most suicidal aspect of all in our Secret Rulers' actions now is the political
aspect. Having decided that they cannot tell us the truth so that we can all work
together, they reason that they must instead achieve utter rigid control over us all; and
to this end, all of their former plans for emergency and DICTATORSHIP are being reoriented toward a new end. The so-called Second American Revolution proposed by
John D. Rockefeller III fizzled in its original form, but now it is being revived under
new colors. Suddenly, as if everyone in America suddenly got the same idea at the
same moment, the so-called Taxpayers' Revolt is erupting. The first American
Revolution began over taxes, so it is being tried again with the goal of manipulating
the American people into our own undoing over grievances which in themselves are
valid. Already there is a drumbeat of calls for changes to the Constitution to limit
taxes, and ultimately the total dismantling of our Constitution is intended to turn into
a new Bolshevik Revolution. Nothing could be concocted that would more surely seal
our doom at the hands of the Soviet Union -- but that is what is planned! And at the
supreme moment of crisis, when all are calling for an experienced hand at the helm,
someone will be ready. He is preparing now for that moment -- his name: NELSON
ALDRICH ROCKEFELLER. Shades of his 25th Amendment!
As America sinks toward final destruction, Modern Western Civilization is being
dragged along towards its termination. But why is this taking place? The answer was
given 600 years ago by the great Arab historian, Ibn Khaldun. It is all explained in his
introduction to world history called the Muqaddama recently translated and
published by Princeton University Press. Arnold Toynbee said it was "Undoubtedly
the greatest work of its kind that has ever yet been created by any mind at any time or
place".
In my very first Audio Book Talking Tape nearly four years ago, I chronicled the birth
of an incredibly powerful family dynasty in America a century ago -- the Rockefeller
Dynasty. By the beginning of the 20th Century their power had increased to the point
where the original governing system of the United States was being supplanted by
their control. Instead of a system capable of continual renewal and regeneration, our
country became entangled ever more tightly with the destiny of a single dynasty.
Today, this entanglement is complete. As goes the Rockefeller Cartel, so goes America;

but as Ibn Khaldun established over six centuries ago, the natural life span of all true
dynasties is approximately 100 years. This happens because in the course of three
generations, the original qualities of toughness and group feeling are lost. In place of
striving there is luxury, in place of courage there is cowardice, in place of personal
strength there are clients and followers -- the dynasty becomes senile and breaks
down. Today, the four Rockefeller brothers of the third generation are on the decline.
They still command great resources, and their client followers are legion, but they are
surely losing control. Their policies have already destroyed what our Forefathers
created, leaving the destiny of our land tied to the destiny of their dynasty. Now the
Rockefeller Dynasty is reaching the end of its natural life; and as it collapses, it is
taking with it the hollow shell of what once was known as the United States of
America!

Topic #3 -- The Kremlin Plans For The Interplanetary Russian Empire
When a civilization comes to an end, it does not mean the end of all life for those who
made up that civilization. What it does mean is the end of a way of life; and that, my
friends, is what lies ahead for those who survive the man-made calamity to come.
Sixty years ago the Eastern Orthodox Christian Civilization centered on Russia was
thrown into a desperate battle for its life. Through that battle, it has itself been
changed. We in the West do not view life from the perspective of sixty years of mortal
combat for spiritual survival, so we would no doubt be shocked by some of the
concepts of the new breed in today's Kremlin. The very, very important fact remains -very powerful religious convictions are today a determining factor guiding the policies
of Soviet Russia. In what country of the West can the same be said? The old-line
Bolsheviks who seized Russia in 1917 were parasites, destructive in every respect. By
contrast, the self-styled Spiritual Communists in the Kremlin today have a zeal to
achieve bigger and better things for the glory of Mother Russia; and as they see it, for
the glory of God. And once mankind is rid of the rabid disease of Bolshevism, the
vistas they believe they see before them are breath-taking.
Early in this century the Russian discipline called "Cosmonautics" was founded by a
man named Tsiolkovsky. At that time space travel was so far in the future as to seem a
fantastic dream, but Tsiolkovsky began his studies of Cosmonautics with the dictum:
"The planet earth is the cradle of mankind, but man cannot forever remain in the
cradle". Today American space men are called "Astronauts", Russian space men
"Cosmonauts", and the difference goes far deeper than the name. To the Western mind
space travel is mainly a stimulating technical challenge and an adventure, sort of a
cosmic sporting event; but the Russians see it very differently. To them, space travel is
the beginning of man's expansion outward into his new, larger habitat -- the solar

system, and someday the stars. Already this change of perspective is reflected in the
Soviet Cosmostrategy and Cosmopolitics, which I described four months ago in Audio
Letter N° 31.
Kremlin planning for the exploration and occupation of space has already gone far
beyond the immediate narrowly military applications we see today. And in one
respect, Russia's plans for man's first Interplanetary Empire harken back to ancient
Rome. In the Roman Empire conquered peoples became citizens of Rome, thereby
sharing to some extent in the privileges and benefits the Empire had to offer, and
considerable autonomy was allowed in terms of local customs and religious practices
so long as they did not threaten or trouble Rome. Under the rule of those in the
Kremlin today, the Soviet Union is beginning to do much the same thing. This is
showing itself even in the program to begin expanding the Russian empire into space.
Several weeks ago Soyuz 28 was sent into orbit with one Russian and one nonRussian Cosmonaut, a Czech. Four days ago the second non-Russian Cosmonaut, a
Pole this time, flew into orbit aboard Soyuz 30. The crew of Soyuz 30 docked with the
Salyut 6 Space Station and entered it to join the crew of Soyuz 29, who were already
there. The Commander of Soyuz 29, by the way, is the Russian Neil Armstrong,
Vladimir Kovalyonok. As I revealed last October in Audio Letter N° 27, Kovalyonok
was the Commander of the first Soviet manned flight to the moon which landed
October 16, 1977, in Jules Verne Crater on the back side of the moon. In the view of
Russian Cosmonautics, man will inevitably move outward from Earth to the planets
and stars, and it is meant to do so. So the Russian approach to space travel gives very
heavy emphasis to philosophical and psychological factors as well as technical and
physical training. Cosmonauts are taught to view the new environment of space as
one that is a natural extension for man but one requiring humility and caution. Part of
the heritage of Russia is that of the seafaring Vikings of ages past.
Today as spiritual rebirth is dawning in Russia, the Russian spirit is being drawn
upward and outward to the limitless seas of space. Western civilization will soon
perish, but not the human spirit. Lest we forget, our Lord's mercy and justice are
meant at least as much for those who have suffered for decades as it is for those of us
who have yet to suffer.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is July 27, 1978, and this is my Audio Letter
N° 36.
For three generations the Rockefeller dynasty has been a dominant factor in the
economic, political, and social life of America. And for three decades four Rockefeller
brothers of the third generation -- David, Nelson, Laurance, and John D. III -- have
been the real rulers of the Western world. Long ago they carved up the world into
spheres of influence; but by coordinating their activities and working as a unit, the
four brothers have held unparalleled sway over the fate of all mankind. But three years
ago this month in Audio Letter N° 2, I revealed that the brothers were beginning to
lose their iron grip on events. For example, Nelson Rockefeller had been planning to
replace then President Gerald Ford in the Oval Office no later than June, 1975; but
Ford survived the strange illness that sent him crashing downstairs in aircraft ramps
during that month -- and he has had no more falling spells in the three years since
then. A few months later, in September and October, 1975, a rash of assassination
attempts almost removed Ford from the scene, but those too were bungled.
Two years ago this month in Audio Letter N° 14, I revealed that the Underwater
Missile Crisis of 1976 was underway. This crisis, which the government has NEVER
made public, was only the beginning of a total military double-cross of the
Rockefellers by their secret ally, the Soviet Union. As I have made public the previous
spring in Audio Letter N° 12, key trustees of the Rockefeller controlled major
Foundations had already concluded that a Russian double-cross was imminent, but
the Brothers themselves had not agreed with that conclusion. They had grown up
knowing that the Soviet Union was secretly financed and dominated by their own
Rockefeller Cartel. They simply could not imagine that Russia might somehow slip
from their grasp. Only when a Russian hydrogen bomb was recovered from the waters
of Seal Harbor, Maine, did the four brothers really believe that a military double-cross
was under way. I had given its exact navigational coordinates in Audio Letter N° 15 for
August, 1976, and it was removed late that month by the United States Navy.

This bomb was one of the topics I discussed with General George S. Brown, then
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in my meeting with him at the Pentagon on
September 16, 1976. Once they knew that Russia truly was preparing for a surprise
nuclear attack on America, the Brothers could have taken steps to prevent war
altogether; but that would have involved letting the public in on the truth -- and as
our Lord has said, "The truth shall make you free".
The Rockefeller brothers are not interested in your freedom and mine, but in ever
more power, so they tried to reinstate their alliance with the Soviets. And in order to
re-establish the carefully controlled joint plan for nuclear war on American soil, the
Rockefellers made tremendous concessions to appease the Kremlin. One of these
concessions led to the opening of the doors for Soviet nuclear saboteurs to swarm all
over the United States planting nuclear mines large and small at dams, reservoirs,
public buildings, manufacturing plants, grain elevators, refineries, and many other
targets. For that reason, at this time last year my Audio Letter was in a state of
voluntary suspension. For three months, from late May to late August 1977, I
cooperated with concerned citizens nation-wide in an effort to bring about decisive
exposure and official action to stop the wholesale nuclear sabotage of America. But
those efforts failed, my friends, as I revealed for you last August when I resumed the
Audio Letter with issue N° 25.
Through all of these events and more, the declining power and resolve of the four
brothers was becoming more and more apparent, but all of these setbacks paled into
insignificance beside America's disastrous defeat in space last September. In the Battle
of the Harvest Moon, the secret American moon base in Copernicus Crater was
knocked out. Armed with powerful Beam Weapons able to strike any spot on earth,
the Copernicus base had been the Rockefellers' ace in the hole in the war to come -but now it was gone. This decisive Space Battle still has not been admitted publicly by
the government, but is the real reason for the many desperate anti-Russian moves now
under way by America.
My friends, we are plunging into a period of confrontation diplomacy on the road to
war. Nations great and small are lining up and taking sides for the great conflict to
come, just as happened before World Wars I and II. At the same time, the bonechilling winds of Bolshevik revolution are sweeping across the land -- in America, in
Britain, and parts of Europe. To this end, the manipulated collapse of Western
monopolistic capitalism is accelerating, led by the fall of the gold-poor American
dollar. The West is being thrown into the most critical period in all its history by the
Rockefeller brothers, yet this is happening as the final decline of the Rockefeller
dynasty is accelerating.

Last month I pointed out the historical fact that all true dynasties have a life span of
only about 100 years. That point has already been reached by the Rockefeller dynasty,
and the Rockefeller brothers are already in the twilight of their power.
And earlier this month, on July 10, 1978, the downfall of the Rockefeller brothers took
a stunning new turn. John D. Rockefeller III, the eldest of the four brothers, was killed
in a head-on collision as he rode in a car near the family estate at Pocantico Hills, New
York. The crash was supremely ironic, for reasons I will explain in Topic #1; but more
than that, it dealt a crippling blow to the unit comprised by the four brothers, and it is
a blow that has further increased the pressure on David, Nelson, and Laurance to
hurry up with their plans for revolution and war.
My three topics for today are:
Topic #1 -- The Legacy of The Late John D. Rockefeller III;
Topic #2 -- The New American Strategy For A First Strike; and
Topic #3 -- The Aftermath of Nuclear War One.

Topic #1 -- The Legacy of The Late John D. Rockefeller III
Normally, my friends, it's in poor taste to speak negatively of those who have
departed; but the automobile accident that took the life of John D. Rockefeller III did
not alter the truth of what I have told you for years while he was still alive, and it did
not undo terrible plans he helped to set in motion that will still affect your life and
your future.
John D. Rockefeller III was one of the most powerful men on earth. The controlled
major media have covered up the true significance of his life and death, but I believe
you have a right to know. Long ago public relations experts outfitted him with the
public image he wore for the rest of his life -- that of a kindly, shy philanthropist.
Even in death this image is being carefully preserved through public relations stories
about his funeral in the controlled major media. It was John, we are told, who
delighted most in giving away the family fortune and who devoted his life to this task.
But, my friends, the fact is that John played an indispensable role in expanding the
Rockefeller Empire, coordinating his activities with those of his brothers.
Of the four brothers it was John who specialized in several areas that are now of
crucial importance to you. One area was that of the Rockefeller-controlled
Foundations, whose philanthropic halo has little to do with their true nature. Another
area was Asia, especially Japan. A third area was that of Africa, and a fourth focus of

John's was his so-called "Second American Revolution", which is now degenerating
into a new Bolshevik revolution here in America.
As the 20th Century was dawning nearly eight decades ago, John D. Rockefeller, Sr.
was launching the first of his tax-exempt Foundations. It was called the "General
Education Board". In 1904 the Board issued its first publication called "Occasional
Letter N° 1" by John D. Rockefeller, Sr. and his shrewd assistant Reverend Frederick
Taylor Gates. This document, from which I quoted over two years ago in Audio Letter
N° 10, made clear the true purpose of the Board. This objective was nothing less than
to completely re-make society according to Rockefeller blueprints. The same purpose
has continued to motivate every Foundation in the Rockefeller orbit since then, but
each Foundation specializes on some particular aspect of this overriding goal. In
establishing one foundation after another, John D. Rockefeller, Sr. coordinated his
actions from the outset with Andrew Carnegie, who was doing the same thing. In this
way, they avoided duplication and increased the scope of their joint efforts. In the area
of so-called philanthropies, the Rockefeller and Carnegie interests were intertwined
and gradually they all came completely under the Rockefeller umbrella. But on
January 26, 1917, Senator Chamberlain of Oregon rose to give a warning on the floor of
the United States Senate. He said: "The Carnegie-Rockefeller influence is bad. In two
generations they can change the minds of the people to make them conform to the cult
of Rockefeller or the cult of Carnegie, rather than to the fundamental principles of
American democracy".
Today it is two generations later, and we hear no more warnings like this in Congress.
The prophetic warning of Senator Chamberlain has come true. The RockefellerCarnegie conglomerate of Foundations long ago unleashed evil forces directed at
education, at government, at the very fabric of society; and for nearly four decades
beginning in 1931, it was John D. Rockefeller III who, of the four brothers, served as
custodian of these evil forces. Starting with his trusteeship of the General Education
Board and the Rockefeller Foundation, he extended his influence throughout the
dynasty's Foundation network, which he also enlarged. But now the evil forces
unleashed so long ago are out of control. John D. Rockefeller III's coordination of
Foundations on behalf of his three brothers and himself has now led to double-cross
and the commitment for a ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT and nuclear war to come.
Another area of attention became a preoccupation of John D. III even before the
Foundations, and that was Asia. It began in 1929, when as a fresh college graduate he
traveled to Kyoto, Japan, under the sponsorship of the Rockefeller-controlled
"Institute of Pacific Relations", or IPR. During the 1930's the N° 1 priority of the IPR
was to maneuver Japan into attacking the United States under conditions that would
serve Rockefeller interests. John D. III threw himself eagerly into this work, and
greatly expanded Rockefeller activity in Asia through other avenues as well. It was he

who supervised the preparations of the Rockefeller Empire to take advantage of
coming events in Asia. The IPR spawned the infamous Richard Sorge Spy Ring with
headquarters at Lee, Massachusetts. After the war, Congressional investigations
proved that it was the Sorge Ring that brought about the Pearl Harbor attack. Guided
by information from the IPR Spy Ring, Franklin Delano Roosevelt made all the
necessary preparations to insure that the desired Pearl Harbor attack would backfire
on the Japanese. Two months ago in Audio Letter N° 34 I explained the master
strategy behind all this. Most members of the public at large had no idea that war
with Japan was imminent, because the government did not want us to know. Perhaps
the only clear public warning was that heard on November 9, 1941, by the
congregation of Christ Church in Alexandria, Virginia. The rector, Bishop Wells, had
heard the news only three days earlier from Norman Davis, then president of the
American Red Cross, as I told you in detail in Audio Letter N° 22. Davis was very close
to FDR and told Bishop Wells that war with Japan would erupt within five weeks!
Bishop Wells, shaken by this news, immediately alerted his congregation. Four weeks
later the Pearl Harbor attack took place.
When war broke out, John D. Rockefeller III promptly made himself "Assistant" to the
same Norman Davis who had told Bishop Wells of the coming war with Japan. From
there, John moved from one position to another, setting the stage for a complete
Rockefeller take-over of Japan after the war. As soon as World War II ended, John D.
Rockefeller III and his entourage swooped down upon the ruins of Japan. To a people
destitute in the aftermath of war, financial resources of Rockefeller proportions can
buy almost anything and everything -- and they did just that. Soon the mammoth
Rockefeller Cartel of thousands of Japanese enterprises, the zaibatsu, began emerging.
Much of the early industrial rebirth in Japan under Rockefeller control was in the area
of electronics, for which the Japanese have an enormous aptitude. One of the most
famous Rockefeller enterprises in Japan in this realm is that of "SONY" whose
products have penetrated every nook and cranny of the world. SONY, my friends, is
not a Japanese name or word, but an acronym -- it stands for the former Standard Oil
of New York. Today Japan is making a bid to become the N° 1 power in electronics in
the entire world. At the funeral of John D. Rockefeller III this month, more than half of
the cables and telegrams came from associates in Japan, but John's expertise in the Far
East went far beyond Japan to include all of Asia.
Today as the United States is trying to play the so-called "China card" against Russia,
Japan is being pushed into Red Chinese arms to assist in this desperate strategy. But
the fact is that Red China has no intention of establishing a real alliance with the
United States against Russia. Instead, China is playing the "America card", knowing
that Russia is now the foremost military power on earth. The Chinese hope by their
current strategy to extract the best possible terms later as the price of a restored
alliance with Russia. Japan, too, squeezed between East and West, is trying to follow

a course that is not at all what the Rockefeller brothers meant to accomplish. With
very active treaty bargaining under way now between Red China and Japan, China
has been trying to include a clause against regional domination by a single power, a
clause which is considered anti-Russian by the Kremlin. Moscow has singled out this
one clause as its only objection to a Sino-Japanese treaty. And now, Japan has decided
to insist on including an auxiliary clause that clearly states that the regional
domination clause is not directed against any specified third power. In this way, Japan
hopes to satisfy both Russia and China. In this way, Japan is becoming the pivot point
for the giant new Asian Axis I first warned about five years ago in my book, "The
Conspiracy Against the Dollar". And so the legacy of John D. Rockefeller III lives on
after him in the Far East.
After five decades of destructive meddling in Asian affairs, he has suddenly left the
scene just when his brothers need him most. In Asia, as elsewhere, the brothers are
losing control; and with John gone, this trend will start accelerating. Three decades
ago the Rockefeller dynasty was only beginning to cash in on the take-over of Japan
by means of World War II, but already John D. III was looking around hungrily for the
next great prize to devour. He found what he was looking for in Africa. In the early fall
of 1948, John D. III took a two-months trip to Africa under the auspices of the
Rockefeller Foundation. He returned bubbling over about the unparalleled natural
resources of Africa and the great commercial and industrial potential of the continent.
In an interview with the NEW YORK TIMES on November 14, 1948, he explained his
trip as having been motivated by great concern over the health and welfare of the
natives; but his true preoccupation was economic and was so strong that he almost
'gave it all away' during the interview. Time and again his Public Relations Counselor
had to bring him back to the supposed subject of native welfare so that the NEW
YORK TIMES would have something to quote on that topic.
As always, the strategy of Rockefeller take-over in Africa was to involve turmoil and
bloodshed. Africa's troubles really began after John's trip there 30 years ago. It was not
long until he publicly revealed what lay ahead for Africa in a speech on January 18,
1951. He said: "It will not be many years before the same kind of upheaval now
appearing in Asia will be witnessed in Africa". And he was true to his word. Soon
words like "Mau Mau" entered the language of a horrified world as incidents of
interracial butchery and terrorism began to multiply. European colonial holdings in
Africa began to disintegrate, new nations sprung up in their places with nominally
black governments; but in every case the new black governments found it necessary to
bring back the white man to manage and develop the economic resources! And
Rockefeller multi-national corporations swooped down and took over established
mining and other activities with virtual freedom from effective local government
interference!

Until recently the Rockefeller inroads into Africa were being accomplished in secret
alliance with the Soviet Union; but since the Battle of the Harvest Moon ten months
ago, all this has changed. Under the former joint Rockefeller-Soviet plans, there was
no hope for survival of southern Africa. The Rockefeller brothers and their then
Russian allies were bent on complete domination in Africa and elsewhere. But the
type of domination sought by the Kremlin today is far different in character. As a
result, if southern Africa can hold out against the buffeting that has already been set in
motion, there is now a new ray of hope that did not exist before. At the present time,
Rhodesia is on the front lines and fighting is under way now near Salisbury, the
capital. Two guerrilla forces are involved -- one under Robert Mugabe is based
primarily in Mozambique, and is Soviet sponsored; the other under Joshua Nkomo is
based in Zambia, and is Rockefeller sponsored. And just as the Rockefeller-Soviet
alliance has been terminated elsewhere, it is a thing of the past in Africa. This month,
fifteen of Mugabe's officers were recruited away from him by Nkomo with large
amounts of Rockefeller money. By the same token, Nkomo has just executed a highranking officer in his ranks for being pro-Russian.
Increasingly the Mugabe/Nkomo factions will be fighting each other as proxies of
Russia and the United States. Each will race to beat the other to try to take over
Rhodesia. Ultimately the legacy of John D. Rockefeller III in Africa will be a complete
failure with Russia picking up what is left of the Rockefeller chips. Africa, like the rest
of the world, will be forced to make its peace with Russia, but the domination of
Africa by the new breed in the Kremlin today promises to be less drastic and
destructive than what would have taken place under the Rockefeller corporate
socialist dictatorship. The manner in which John D. Rockefeller III met his death was
supremely ironic in view of his role in the ravaging of Africa. The chief Rockefeller
agent in Zambia today in the war against southern Africa is U.S. Ambassador Steven
Lowe. It was his nephew, 16-year-old David Lowe, who died along with John D.
Rockefeller III when their cars crashed head-on July 10, 1978.
There remains one more critical realm in which the legacy of John D. Rockefeller III
must be mentioned. I referred to his so-called Second American Revolution, which is
now being transformed into a Bolshevik revolution here in America. Three years ago
this month in Audio Book Talking Tape N° 4, I exposed the secret new Constitution
for America that had been written for the Rockefeller brothers. The product of 10
years, 100 participants, 40 drafts, and many millions of dollars, the secret new
Constitution was completed in 1974 by a Rockefeller tax-exempt Foundation. The
secret Rockefeller Constitution is a parody of what our Forefathers created in 1787.
Using high-sounding phrases, it is a blueprint for a complete corporate Socialist
Dictatorship. The propaganda campaign to set the stage for acceptance of the secret
New Constitution was the responsibility of John D. Rockefeller III. In 1973 he
published a book entitled "THE SECOND AMERICAN REVOLUTION", and articles

and interviews on the subject followed. Then on March 31, 1975, a full-page ad entitled
"A BICENTENNIAL DECLARATION" appeared in the New York Times. The ad was
sponsored by John's so-called "National Committee for the Bicentennial Era" and paid
for by Rockefeller corporations. It was repeated in other publications nation-wide,
and was intended to be an echo of the "Communist Manifesto" as a starting gun for
change. That campaign fizzled in its original form, but all the machinery of revolution
is being cranked up again now -- this time the goal is a Bolshevik Revolution here in
the United States with the Rockefeller brothers in the driver's seat. In Audio Letter N°
14 two years ago this month, I mentioned a very important lesson the four brothers
learned from their sponsorship of Adolf Hitler.
Explaining the success of the Nazi Revolution from the vantage point of 1936, Hitler
said: "It is not enough to overthrow the old State but that the new State must
previously have been built up and be practically ready to one's hand". That is why, as I
revealed last December 1977 in Audio Letter N° 29, governmental positions at all levels
in the United States are fast being packed with Bolsheviks, many of them recently
expelled from Soviet Russia. When the Revolution takes place soon, they will be in a
position to take over, under the leadership of NELSON ROCKEFELLER of course.
Economically, the first winds of Revolution are already stirring across the land.
Strikes in key industries and public services are becoming rampant; and as the cutting
edge of the Bolshevik revolution, the so-called "Taxpayers' Revolt" is already under
way. Americans have forgotten that it was the cry of "Down with Taxes. No Taxes"
that the Bolsheviks used in 1917 to help seduce the Russian people. So cleverly is this
being done now that it has been portrayed as a conservative cause, and Americans are
on the verge of stampeding to their own slaughter.
My friends, earlier this month John D. Rockefeller III was killed in a head-on collision
on a highway, but his surviving three brothers are driving our entire nation toward a
fatal head-on collision with the Soviet Union. In a harshly-worded article in Pravda
only 12 days ago, Russia warned the West that we are now riding "a tide that is
carrying those who swim in it toward the cliffs of confrontation".

Topic #2 -- The New American Strategy For A First Strike
Earlier this month on July 12 an unusual high-level meeting at the White House made
some news. Key members of Congress had been summoned there by Jimmy Carter to
discuss public disclosures of top secret information. Present from Congress were
ranking members of the Senate and House Committees on Intelligence as well as
Democratic and Republican Party leaders. In addition, the meeting included Secretary
of State Vance, Secretary of Defense Brown, National Security Chief Brzezinski, and

Admiral Turner, the head of the CIA. After the meeting, Senators who were
interviewed fumed as usual about damage to "national security" due to disclosures
they refused to identify. But the key reason for this strange meeting is reflected in the
following line from the New York Times' report about it that day: "Today's meeting
reportedly was originally scheduled for May or early June when the administration
was concerned about the disclosure of information in connection with the downing of
a South Korean air liner in the Soviet Union".
My friends, the disclosures that provoked the White House meeting were those in my
Audio Letter N° 33 of three months ago. In that broadcast I told you the complete
story about the strange case of Korean Air Lines Flight 902. It strayed into militarily
sensitive Soviet air space and was shot down while Secretary of State Vance was in
Moscow. In my Audio Letter for that month I revealed that the Korean air liner
episode was not accidental but was an intelligence mission for the CIA, and I told you
in detail why it was necessary. I told you these things, my friends, because you have a
legitimate right to know. The Carter administration is boiling mad at me now for
telling you and would like nothing better than to silence the Dr. Beter Audio Letter.
Failing that, the government would like to cut off my sources -- that was the
underlying motive for the White House meeting of July 12. But, my friends, my most
important intelligence sources are far higher than those currently available to any
committee on Capitol Hill; and I can assure you that I told you nothing about the
Korean 707 incident that was not already known within the walls of the Kremlin. As I
told you in Audio Letter N° 33, the United States no longer has any Spy Satellites in
orbit that can observe the Soviet Union.
A year ago this month, on July 17, 1977, the first in the new generation of Russian Killer
Satellites called Cosmos Interceptors was launched. Called Cosmos 929, it was
manned and armed with a Charged Particle Beam Weapon -- a weapon which the
United States tried but failed to develop. After two months of painstaking check-out
and testing, it was used for the first time against an American target on September 20,
1977. As an American Spy Satellite passed directly over the Petrozavodsk Observatory
in northern Russia, it was blasted into an enormous fireball in space by Cosmos 929.
The fireball was witnessed over 300 miles away in Helsinki, Finland, and it made
headlines in the United States as a strange jellyfish-like UFO. By that time, Cosmos
929 had been joined in space by Cosmos 954 which was armed with a Neutron
Particle Beam for a very special task. In the Battle of the Harvest Moon a week later,
the crew of Cosmos 954 bombarded the American Moon Base in Copernicus Crater
with neutron radiation that killed all of the male and female British, Canadian, and
American astronauts there. Immediately on the evening of September 27, 1977, Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko delivered an ultimatum to the White House. As I

revealed that month in Audio Letter N° 26, this was the reason for Gromyko's sudden
highly unusual nighttime meeting with Jimmy Carter and Secretary of State Vance.
The following month, October 1977, there was an epidemic of fireballs in the sky,
especially over Russia. Six more Russian Cosmos Interceptors were orbited that
month and they were shooting down America's Spy Satellites. Meanwhile the Soviet
Union was on full military alert and the United States was surrounded by almost the
entire Russian submarine fleet in attack positions. Not all of the American satellites
destroyed in October 1977 by Russia were mere Spy Satellites. As I revealed that
month in Audio Letter N° 27, the 85-ton Space Station called SKYLAB was shot down
on October 18, 1977. This was done over the United States, creating a mammoth
fireball that was witnessed in Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Arkansas, and Missouri.
Nine days later NASA began the cover-up about Skylab.
The events from late September 1977 onward threw the controlled Carter
administration to panicky confusion. By November 18 the situation with our
dwindling Spy Satellites was becoming critical. On that day the Voice of America was
used to hurl a threat of pre-emptive war against Russia if destruction of our Spy
Satellites did not stop, but the Russian Navy ended this desperate bluff by the Carter
administration by swarming once again into position for nuclear attack. Pressure on
the controlled Carter administration mounted steadily through the end of 1977, but an
unexpected stay of execution was brought about by the illness of Leonid Brezhnev,
which ended with his death in Moscow on January 7, 1978. A few weeks later, Leonid
Brezhnev N° 2, the ceremonial double seen in public these days, made his appearance.
Meanwhile behind the scenes the new top man in the Kremlin was rapidly emerging
although so far without public acknowledgement of the fact. His name: Marshal
Dmitry Ustinov, the Soviet Defense Minister. After learning of the death of the real
Brezhnev, our Secret Rulers began breathing a little easier -- but wrongly so. They
expected that there would be major power struggles within the Kremlin for two to
three years before a clear, strong successor to Brezhnev could emerge. During that
period of internal turmoil, Russia would be in a poor position to go to war in spite of
her overwhelming military might. Meanwhile the Rockefeller brothers believed it
would be possible by means of crash weapons programs to construct a counter to the
Russian threat. Even before Brezhnev's death, and even earlier than the disastrous loss
of America's secret Moon Base, our Secret Rulers were taking measures to promote
internal turmoil in Russia. When Brezhnev died, these measures took on added
importance. A cardinal rule that the Rockefeller brothers have always followed is to
support not only the faction in power but also their opposition. This applies to their
political intrigues everywhere, including the Soviet Union.
In the wake of the Soviet underwater missile crisis of two years ago, the first reaction
of the Rockefeller brothers was to try to undo the Russian double-cross and to

reinstate the former secret alliance, but they also began preparing to unleash their
own controlled opposition inside Russia against the present ruling faction in the
Kremlin. A year ago this month, David Rockefeller made a secret trip to Moscow.
While there he did more than confer with leaders of the present regime. More
importantly, he contacted his opposition leaders and instructed them to go all-out to
disrupt and undermine the present Russian regime. And back at home in the United
States the controlled major media were soon building up the dissident issue as never
before. When Brezhnev died last January, the Rockefeller brothers were elated. It
looked as if the old Rockefeller luck was going to see them through once again as it
had always done in the past. The protracted Kremlin power struggles that they
anticipated were sure to hurt Russia's ability to wage war, and the internal
distractions facing the Kremlin would be made worse by fast-building dissident
agitation, which was to be highlighted in the Western press. All in all, the prospects
for a breather in which to get new weapons in place looked very encouraging. But our
Secret Rulers badly underestimated their Kremlin adversaries.
The Rockefeller brothers simply do not understand the self-styled "spiritual
Communists" who run Russia today, about whom I first told you in Audio Letter N°
28. They have an unprecedented unity of purpose and mutual respect that unites
them, and as a result Russian rulers were able to achieve a transition to a workable
new structure of relationships within two months after Brezhnev's death. And so six
months to the day after Gromyko delivered the Harvest Moon ultimatum at the
White House, the new Kremlin leadership renewed that ultimatum. On March 27,
1978, Pravda warned that the United States was about to have its last chance to accept
a SALT II accord, which was to be our surrender treaty. The Carter administration
and its Rockefeller bosses were stunned. In incredibly short time the Russians were
signaling their readiness again to go to war -- and here our Rulers sat, stripped by then
of all orbital surveillance capabilities over Russia by Cosmos Interceptor Killer
Satellites. The result, as Secretary of State Vance went to Moscow to discuss SALT II,
was the Korean air liner intelligence mission that I explained to you in Audio Letter
N° 33.
It's now clear to our Secret Rulers that they may have far less time to prepare for war
than they hoped only a few short months ago, for it will not be internal turmoil that
will dictate the timetable of Soviet actions but Russian military strategy. This is the
real message of the celebrated dissident trials of recent days. Bolshevik dissidents
simply will not be tolerated. The Kremlin's concern is different in the case of
dissidents like Alexander Ginzburg. Ginzburg is a practicing member of the Russian
Orthodox Church. He is a reformer in the same vein as Alexander Solzhenitsyn, who
has spoken out publicly in Ginzburg's defense.

As I explained last month, the Kremlin rulers of today are determined to take the lid
off and promote spiritual rebirth in Russia, but they intend to do it in a gradual way
that does not get out of hand. And so our Secret Rulers, the Rockefeller brothers, are
finding themselves checkmated at every turn by the Russians. Crash weapons projects
are under way, but there's no guarantee that there will be enough time for any of them
to bear fruit, so in desperation our Rulers are now preparing to play the last card in
their military deck.
Last September 1977 the Battle of the Harvest Moon brought about a sudden dramatic
shift in the East/West military balance in Russia's favor. Time is running out for the
Rockefeller brothers, and nothing less than an equally sudden and dramatic shift in
the opposite direction offers any hope for survival of the Rockefeller Empire. There's
no time now to start from scratch on new military technologies to counter Russia. A
few advanced weapons which have already reached readiness for production can be
rushed ahead, but even that will be cut short by Soviet sabotage and other events. But
there is one very major factor in the military equation which can be changed
overnight, and that is strategy. As I have pointed out in other Audio Letters, the most
powerful ingredient in any military strategy is surprise, and experience has shown
that an aggressor, attacking by surprise, can often defeat an enemy that is vastly
superior in strength. Our Secret Rulers have now concluded that this is the only way
left against Russia. As a result, the United States of America has now embarked on a
drastic new course that is without precedent in American history. For the vary first
time, the master military strategy of our Secret Rulers is for the United States to wage
pre-emptive war against another nation. The Carter administration is moving as
rapidly as possible now to position itself to launch a massive nuclear surprise attack
on the Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact allies.
Over the past two decades the so-called "doves" among Rockefeller agents both in and
out of government have duped the American people into laying down our arms.
Always we were told that our military strength might make the Soviets fear a first
strike by us; but now that the Rockefeller-Soviet alliance has been dissolved by the
new leaders in the Kremlin, we suddenly stand naked because of their treachery. And
now it is the United States that is preparing for a first strike -- not because of our
strength, but because of our weakness. Having decided upon this last-ditch strategy,
the Rockefeller brothers are making kamikaze pilots of every man, woman, and child
in the United States.
In connection with the new first-strike strategy, the Carter administration is pouring
thousands of personnel and equipment, especially air craft, into Great Britain and
Europe. Long abandoned air fields in England are being hastily reactivated over citizen
protests there. Meanwhile the Carter Administration is doing everything it can to
distract the Russians while at the same time building up war tensions. If possible, the

Rockefellers want their planned nuclear attack on Russia to appear justified, or even
defensive, to the world. To this end, you should keep your eyes open for a major
incident, or series of incidents very soon. Just as in the case of the Korean 707 incident,
my friends, I'm only relating to you what the new Russian leaders already know. This
is why the Kremlin is now adopting such public defiance of the West in the dissident
trials and other matters; and this is why, just a few days ago, Pravda did not shrink
from saying in so many words that we are heading for "the cliffs of confrontation".

Topic #3 -- The Aftermath of Nuclear War One
In the aftermath of Nuclear War One, the world as we know it today will have passed
into history. Future generations as they survey the century that preceded Nuclear
War One will be struck by the needless tragedy of it all, and by the mass blindness
that made it inevitable. They will have difficulty even in comprehending the Modern
Western Civilization of 1978 because that civilization will be extinct -- but they will
read, they will study, and they will learn. Historians of the future, of course, will be
able to see clearly what is only dimly perceived today in 1978. They will be able to
explain to their readers how, in the final month before Nuclear War One, both the
United States and the Soviet Union adopted a pre-emptive war stance. They will
explain how Russia and America stalked each other like wrestlers preparing to
grapple, each looking for a weak opening to begin the contest. And they will tell the
sad story of how the West committed suicide by following the United States into a
war we could not possibly win. And it is only natural that tomorrow's history books
will dwell at length upon the deaths and damage suffered by the Soviet Union in
Nuclear War One. In this way the major historians of that day to come will illustrate
the heroism of the victorious side, Russia. But great attention will also have to be
given to the enormous man-made cataclysm that engulfed the West. By comparison,
the war sufferings of Russia will have been a mere scratch on the arm.
In speaking of the ruined United States of America, the historians will speak in
hushed and somber tones. America's epitaph will include the words "Pre-emptive
Nuclear War". It is this final suicidal American strategy that history will blame for the
completeness of America's destruction. This suicidal strategy, my friends, has been
brought about by the very forces of Bolshevism whose absolute eradication has been
vowed by the "spiritual Communists" who rule Russia today. And history will relate
that this plan will have removed the last ounce of restraint from Kremlin actions.
Even for Russian historians, America's end will be a painful thing to describe, for
Russia will ultimately employ all of her military resources in order to utterly destroy
all traces of American military power world-wide. Not only missiles and bombers will
be involved but also the secret Soviet weapons I've told you about over the past two

years. These include: the short range underwater nuclear missiles launched from our
own territorial waters; radio-chemical warfare in clouds dispersed from submarines
and canisters at sea to bring on the totally artificial ailment now known as
"Legionnaire's Disease"; powerful microwave satellites which can derange the
judgment of naval personnel, just as was done to tanker crews over a year and a half
ago; geophysical warfare shattering the Philippines and other military targets and
laying waste America's west coast; charged particle beam super weapons fired at earth
targets from the seven (7) Russian bases that are already operational on the near side
of the moon; and, my friends, the Russian Cosmospheres about which the late General
Thomas Power tried in vain to warn America long ago, as I revealed in Audio Letter N°
32, and which are now on battle stations over the United States targeting air force
fields, dams, reservoirs, lakes, and other strategic points world-wide -- and, after all
that, the invasion and occupation of what remains of America by the Soviet Army from
staging points now being established in Canada and Mexico.
Historians of tomorrow will move on to tell their readers how America's final
desperate strategy of pre-emptive war led to selected nuclear and Particle Beam
attacks on Europe and great devastation in England -- because, my friends, the
Rockefellers' shift to a "first strike strategy" is transforming all of our forces overseas
into offensive invasion forces. For that reason, all American troop concentrations,
military installations everywhere on earth will be subjected to attack. In Europe, these
attacks will be surgical in nature, sparing areas that do not harbor American forces.
England, however, is working hand in hand with the Rockefeller brothers now and
will be hit very hard.
Yes, my friends, the final chapter in the history of Modern Western Civilization will
have to be written by historians of another civilization which will survive the West.
That civilization is the Eastern Orthodox Christian Civilization centered on Russia.
But as they close the book on the West as we know it, tomorrow's historians will
begin writing a new, brighter chapter for mankind as a whole. The promise, contrary
to the expectations of most, is for a rebirth of true human freedom in the age to come.
The selfish and self-destructive license of today will be stamped out, but it will give
way to real human freedom rooted in eternal spiritual values.
Already the so-called "spiritual Communists" who rule Russia today are making their
plans for the future after they have disposed of the curse of Bolshevism world-wide.
They have wrestled control of Russia away from the atheistic Bolshevik Communists,
and they have dissolved the former secret alliance between the Soviet Union and the
Rockefeller rulers of America. They are striking out on their own now, and for years
they have been quietly studying all the implications of such a course of action. For the
long run, the most fundamental implications of severing Russia's ties with the United
States are not military, but economic. For most of the six decades following the

Bolshevik Revolution in 1917, the Soviet Union depended for its very existence upon
massive and continuing transfusions from the West. In past Audio Letters I reviewed
all this in detail. But having severed these ties now, Russia must stand on her own two
feet, therefore the Kremlin has been actively pursuing economic studies in order to
determine what course is the proper one to follow economically. And they are being
objective about it, because they know Russia's very survival depends on it. One of the
most fundamental results of these Russian economic studies was mentioned last
month by Alexander Solzhenitsyn in his speech at Harvard. This item was not quoted
in any of the major media reviews to my knowledge, but it was one of the most
important points he made. I am referring to the Russian mathematician who, as
Solzhenitsyn said, proved two years ago that Socialism in any form is inherently selfdestructive -- economically and otherwise.
The present Kremlin rulers have accepted this verdict, and recently Radio Moscow
proudly announced that Russian agriculture, which used to be almost totally
collectivized, is now up to one-third private enterprise.
These are indeed turbulent times, my friends, and the day is not far off when the
political scene we see today will be no more. But what about the economic scene for
now? Many of you have written to ask where one can go to escape the coming war and
to help preserve assets. My answer, for now, is that certain parts of Europe will be
safe, such as southern France, Spain, and the tiny villages in the mountainous areas
there. As you know, I have recommended several financial newsletters in the past
which are written in the United States; but the one which I like best, which is
published abroad, is coming out of a tiny country called Andorra which is in the
Pyrenees between Spain and France. I consider this newsletter to be the financial
voice of Europe -- it's called the IMAC COMMODITIES NEWSLETTER. Free
information about it is available by writing to: Capa, Mossen Tremosa 1, Andorra,
Europe.
To give you an idea what the "Imac Commodities Newsletter" has to offer, I quote
from the July 7, 1978, issue of the Professional Investor, which is a watchdog of the
investment industry and published at Pompano Beach, Fla. 33061: "Imac has been
consistently more accurate than most United States publications over the past two
years in analyzing and forecasting the fate of the dollar, Wall Street, U.S. economy,
and gold. Perhaps even more interesting is the various new political commentary
offered gratis in most issues of Imac. Don't let the word 'Commodities' in the title of
the Newsletter throw you off. While there is heavy emphasis on commodities, the
Letter covers far more" -- end of quotation from the Professional Investor.
My friends, let no one suppose that the days ahead will be easy, for we are about to
undergo a trial by fire -- economically, politically, militarily, and spiritually. But like

the rainbow that follows the storm, beauty and true human freedom will once again
shine forth one day on the face of the earth.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter Audio Letter, Box 16428, Ft. Worth, Texas 76133.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is August 27, 1978, and this is my Audio
Letter N° 37.
As the warm, lazy days of August 1978 draw to a close, summer is on the wane for the
United States of America. With every passing day now, the sun shines less brightly on
our land, and already the signs are all around us pointing to a harsh and early winter.
But instead of preparing, most of us are still just trying to squeeze the last bit of
pleasure out of the little bit of summer that remains. These things are true, my friends,
not only in the literal sense of the weather but also in the figurative, historical sense.
On all sides, we in the United States are playing games with ourselves. We prefer to
fool ourselves with comfortable lies than to open our eyes to the brilliant light of the
truth, and our Secret Rulers are quick to assist us in deluding ourselves through every
avenue imaginable.
So it is, for example, that as the American dollar is dying enroute to worldwide
monetary chaos, luxurious conferences on the situation are springing up in the United
States. More and more people are attending these conferences, expecting to hear what
is wrong and what to do. But increasingly they see only the same stale establishment
faces wherever they go, and they hear about everything except the real reasons for our
economic woes; so the attendees leave as they came, ignorant of the facts and unable
to protect themselves, but the lure of big-sounding names and posh accommodations
is powerful and many of the same people show up at one conference after another to
be hoodwinked over and over again. The items that fill the alleged news these days are
also a study in distraction and distortion. For example, tremendous publicity was
focused earlier this month on the American balloonists who successfully crossed the
Atlantic for the first time; but hovering over battle stations world-wide are the Space
Age successors to balloons and dirigibles -- the Soviet Cosmospheres, and about these
devices, which are a matter of life and death to you, there is a total news blackout.
Yesterday a major event took place on the spiritual battleground between East and
West. It dominated the news, and yet you were not told what it really meant. I refer to
the lightning fast election of a new Pope, who calls himself John Paul I. In recent years

many changes have been introduced in Roman Catholic worship. For example, it used
to be that every Mass in the free world ended with a prayer for the conversion of
Russia; but today as this prayer is being answered in Russia, it is heard no more in the
Catholic Mass. In 1954 the Chase-Manhattan Bank became the custodian of the
enormous business holdings of the Vatican through tax-exempt trust accounts. Since
that time the Church has been losing its sovereignty and is today highly politicized.
Soon millions of Roman Catholics will be overjoyed to see the Church shifting its
policies to an active anti-Russian stance under the guise of anti-Communism; but in
reality, the Rockefellers want to enlist 700,000,000 Catholics into the war against
Russia. As I have explained in my latest two Audio Letters, the self-styled "spiritual
Communists" who run the Kremlin today regard the atheistic Communism known as
Bolshevism as their N° 1 enemy, and now the Pope himself is dominated by Bolshevik
influences.
But the most crisis-oriented person in the world now is Jimmy Carter. The only hint
of this in the news is his disengagement from day to day non-crisis situations, and his
lack of concern over disastrous public opinion polls. Jimmy Carter is a man waiting
impatiently for his hour to come -- an hour of crisis. He spends large amounts of time
away from the White House while medication and other measures are being used to
keep him in an artificial, abnormal state of mind -- because no man in his right mind
could do what Jimmy Carter has promised to do for his Masters. When the time
comes, Jimmy Carter will be called upon to push the button to launch a nuclear "first
strike" against the Soviet Union. The consequences, my friends, will be unthinkable;
but in his present artificial euphoria, Jimmy Carter can hardly wait to do it.
It was only last month that I first made public the American shift to a first-strike
strategy, but the preparations to carry out this strategy are progressing at a feverish
pace. Many pieces of the military jigsaw puzzle are not yet in place, however, and the
Soviet Union has already learned the plan through the efforts of their own KGB. The
Russians have their own countdown in progress toward a first strike, as I explained
four months ago in Audio Letter N° 33. Meanwhile they are working fast to thwart the
American plan.
Regardless of which side succeeds in striking first, the American people and to a lesser
extent the entire West, will lose. The pathetic Civil Defense television programs
which are being rushed into production now to show just before a Nuclear War, will
do us very little good, my friends. Only if you know the plan will you have any chance
to see what is happening in time to protect yourself. There is no timetable, my friends,
but we may well have seen our last summer at peace before Nuclear War One!

My three topics for today are:
Topic #1 -- The Middle East Road To An American First Strike;
Topic #2 -- Russia's Asian Counterstrategy For A First Strike;
Topic #3 -- The Era of The American Refugee.

Topic #1 -- The Middle East Road To An American First Strike
For nearly a year now the controlled Carter administration has been in a concealed
state of crisis on the road to NUCLEAR WAR ONE. It was eleven months ago to the
day, Sept. 27, 1977, that America lost the secret Battle of the Harvest Moon in space.
Suddenly America's ace in the hole for the coming war -- the secret Beam-Weapons
base on the moon -- was gone. As I revealed in detail that month in Audio Letter N°
26, the most decisive battle of the 20th Century had just taken place. Our Secret Rulers
reacted at first with stark fear and near panic. At first they pretended to capitulate to
the Russian Harvest Moon ultimatum for surrender by means of SALT II
disarmament. Then, as the initial shock wore off, they began stalling tactics to hold off
the Russians while they tried to figure out what to do. Meanwhile the Russian Navy
swarmed into attack positions around the United States during October 1977.
At the same time, the Soviet Union wasted no time in following up on their Harvest
Moon space victory. Manned Cosmos Interceptor Killer Satellites using Charged
Particle Beam-weapons began clearing the skies of American Spy Satellites. Having
evicted America from the moon, the Soviet Union also activated a moon-flight
program to seize the moon for its own Particle Beam-weapons installations -- of
which there are now seven (7) on the near side; and to ruin any chance that the United
States might send more men to the moon, our secret Orbital Way Station in the
military Moon Program was destroyed. On October 18, 1977, as I reported in Audio
Letter N° 27, SKYLAB was shot down over the United States by a Cosmos Interceptor
Killer Satellite -- and with it went the five American astronauts who were secretly
aboard at the time.
Since that time the pace of events has been very fast, as I've revealed for you month by
month. But the first-strike strategy which has now been adopted by the United States
first began to surface nine months ago in November 1977. There were three separate
developments, and they took place with blinding speed all within a week's time. First
there was the so-called Sadat "peace initiative" to Israel. It began on November 14
during television interviews, of all things, in which President Sadat of Egypt and
Prime Minister Begin of Israel committed themselves to a face-to-face meeting. Only a
week later Sadat was already returning home from his rush, rush trip to Jerusalem

which generated euphoria on all sides. But as I told you then, Sadat's actions were
destined to lead to war, not peace; and now the Middle East is approaching the
boiling point. Like the Sadat trip to Israel, the second major development also began
on November 14. On that day the Shah of Iran arrived in Washington on a rush visit,
which ended two days later. No reason was given publicly for his hurry-up trip; but
as I told you then, it was linked to the startling events in the Middle East. It was a
busy week, my friends, because sandwiched in between the Shah's trip to
Washington and Sadat's trip to Israel, was the third major event. On November 18 the
Voice of America broadcast a threat of pre-emptive war against Russia, from which I
quoted that month in Audio Letter N° 28. That threat was premature -- a bluff
brought to nothing by the Soviet Navy, which swarmed into attack positions again,
but it was a taste of things to come.
Four months ago in April 1978, Secretary of State Cyrus Vance went to Moscow in
response to a renewal of the Harvest Moon SALT surrender ultimatum of six months
earlier. While there he was provided with crucial information by the Korean air liner
intelligence mission, which I detailed for you in Audio Letter N° 33; and as soon as he
returned to Washington, our Secret Rulers decided to implement contingency plans
for a first-strike nuclear strategy. Since that time, the United States and the Soviet
Union have been in a race against time, each trying to beat the other into position to
launch a decisive surprise attack. In this Topic I will outline the American strategy.
With that in mind, you will find it much easier to understand the Russian strategy
when I outline that in Topic #2.
The strategic goal in the new American first-strike strategy is to undo the total
Russian military domination of space which began eleven months ago. We often hear
these days about our so-called "triad" of strategic weapons -- meaning ICBMs, Missilelaunching Submarines, and Bombers. The Russians, of course, possess a similar triad,
which in fact is now more powerful than our own; but today the Soviet Union
possesses in addition a "space triad" of strategic weapons -- and the central objective
of the American surprise-attack plan is to bring to ruin the Russian space triad. One
leg of the space triad is the moon, which bristles with Russian Particle Beamweapons. They can blast almost any spot on earth within the course of any 24-hour
period. Whenever the moon is above the horizon where you are, you are subject to
practically instantaneous attack from the moon. The second leg of the Soviet space
triad is the fleet of Cosmos Interceptor Killer Satellites in orbit around the earth.
These Space-Age sentinels are manned and armed with Charged Particle Beamweapons with which to blast all non-Soviet military satellites out of existence.
Months ago they completed the task of wiping out all of America's early warning and
spy satellites, making necessary the Korean air liner intelligence mission of four
months ago. Now they remain on patrol ready to nip in the bud any attempt by the

United States to re-establish a military toe hold in space. The third leg of the Russian
space triad is the fleet of Cosmospheres -- electrogravitic Hovering Weapons
Platforms called the "anti-war machine" by the Kremlin. As I discussed last March in
Audio Letter N° 32, the late great General Thomas Power gave a public warning
thirteen years ago about the coming threat from these Platforms, but he was ignored.
The United States could have developed these Platforms too, but did not; and now the
Russians have deployed them over strategic locations world-wide, and in great
numbers. Armed with Charged Particle Beam-weapons, they can produce weathermodification effects by means of de-focused blasts into the upper atmosphere. In the
process, they also generate violent air blasts, which were heard last winter over the
United States. But they can also focus their Particle Beams in order to vaporize targets
on the ground, at sea, or in the air.
So long as the Russian space triad remains intact, the West has no hope of victory, or
even a draw, in a war with the Soviet Union. But our Secret Rulers cannot shake their
dream of world domination; so instead of taking measures that could prevent war,
they are trying to position themselves to smash the Russian space triad. Even if they
succeed, a furious and massive Russian counterattack is a certainty, and our Secret
Rulers know it. But they believe there is a chance that the conflict will finally sputter
out into a stalemate IF the Russian space triad can be neutralized; and beginning from
the smoking ruins of this stalemate, they think they will be able to start over again
about as well off as the Soviet Union. The price of achieving this desired stalemate has
already been studied with the aid of think-tank computers. If the American first strike
turns out to be a spectacular success, there could be 255,000,000 fatalities in the
United States, the Soviet Union, and Great Britain -- plus a few million in selected
other target areas. But even in this best case, however, more than half the casualties
will take place in the United States, which unlike Russia, is naked in terms of Civil
Defense. If things do not go so well though, the computers say that up to 350,000,000
people may die before the stalemate point is reached. The United States has no
effective means by which to attack the Soviet space triad directly; but there is one
weak point which is shared by all three legs of the Russian space triad, and that weak
point is Logistics. The cosmonauts who man the Particle Beam bases on the moon
depend for their lives on regular supply missions from earth; likewise the Cosmos
Interceptors in earth orbit can remain operational only so long as their crews can be
rotated and re-supplied from earth; and the Cosmospheres, too, require periodic
servicing and re-supply in order to keep operating.
The centerpiece of the American first strike, my friends, is to be a knock out punch at
Russia's space logistics network. The plan is to destroy all four Soviet Cosmodromes,
plus the Cosmosphere installations in Central Siberia in a fast, well-coordinated blow.
Immediately following this initial blow, there is to follow a full-scale nuclear attack by
the American triad of ICBMs, Poseidon missiles, and bombers. The key weapon to be

used in the attack on Russia's space bases is a secret weapon which, until now, has
never assumed great importance. For a change, it is a weapon which the United States
did develop while Russia did not. It is a strange hybrid machine called a Submersible
Aircraft, or Subcraft for short. A Subcraft is an airplane which can land on water,
change its configuration, dive, and travel under water like a submarine -- then, near its
destination, it can reverse the process and seem to come from nowhere as it attacks
the target from the air. Subcraft development began in the United States in the early
1960's. Those available today do not dive very deep, and they are not very fast, either
under water or in the air. Their strength lies in their ability to sneak past enemy
defenses. Submerged, they have surprisingly long endurance and range, due to a small
nuclear power plant derived from space technology. They can travel through shallow
coastal waters where sonar detection is all but impossible, and their relatively small
size and quiet operation also help reduce the chances of detection. In the air they duck
under radar by flying at treetop height, and they are so quiet that they attract little or
no attention enroute to the target.
The critical role of Subcraft in the American first-strike plan is the result of
geography. They are not involved in the part of the attack plan directed at the
Cosmosphere bases in Central Siberia, but they are the key ingredient in the planned
attack on Russia's four Cosmodromes. The real estate of three countries is critical to
the first-strike plan. The countries are: Norway, Iran, and China. Staging areas in all
three must be used if the first-strike plan is to succeed in knocking out the Russian
space triad. From the fiords of northern Norway, American Subcraft are to head
eastward under water straight into the jaws of the Russian Bear. They will have to
make their way past Murmansk, which teems with Russian submarines; continuing
onward they will follow the shoreline of the Kola Peninsula, around and into the
White Sea; then they are to penetrate southwest into the White Sea to the vicinity of
Onega before surfacing at night. From there it is a short flight of a little more than 100
miles to their target, the Plesetsk Cosmodrome. If the plan works, night will be turned
to day as the Cosmodrome is consumed by nuclear fireballs. For the other three
Cosmodrome attacks, Iran is to provide the staging areas along the south end of the
Caspian Sea. Two Subcraft contingents are to travel submerged roughly half the
length of the Caspian, then fly east across the Ust-Urt Plateau to the Aral Sea. There
they are to submerge again and proceed to the northeast side until it is time to attack.
The third Subcraft contingent from Iran is to travel northward the entire length of the
Caspian and then lie in wait for the moment of attack. In the attack itself, the Subcraft
squadron in the north end of the Caspian will surface at night; heading northwest
they will fly roughly 250 miles to attack the Kapustin Yar Cosmodrome east of
Stalingrad (now called Volgograd). Meanwhile Subcraft will surface in the Aral Sea
and fly northeast. The first group will head for the original Baikonur Cosmodrome
some 250 to 300 miles away. Shortly afterward the other group will take off to attack

the Tyura-Tam Cosmodrome barely 100 miles distant. If all goes according to plan, the
Cosmodromes at Kapustin Yar, Baikonur, and Tyura-Tam will erupt into nighttime
nuclear fireballs at the same time as the Plesetsk Cosmodrome far to the north meets
the same fate. In this manner, the Subcraft attacks from Norway and Iran are intended
to cripple two of the three legs of the Russian space triad -- the Moon and the orbiting
Cosmos Interceptors.
That leaves only the Cosmospheres. The Cosmosphere bases are located in Central
Siberia, far from any body of water that would be useful to submersible aircraft. First
there is Semipalatinsk where both underground nuclear tests and Particle Beamweapon tests are carried out. At Semipalatinsk the Cosmospheres are assembled and
outfitted with their nuclear power plants and Particle Beam-weapons. Then they are
transferred 400 miles northeast to the Novosibirsk Science City, where the
operational Cosmosphere base is located.
The key to the American attack plan for the two Cosmosphere installations is
northern Sinkiang Province, China. From there to Novosibirsk, the primary target, it
is only 400 miles; and the secondary target, Semipalatinsk, is less than 300 miles
distant. The Rockefellers are trying to move heaven and earth to persuade China to
open up Sinkiang Province to a secret American attack force. The attack from
Sinkiang Province is to be built around very high-speed, remotely-piloted airplanes
called RPV's, which have been under development for years in both Russia and
America. Since the pilot stays behind on the ground and guides the plane by remote
control, a RPV is much smaller than an equivalent piloted airplane. It can also perform
evasive maneuvers so violent that the pilot would be crushed if he were aboard. Our
Secret Rulers believe that enough of these aircraft can penetrate Russian defenses to
insure destruction of the Siberian Cosmosphere installations.
My friends, I have now told you about the strategic objectives and techniques which
are being planned for the American first strike against Russia; but you must know
about one additional key to this suicidal plan. I refer to the Middle East crisis now
building up, which is intended to light the fuse for Nuclear War One.
A few days from now the Camp David summit between Sadat of Egypt and Begin of
Israel is to get under way. Our Secret Rulers are trying to insure that a new Begin will
emerge from these meetings to delight the public. Suddenly the hard-line attitudes of
recent days will seem to evaporate on both sides, much to everyone's surprise.
Conciliation and mutual concessions will become the order of the day, and the joyful
shouts of "Peace! Peace" will ring in our ears. The euphoria surrounding the outcome of
the Camp David summit will be like an echo of the high hopes of last November 1977
just after Sadat's trip to Jerusalem. As a result, most of us will pay little attention to
the foundation on which all else will rest. Underlying all the smiles and happy words,
there is to be an agreement by which American troops will be sent to the Middle East

as supposed guarantors of the "peace". It will all be made to appear logical and honest,
and no one will dare to raise a finger to criticize this plan.
But now let me tell you what is really planned, for only if you know the truth will you
have any chance to protect yourself in the disastrous days that lie ahead. The
arrangements agreed to at the Camp David summit are to set the military stage for a
horrendous incident to provoke war in the Middle East.
The overall plan is an update of the one I described nearly three years ago in Audio
Letter N° 6 for November 1975. Here now is the full outline of the new American
strategy for pre-emptive nuclear war against Russia. This terrible war plan, my
friends, has nothing to do with preservation of our so-called "National Security" -- it is
a last-ditch Rockefeller blueprint for national suicide.
First, the Camp David summit is to set the stage for Middle East war while seeming to
do the opposite. Then, as soon as the special American forces are in position for their
strikes against the Russian space triad, a major incident will poison the Middle East
peace atmosphere overnight. One option involves the Sinai, but other options are also
being prepared. But regardless of the details of the incident, it will be staged in such a
way that the finger of guilt will point toward Saudi Arabia. Tensions will build fast,
and with them American public opinion against Saudi Arabia. Meanwhile the
Rockefeller propaganda machine will excite fears that somehow the Soviet Union is
preparing to move full blast in the Middle East. There will be additional incidents and
clashes, and the very existence of Israel will appear to be at stake. At the same time,
Americans will be reminded of the key role of Israel as a military ally in the Middle
East. American public opinion will be inflamed with fear for Israel, anger at Saudi
Arabia, and a desire to get tough with Russia -- and then it will happen!
In the world's first limited nuclear strike, Saudi Arabia will be brought to her knees at
a single blow. The well heads of Saudi Arabia's mammoth oil fields will vanish in
nuclear fireballs, desert sand will fuse into radioactive glass, capping off the oil wells.
Radioactivity will prevent reopening the wells for at least 10 years according to CIA
estimates. The world will be badly shaken by witnessing this first use of tactical
nuclear weapons; but the Rockefeller propaganda machine will paint it in the best
possible light, drawing upon the carefully constructed image of Saudi Arabia as a
threat to Israel's existence. It will even be said that the short, decisive attack on the oil
fields was a relatively humane act, having spared Saudi population centers. In this way
nuclear warfare will begin to be domesticated in our minds and unthinkable no
longer.
The cut-off of Saudi Arabian oil will trigger gas rationing in the United States and
severe dislocations in Europe and Japan. This will provide an excuse for Jimmy Carter
to declare a "NATIONAL EMERGENCY" as the United States secretly prepares to go

to war. Jimmy Carter's energy crisis -- that is, the moral equivalent of war -- will be
manipulated into reality. Across the Persian Gulf from Saudi Arabia, Iran will react to
the oil field raid by going on a full scale nation-wide alert. The Shah will point to the
serious rioting of late which has an anti-Western flavor. He will point to ominous
behavior by the Soviet Union, and he will raise the specter of a Russian attack on Iran
like the American-Israeli attack on Saudi Arabia. With Saudi Arabia gone, Iran will be
America's largest remaining source of Middle East oil. With gas rationing already
under way by then, Americans will find the Shah's warnings very frightening. The
Shah will publicly remind Washington of the "total United States commitment to
come to Iran's aid in an emergency" which was announced last November 16, 1977. The
American public will demand that it is time for the United States to stand up to
Russia; and with full public support, American troops and weapons will pour into
Iran. From that point onward, the outbreak of Nuclear War One will be all but
impossible for the public to follow by way of the so-called "news." Incidents and
clashes will condition the American public to the increasingly aggressive behavior of
Russia. We will hear more and more about Civil Defense, especially about plans to
evacuate our cities in the event of war. But when it happens, all who have trusted the
United States government and the major media, will be caught completely by surprise.
It will begin, according to the American first-strike strategy, with the surprise attacks
against the Russian space triad. The attacks against the four Cosmodromes and the
two Cosmosphere installations are to be timed so that they all occur simultaneously -then the all-out American nuclear follow-up attack will be launched.
Special preparations are under way now to make this follow-up attack on Russia
more effective and to evade the Soviet defense system as much as possible. For
example, America's fleet of giant Titan II ICBMs are being modified for fractional
orbital bombardment by Martin-Marietta, the Titan's manufacturer. This work is
being financed through a number of secret avenues. One example is the $32,000,000
contract from NASA to build a rescue rocket for SKYLAB, which of course no longer
exists. Only three days ago a freshly modified Titan II near Rock, Kansas, attracted
nation-wide attention due to an accident that occurred just after it was re-installed in
its silo. When it was being re-loaded with propellents, a leak sent poisonous, reddish
fumes towering into the sky.
Another factor in the follow-up American nuclear attack is to be high-power laser
weapons, in two ways. The first way has to do with our ICBMs. Floating over all
American ICBM installations today are Soviet Cosmospheres--they are there in order
to blast our ICBMs at the moment of launch, using their Charged Particle Beamweapons. But one of the secret American weapons programs to which I have referred
in recent months is the Laser Program. Some time ago laser scientists solved a major
technical problem in high-power laser weapons. Called thermal-blooming, this
problem made lasers relatively ineffective when fired within the atmosphere; but now,

high-power lasers are being deployed near our major ICBM bases. Just before the
missiles are launched, these lasers will be used, if possible, to shoot down the
threatening Cosmospheres. Then the missiles will be launched at Russia. The other
role of lasers in the coming war is to involve the moon. Our Secret Rulers know very
well that the destruction of Russia's Cosmodromes will trigger a furious
counterattack; and in particular, the lunar Particle Beam bases are certain to start
blasting American targets on earth in an all-out attack. In order to at least reduce the
damage which the moon will be able to inflict, several extremely high-power lasers are
now deployed on CIA-controlled ships at sea. Their job is to fire at the seven Russian
bases on the near side of the moon, knocking out or damaging as many as possible.
Thus, a Beam-weapons battle is shaping up for the early moments of Nuclear War
One between the earth and the moon. It will be the earth-bound mobile lasers of the
United States pitted against the Charged Particle Beam-weapons of Soviet Russia on
the moon. The American lasers are no match for the Russian Particle Beams, but our
Secret Rulers view this as a way to cut their losses. Even if only part of the moon bases
are silenced by lasers, they will reduce the damage that can be inflicted by the others
while their supplies are running out.
When the American first-strike takes place, these are the things that are planned. But
for those of us sitting at home when the air raid sirens begin to blare, none of this will
be apparent. All we will know is that suddenly the unthinkable is happening -- we are
under NUCLEAR ATTACK. At the same time, Russians will be experiencing the same
thing, but with one major difference -- they have been provided with a network of
Civil Defense blast shelters that will save many of their lives. You and I have not!

Topic #2 -- Russia's Asian Counterstrategy For A First Strike
The American first-strike plan is a last ditch attempt by our Secret Rulers to snatch
not victory but mere stalemate from the jaws of defeat. Even at that, the plan will fail
if any part of the Russian space triad survives intact; and our Secret Rulers are closing
their eyes to fatal flaws in the entire strategy. These flaws are so major that the
Kremlin now plans to permit early parts of the plan to be carried out because in this
way our Secret Rulers will give Russia the perfect excuse for her own crushing first
strike against America.
In Audio Letter N° 33 four months ago, I revealed that the Kremlin is clearing the
decks to go to war. In this, the Russians want to get several major matters taken care
of before Nuclear War One so that America can be smashed at minimum cost to
Russia. The Politburo committed Russia to a definite countdown toward war on April
22, 1978, as I revealed in Audio Letter N° 33. The major objectives in this countdown
are still as I told you then, and progress is being made rapidly on them all. First is the

matter of conditioning the Russian people for war -- this task has already been carried
a long way. The Pravda warning which I quoted last month about the "cliffs of
confrontation" is but one example. The second major objective is for the completion of
the invasion preparations in Canada and Mexico. I first described these to you five
months ago in Audio Letter N° 32. Earlier this summer, in June, the process was
speeded up in Canada after Canada expelled all United States fishing vessels from her
waters. And in Mexico, Russian troops and equipment including tanks and neutron
bombs are being funneled in through the Yucatan Peninsula. The third major objective
in the Russian war countdown has to do with Red China. Before war comes with
America, Russia must neutralize China as a threat, one way or another; and now that
China is intended by the Rockefellers to play a role in the American first-strike plan,
China has become a top priority item on the Kremlin agenda.
In connection with the American first-strike plan, which has been known within the
Kremlin since early June, Russia has also singled out Norway and Iran for special
attention. Since June 29, Russian intelligence ships of various types have been
repeatedly stopping in Norwegian territorial waters off northern Norway. They are
scouting out the staging area from which American Subcraft will be launched to
attack the Plesetsk Cosmodrome; and in Iran anti-Western rioting is now seriously
threatening the Shah's control over the country. Should he be toppled from power in
an anti-Western coup or revolt, Iran will be lost as an asset in the American firststrike plan. The door to attack on three of Russia's four Cosmodromes would be
closed.
But Iran and Norway are small potatoes compared to China. For the short term,
Russia wants to protect her Cosmosphere installations by denying American access to
China's crucial Sinkiang Province. But more than that, the new ASIAN AXIS is in
gestation, about which I warned five years ago in my book, "THE CONSPIRACY
AGAINST THE DOLLAR". Earlier this month, on August 12, 1978, Japan and China
did sign the Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation, about which I reminded you last
month; and Japan did succeed in obtaining the auxiliary clause I described last month.
It states in effect that the Treaty is not directed against Russia. Japan is becoming the
pivot of the new Asian Axis, but the focus is now on China. Right now Russia is
holding out both the carrot and the stick to China. The carrot is the promise that if
China will align herself with Russia, China will share in the fruits of Russia's still
growing power; the stick is the threat that if China does not abandon her antiRussian politics she will be in deep, deep trouble militarily. To drive home this point,
Soviet encirclement of China with Soviet client states is continuing. Recently, for
example, Vietnam has been increasingly belligerent toward Red China and even
border fighting has taken place in the past several days; and Laos and Afghanistan are
both receiving huge stores of arms from Russia. Verbal abuse between Moscow and

Peking is going on as usual right now; but Chairman Hua's unprecedented trip this
month from China to Romania and Yugoslavia, tells the real story. It all began last
May when Premier Ceausescu of Romania went to China and received a tumultuous
welcome there. Ceausescu, my friends, has been portrayed in news reports in America
as a sort of fence sitter in the Soviet orbit, but that's not correct. He is Russia's ace gobetween in sensitive dealings with other countries. In Peking last May, Ceausescu
conveyed Russian overtures for reconciliation to Chairman Hua. This led to Hua's
follow-up trip this month to Romania, plus Yugoslavia and Iran. Last month, on July
13, China sent a clear signal to the Kremlin indicating interest in Russia's overtures.
On that date, China severed her long-standing ties with Albania, which is strongly
anti-Russian.
Scarcely a month later, on August 16, Hua arrived in Bucharest, Romania, a Russian
satellite. Meanwhile Ceausescu had visited Leonid Brezhnev N° 2 in the Crimea in
order to find out what to say to Hua. While Hua was in Romania, he was greeted
warmly by the Russian Ambassador to Romania at a reception, contrary to news
reports in the United States; and Romania agreed to give China a consulate on the
Black Sea. From there the Chinese will be able to observe movements of Russia's Black
Sea naval fleet. This is intended as a gesture of good faith by Russia to China.
When Hua left Romania, he went next to Yugoslavia. The reason for his visit reflects
the increasingly similar thinking about some things by the Russian and Chinese ruling
circles. I mentioned last month that those who run Russia today have accepted the
verdict that Socialism is not workable, and that already collectivized agriculture is
being phased out. Hua's interest in Yugoslavia in a parallel vein was to study Yugoslav
factory workers' self-management system, free from political Central Committee
controls.
My friends, the tug of war between Russia and the United States over China is
intensifying, but with every passing day it becomes more certain that Russia will win
in this contest. The truth has to be faced. Once Russia and China are teamed up once
again, the new Asian Axis will spring into being almost overnight, because Japan (the
third leg of the Axis) has already been striving for good relations with both of the
other powers. The new Asian axis will be cemented by more than racial ties and
economic benefits -- they all share a unifying drive for revenge against the United
States and the West. For untold suffering on their part during the past 80 years, they
intend to repay us double.
With China in hand, Russia will be ready to set her own first-strike plan in motion.
First, she will allow our Secret Rulers to begin the war sequence, whether in the
Middle East or elsewhere. In this way the Kremlin will be able to rally the Russian
people completely for war. Meanwhile, if the Russian overtures to China now under
way are successful, Chinese troops will join the primarily Asian-Soviet invasion forces

in Canada and Mexico. Without the Asian expertise of their late brother John D. III,
the three remaining Rockefeller brothers will discover too late that they have lost
China to Russia. Without China, the Cosmosphere leg of the Russian space triad will
be safe from the American first strike and the plan will fail. In the end, even the attack
on the Cosmodromes will be partially thwarted; but our Secret Rulers will go ahead
with this final kamikaze plan. But even before the Middle East erupts, the Kremlin
plans to start increasing the pressure on America by means of geophysical warfare,
including both weather manipulation and artificial earthquakes.
Right now America's weather is being tortured by our own Secret Rulers. They are
using the coastal weather control grids I told you about three months ago in Audio
Letter N° 34. This is being done in order to create deliberate food shortages to help in
controlling you and me through the old Bolshevik weapon of hunger. It is also being
done in order to ruin thousands of American farmers. In this way their land can be
grabbed up in the corporate collectivizing of agriculture now under way here in the
United States. At this very moment, in fact, the Rockefeller weather control grids are
being used in an attempt to bring on widespread killer weather patterns. If they
succeed, great masses of corn, soybeans, and certain feed grains will be wiped out. But
the Russian weather modification (by means of their Cosmospheres) plan for this
winter will not be economic but military in its objectives.
As for the artificial earthquakes, that has already begun. In Audio Letter N° 24 for May
1977, I gave the locations of seven (7) Russian Super-bombs planted deep in the ocean
trenches around the Philippines. Since then, I have also made public the Russian
program of planting and detonating powerful cobalt bombs under sea around the
Pacific rim. These have produced numerous earthquakes, increasing the stresses in the
earth around the Philippines. When the stresses are high enough, the Super-bombs
will be set off to devastate the Philippines and shake the whole Pacific rim -- the Ring
of Fire. Those stresses are nearing the critical point now. Three months ago the long
silent Mayon Volcano in the Philippines began erupting, and late last month the
nearby Bulusan Volcano began a spectacular eruption after a silence of 56 years. As I
explained in Audio Letter N° 24, the earthquake catastrophe to come in the
Philippines is intended also to devastate America's west coast, and the Russians are
leaving nothing to chance. At least nine (9) cobalt bombs with varying yields have
now been planted in the vicinity of the San Andreas Fault. They stretch from the
north end of the Gulf of California to a point about 40 miles west of Point Delgada in
northern California. Several of these are inland -- one in the Salton Sea northeast of
San Diego, one in an abandoned mine shaft 3 miles southeast of Palmdale, and one in
the San Luis Reservoir southeast of San Jose. There is also a very powerful cobalt
bomb now in San Pablo Bay northeast of San Francisco. Should it be set off in such
shallow waters, the entire area will be blanketed by deadly radiation for a generation.
Two weeks ago today on August 13, one of the other bombs was set off. It was in the

ocean 7-1/2 miles south of Santa Barbara. Some people heard what they described as a
powerful explosion, followed shortly after by the earthquake itself. And one eye
witness in the mountains who happened to be looking in that direction, described
what he saw:
"There was a great, huge spout of water. It rose up and then fell back. The quake came
right after that". The next day the National Security Council held a crisis meeting. The
decision was made to play down the Santa Barbara incident because America is not
yet ready to go to war.

Topic #3 -- The Era of The American Refugee
My friends, for 200 years and more the shores of America have promised haven to
refugees from all over the world, but now the United States has thrown away her
unique heritage. The American dream is ending in a nightmare; and for the very first
time ever, the era of the American refugee is dawning. We will be refugees from
economic oppression, from hunger, from war, and from Bolshevik revolution. For 80
years beginning at the time of the Spanish American War, the United States has been
selling her soul step by step. Our Secret Rulers have caused needless suffering,
tragedy, and death on a scale that has no precedent in all of human history; and yet,
with only scattered exceptions, we the American people have blinded ourselves and
accepted all that has happened. In this way, we have made ourselves party to the
Satanic actions of the Rockefeller cartel -- and we will surely pay the price.
Today, everyone is wondering why the dollar is dying. American tourists overseas are
finding that the so-called almighty dollar is becoming a powerless midget. When
interviewed by television reporters, they say things like "Is there something going on
in the States that I don't know about?" Five years ago when something could still have
been done about it, my book, "THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR", was
published. It told in detail what was coming, why, and who was responsible; but five
years ago no one was hurting yet, so the American people relaxed and did nothing.
Today, everyone can see it happening; but now it's too late to save our economy, so
now American economic refugees are beginning to do the only thing they can do for
themselves and their families -- they are fleeing from the dollar and even from America
itself. By the same token, the advance information I have made public about hunger
due to weather control and about the coming Bolshevik revolution, is generally being
ignored now. People are not hurting yet so why think about such things; but, when it
happens, those who succeed in escaping will be among history's most pathetic
refugees. But worst of all, NUCLEAR WAR ONE is looming. Here, too, the chances
for preventing disaster have been forfeited; therefore, my friends, my advice to all who
will listen is to make serious preparations to leave the United States if you can

possibly do so. And before you say "I can't do that", please think very hard. On the day
that nuclear fireballs and Asian armies sweep across our land, will you suddenly
realize that you could have left if you only had tried?
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER, Box 16428, Ft. Worth, Texas 76133.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is September 29, 1978, and this is my Audio
Letter N° 38.
News reports today are filled with headlines about the surprise death last night of
Pope John Paul I, after a lightning-fast surprise election hardly a month ago. Last
month I revealed the plan of Bolshevik influences within the Vatican to maneuver the
new Pope into aligning 700,000,000 Catholics against Russia; but already Pope John
Paul has left the scene, and the game plan I told you about last month will now be
tried again with another new Pope.
Surprises are now all around us as we approach NUCLEAR WAR ONE. On Sunday
evening twelve days ago, September 17, ninety to one hundred million Americans were
glued to their television sets. Just as programs on all three networks were reaching a
climax, they were interrupted for a stunning news special. Suddenly we saw the
smiling, jubilant faces of Jimmy Carter, Egypt's President Sadat, and Israel's Prime
Minister Begin. For nearly two weeks we have been fed a steady diet of depressing,
discouraging news from the Camp David summit; yet, now, here was our President
announcing a thrilling breakthrough for "peace."
Before our very eyes the heads of state of Egypt, Israel, and the United States were
signing a seemingly miraculous Camp David accords. It was a master stroke of public
relations propaganda by our Unseen Rulers. Throughout the United States and the
rest of the world the news media were caught by surprise. Even TIME and
NEWSWEEK had to stop their presses to change their cover stories, and three days
later Radio Australia summed up the feelings of the news media world-wide in the
words: "No one could have predicted the outcome of Camp David". My friends, the Dr.
Beter Audio Letter was the only news source in the entire world that correctly
forecast the outcome of the Camp David summit.
Last month before the summit even began, on September 5, I recorded the following
words: "Suddenly the hard line attitudes of recent days will seem to evaporate on both
sides, much to everyone's surprise. Conciliation and mutual concessions will become

the order of the day, and the joyful shouts of 'PEACE. PEACE' will ring in our ears.
The euphoria surrounding the outcome of the Camp David summit will be like an
echo of the high hopes of last November 1977 just after Sadat's trip to Jerusalem".
My friends, the so-called surprise outcome at Camp David was planned in advance,
and the flimsy Camp David agreements are not intended by our Unseen Rulers to
produce peace. Instead, they are to collapse in such a way as to ignite war, as I detailed
for you last month. Even now the initial euphoria over Camp David is giving way to
concern over signs that the whole thing might come apart. And Saudi Arabia is being
drawn into the limelight as the crucial factor--meaning stumbling block--in the
proposed Middle East peace framework. In this way, Saudi Arabia is being led into the
nuclear trap which I described last month. It's all part of the plan of our Unseen
Rulers for an American nuclear first strike against Russia, which I revealed in detail
last month--and so far it is right on track.
I also revealed that Jimmy Carter while posing as a man of peace, is actually waiting
for his supreme moment--a moment of crisis! He is in an artificial euphoric state,
maintained by medication and other means, and is actually looking forward to pulling
the trigger to launch America's nuclear first strike against Russia. But, my friends, I
must now reveal a gruesome fact, which Jimmy Carter himself may not know. Jimmy
Carter will not get to pull the trigger, instead he is being set up to be the trigger for
war. At the Camp David summit Anwar Sadat literally begged Carter to put pressure
on Begin to make concessions on East Jerusalem especially, that would strengthen the
agreements in the Arab world. Carter said in effect, "I cannot at this time, but I give
you my word personally that I will work on the Israelis on this." Sadat, desperate for
an agreement, accepted Carter's personal pledge in a tremendous gamble; and this
gamble for peace will backfire tragically, my friends, because Jimmy Carter is being
medicated for reasons beyond psychological conditioning. Just within the past three
weeks Jimmy Carter has suddenly contracted two forms of terminal cancer--one is
acute leukemia, or cancer of the blood, whose symptoms include weakness and
fatigue. Lately Carter has been displaying these symptoms and they have been noticed
by close observers. The other cancerous infection now plaguing Jimmy Carter is a
tumor on the left side of his head. In due course this tumor is expected to cause
pronounced disabling effects. If the terminal illness of Jimmy Carter progresses as fast
as expected, the reins of presidential power will pass from his hands within a matter
of months. Whether by disability or death, Jimmy Carter's downfall will pull the rug
out from under a shaky Anwar Sadat. Carter's personal pledge to Sadat will become
meaningless, and without it the Camp David agreements will disintegrate and the
Middle East war build-up I described last month will take place.
Jimmy Carter's death or disability is intended also to play a pivotal role in advancing
the Bolshevik revolution in the United States which is already well underway, quietly.

Nelson Rockefeller's 25th Amendment to the United States Constitution will come
into play and Vice-President Walter Mondale will become Acting President should
Carter become disabled. Already a trial run for this situation has been carried out
during the Camp David summit. In an unprecedented action, Carter turned over the
reins of the presidency to Mondale while he went to Camp David. In this way, Carter
was relieved of all responsibilities and Camp David was for him a vacation; but even
after conserving his dwindling energies in this way, Carter emerged from Camp David
more tired than when he entered.
The downfall of Jimmy Carter will be accompanied by turmoil, both domestically and
internationally, and cataclysmic effects in the Middle East. Demands will mount for
firm, experienced leadership of a bipartisan nature during these critical days; and
when Jimmy Carter either resigns or dies, a new Vice-President will be nominated by
Mondale to fill the bill. The appointee, as now planned, will be a Rockefeller
Republican; and if his declining health permits, it will be Nelson Rockefeller himself.
My friends, last month it seemed that I shocked many of my listeners by urging them
to make serious preparations to leave the United States to avoid the coming nuclear
war. Many of my critics when asked to comment on what I have said, are telling their
followers: "Stay and fight". But these are the same people who have been stirring the
pot without any impact for years--10 years, 20 years, and even longer. They have not
prevented a single one of America's reverses from taking place, and when they say
"Stay and fight" they don't bother to tell you how to fight Neutron Bombs, Particle
Beam-weapons, or anything else. Can you imagine that? And some of them are even
telling you to stay and fight while they themselves are financially prepared to leave at
a moment's notice.
My friends, for years I've sounded the alarm together with the message that we could
stop what was coming if only we would do it. And I made public the information that
could have been used to bring about a reversal of our slide into catastrophe. But time
does run out when action is not taken, and things do change. They do not remain
static decade after decade as some of my critics would lead you to believe. The time
has come to think about your own family. It's time to prepare to live to fight another
day.
For the many people who have contacted me to ask where to go, I can only say that I
have given you my best recommendations two months ago in Audio Letter N° 36; and
during the past two years or more I have spelled out the target areas world-wide that
are targeted by Russian underwater missiles. I have described the Russian
preparations for geophysical warfare, I have given details about the Russian patterns
of nuclear sabotage of the United States, I've outlined the Russian preparations for
invasion of the United States from Canada and Mexico, and I have given you both the
American and Russian strategies for Nuclear War One. And from all these things, you

are the one to decide how best to use your resources to take care of yourself in
preparation for nuclear war. Your life is at stake, so it's up to you to evaluate these
things for yourself. I believe that the time has come to give you a thumbnail sketch of
what to expect after Nuclear War One based on Kremlin plans. Only a true miracle,
my friends, could save the West now, and we are doing nothing to merit a miracle.
My three topics for today are:
Topic #1--RUSSIA'S HOLY WAR TO WIPE OUT BOLSHEVISM;
Topic #2--RUSSIA'S BLUEPRINT FOR DOMINATION OF THE EARTH; and
Topic #3--RUSSIA'S PROGRAM TO LAUNCH MANKIND INTO SPACE.

Topic #1--Later this fall television viewers in a few American cities will be able to
watch a documentary series called "The Unknown War." It is a major series consisting
of twenty programs showing newsreel films taken during the siege of Leningrad in
World War II. Originally "The Unknown War" television series was intended to be
shown nation-wide over network television. When the project was proposed over
two years ago, network officials verbally encouraged it, but now the networks have
turned their backs on "The Unknown War" series. Only nine stations scattered across
the United States plan to carry it as of now. The television series contains scenes of
unspeakable suffering by the Russians during those 900 days in Leningrad. Most
viewers, haunted by the enormous tragedy unfolded before their very eyes, can't help
feeling some sympathy and admiration for the Russians who endured all that. When
the project began over two years ago, our Unseen Rulers wanted to build up the
Soviet Union, their secret ally, in our eyes; but now everything has changed. Russia
has terminated the secret Rockefeller/Soviet alliance through military double-cross in
preparations for all-out war. So now the networks no longer want programs and
news items to build up Russia's image; instead, we are being shown everything
possible to paint Russia as the enemy and to make us think increasingly in terms of
war.
My friends, the rulers of Russia are waging a holy war. They are out to save their own
souls and the soul of Russia; and to do that, they believe they must wipe out what
they think of as a cancerous disease--Bolshevism. It's a well-known fact that the
Bolshevik Revolution in Russia in 1917 was carried out by revolutionaries with outside
support and financing; and much of that financing, as I explained in the past,
originated with the Rockefeller interests. Thus was born the secret Rockefeller/Soviet
alliance which lasted for nearly 60 years.

But as I first mentioned last November 1977 in Audio Letter N° 28, there was another
faction in the 1917 revolution whose role has never been widely recognized in the
West. This other faction consisted of the self-styled "spiritual Communists". Unlike
the Bolsheviks, the "spiritual Communists" are a native religious sect which began
within Russia more than two centuries ago. Their numbers have never been large, but
even in czarist Russia their influence politically was sometimes very great. They are
tough, and they are perhaps the most tightly knit religious group on earth. They insist
on taking literally many things in the Bible which, in their view, are swept under the
rug generally in the West. The breed who rule Russia today take their beliefs very
seriously indeed--not for show, but as a guide to action and in setting policies of all
kinds. This is the reason for many strange differences which have been noticed in
recent years between Russia and the West. For example, in the United States,
homosexuality is increasingly being tolerated, encouraged, and even smiled upon
legally; whereas in Russia it is a capital offense and punishable as such.
But the "spiritual Communists" of Russia believe that they made one horrible mistake
six decades ago. That mistake was to ally themselves with the Bolshevik Communists,
thereby guaranteeing the success of the Bolshevik Revolution. The Communism of the
"spiritual Communists" had derived originally from Biblical passages that referred
basically to sharing and mutual support among believers. This evolved into a political
view, which in turn became compatible with Marxism. Finally this led to the alliance
between the "spiritual Communists" and the Bolsheviks early in this century. It was
only after the Bolshevik Revolution was past the point of no return that the "spiritual
Communist" faction began to realize what a serious mistake they had made.
Watching as junior partners in the Revolution, they saw the Bolsheviks shed all
pretenses of morality and humanity as they acquired power. All the high-sounding
promises of equality and justice evaporated to be replaced by terrorism and a Satanic
government.
Before the Revolution, millions of Russian Christians had been calmed down in their
worries over Bolshevik agitation by priests who assured them of divine intervention to
protect them. But when the Revolution came, Russian Orthodox bishops and priests
were rounded up by the thousands to be tortured, then executed; and millions of
Russian Christians who had sat back and done nothing because of the soothing words
of their priests, began dying like flies in the Bolshevik inferno. They did not know that
the Bolsheviks had infiltrated the Russian Orthodox Church before the Revolution.
But the "spiritual Communists", observing the carnage, investigated and found out
what had happened; and today, they see it all happening again in the West, especially
in the United States.
The "spiritual Communists", after they realized their blunder, took stock in order to
decide what to do. They finally concluded that there was only one way they could

hope to atone for their mistakes and save their souls--they must work untiringly to
undo the Bolshevik control of Russia they had helped to bring about; and beyond that,
they must work to rid the world of Bolshevism itself so that what had happened to
Russia could never happen again. And with that, they vowed a holy war against the
Bolsheviks. Their holy war was to progress in three (3) phases. Phase #1 was to
involve continued alliance with the Bolsheviks but with the "spiritual Communists"
increasing their own power at every turn at the expense of the Bolsheviks. Their
operating principle during this phase was to be reduction of severity of purges and
repression wherever possible but never at the risk of jeopardizing the over-all take
over program. Phase #2, to begin as soon as the "spiritual Communists" became more
powerful than the Bolsheviks, was to be the actual weeding out of all Bolsheviks in
Russia. And finally, Phase #3 was to involve actual warfare by a non-Bolshevik Russia
against Bolshevism world-wide.
Phase #1 of the "spiritual Communists'" holy war against Bolshevism lasted for 35
years. The turning point to Phase #2 came on March 5, 1953, with the death of Joseph
Stalin. From that point onward the "spiritual Communists" have held the upper hand
over their Bolshevik partners although even the Bolsheviks themselves were kept
unaware of what was taking place until very recently. The de-Stalinization campaign
of Nikita Khrushchev, which stunned the world over 20 years ago, was the first visible
sign of this shift. Now Phase #2 is nearing completion. I can reveal that there is not
one Bolshevik in the inner circle of the Kremlin. The same holds true for the top
military hierarchy of Russia, and even the military personnel who man all three legs of
the Russian space triad (the Moon Base, the Cosmos Interceptor Killer Satellites, and
the hovering Cosmospheres) share the same distinction. They have all been
scientifically screened to insure their complete loyalty to Russia. Meanwhile
Bolsheviks are being expelled from Russia in ever increasing numbers, and they are
being absorbed mainly into the United States. In mid-September, in fact, United
States immigration laws were quietly amended to allow them to come in here faster;
and once here, they are being planted rapidly in all levels of the United States
government, even though they cannot speak good English. Security clearances for
them are practically nil. And so the stage is being set for the third and final phase of
the Russian holy war against Bolshevism. This final phase, which is imminent, is
Russia's all-out war against all pockets of Bolshevism world-wide.
Down through history it has always been true that holy wars are the most
uncompromising and bloodiest of all. Many centuries ago the Moslem jihads brought
stark terror upon their victims. Likewise the Christian Crusades brought mayhem and
destruction on a scale that was unparalleled in those times. But the holy war by
Russia against the Bolsheviks is unlike any other holy war in the past several thousand
years. The Moslems and their jihads sought to convert the infidels at the point of a
sword; likewise the Christians in their Crusades sought to liberate the Holy Land and

convert the heathen at the point of a sword. The Russian holy war against the
Bolsheviks is different, far different. After 60 years of the most intensive grueling
experience, the "spiritual Communists" have concluded that all true Bolsheviks are
impossible to convert to a faith in God. Bolshevism, therefore, is evil incarnate, so they
have concluded that the only way to eliminate Bolshevism as a force in the world is to
eliminate the Bolsheviks themselves throughout the world--and that is what their
holy war is intended to do.
Today the center of Bolshevism is the United States of America. The rulers of Russia
look at the United States as they would a rabid dog--the dog is dying of rabies and is
also a danger to everyone else, so the only thing that can be done is to destroy the dog.
Bolsheviks are now infiltrated throughout the United States--in all levels of
government, in education, in entertainment, in the news media, and even in all
branches of the church--and the Rockefeller/ Bolshevik plan for a nuclear first strike
against Russia constitutes a clear and present nuclear threat. So the Kremlin is
wasting no time in completing preparations to smash the United States militarily.
The only hope of preventing Russia's devastation of America, my friends, would be our
own swift action to rout out the Bolsheviks in our midst. If we did that, Russia would
no longer have any need to attack. In the West, Bolshevism has been unleashed full
force by the Rockefellers. It is fast becoming a force unto itself, and already Western
Bolshevism is breaking loose from Rockefeller control. Increasingly, it's not the
Rockefeller brothers who are using the Bolsheviks, but the other way around. Soon
the remaining three Rockefeller brothers will fade from the scene, but that will not
undo the cancer of Bolshevism with which they have infected the West. In Russia, it
took the "spiritual Communists" 60 years to overcome the Bolsheviks--only now is
their final rout of the Bolsheviks taking place.
My friends, we do not have 60 years. The time left to us is measured in months before
Russia's holy war against Bolshevism enters its final phase--NUCLEAR WAR ONE
with the United States of America as the prime battleground!

Topic #2--Two months ago in July 1978, the wife of Philippine President Marcos
visited Moscow. In doing so, she joined a fast growing stream of state visitors who are
stepping on the Kremlin's doorstep these days from all over the world. The reason for
Moscow's popularity these days were reflected in remarks by Mrs. Marcos as reported
by NEWSWEEK in its July 24 issue. According to Mrs. Marcos, Prime Minister
Kosygin told her that Russia and her allies will control the high seas, space, and most
of the world's land mass by the early 1980's. And as Mrs. Marcos put it, "No one
wants to be caught on the losing side." My friends, Kosygin's remarks were not a mere

boast--they were a sober declaration of what the Kremlin both intends and expects to
achieve.
During the past two years and more I have made public enough information about
Russia's military power and weaponry to make one thing painfully obvious: if Russia's
only concern were to win a war with United States and our allies, Nuclear War One
would have erupted as long ago as the summer of 1976. At that time, as I revealed
publicly in Audio Letters 14 through 16, the Soviet Navy began planting short-range
underwater-launched Nuclear Missiles within our own territorial waters. For a while
action was taken to stave off this Russian capability for a zero-warning pre-emptive
strike under the brave leadership of General George S. Brown, then Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. And on September 16, 1976, I met with General Brown in his
Pentagon office for over an hour without interruption to relate crucial information to
him that was being blocked from reaching him through normal channels. But then
came the heart-rending RED FRIDAY AGREEMENT of October 1, 1976, which I
reported that month in Audio Letter N° 17. On that day, then President Gerald Ford
succumbed to personal blackmail and tied General Brown's hands in a spineless
agreement to appease Russia. Barely two weeks later General Brown was attacked
viciously in the press and made to apologize over nation-wide television for his alleged
misconduct.
Meanwhile, Russia was proceeding without interference in ringing America with
underwater missiles. From Red Friday 1976 onward, Russia has been increasingly in a
position to rain military disaster on the West at will. This ability became complete
one year ago with the Battle of the Harvest Moon and its immediate aftermath--and
yet, Russia still has not attacked for two (2) reasons. One reason is military, but the
larger reason is that Russia is looking beyond Nuclear War One to the conditions
under which Russia will dominate a conquered earth.
As I have mentioned before, one very important reason for the delay so far in Russia's
attack is that Russia's rulers want to choose their moment for war, based on optimum
conditions. They want their defeat of the West to be as decisive as possible, yet be as
inexpensive as possible to Russia in casualties and other terms. This is far more
important to Russia's rulers of today than any pre-conceived timetable. But Russia's
military supremacy over the West has now become so lopsided that it's no longer the
most critical guide to their thinking.
As I will explain shortly, the Kremlin has already succeeded this month in secretly
crippling one ingredient in America's feverish first strike plan which I revealed in
detail last month. Increasingly, the Kremlin is preoccupied with insuring that
Russia's domination of the earth after the war will be as trouble free as possible. The
inner circle in the Kremlin today never lose sight of their true enemy. That enemy is
the world-wide network of Bolsheviks whose main power base today is the United

States. In the coming war, Russia wants to concentrate on that enemy while
preserving the rest of the world as much as possible for post-war domination. So they
are doing all they can to neutralize as much of the world as possible before the war
itself. Uncommitted nations are being urged to join the Soviet orbit as allies and
friends, or failing that, to at least stay neutral.
Westward-leaning nations are being wooed by Russia and by Russian client states
with the line that America is a paper tiger, and neutrality between East and West
would be enough to satisfy Moscow. And even American allies, such as West
Germany, are being lured away from staunch support of America through both carrot
and stick methods. In this way, the Russians hope to leave themselves with a
minimum of hostilities and resentment to disrupt their domination of the earth after
Nuclear War One. And unlike their Bolshevik enemies, Russia's rulers of today do not
intend to dominate the world by means of a One-World Government.
To the Russian "spiritual Communists" the One-World Government concept is as
diseased as Bolshevism itself. Instead, the Russians intend to dominate the earth in a
different manner. It will be an extension of the present satellite system in critical
areas such as those bordering the Soviet Union. Other areas judged to be of less
importance to Russia will be left to go their own way with relatively independent
governments. Every nation on earth, however, will be required to make its peace with
Russia as the pre-eminent power on earth. In matters of trade, for example, Russia
will have to be put at the top of the priority list by everyone; and to guard against any
attempt by any nation or satellite country to upset Russia's power, the anti-war
machine network will stand guard world-wide without ceasing. These machines, the
Russian hovering Cosmospheres, armed with Charged Particle Beam-weapons, will
make short work of any attempted rebellion against Russia's supremacy. This, then, is
the Russian plan for post-war domination of the entire earth. If the Kremlin gets its
way, the long-standing commitment for a monolithic, all-powerful, One-World
Government, is headed for total annihilation like Bolshevism itself.
The quiet rebirth of private enterprise now taking place in Russia and eastern Europe,
is a harbinger of things to come on the international scene as well. In politics, in
economics, and even in religion no nation and no individual will dare completely
ignore the Kremlin but neither will there be complete, centralized control like that
sought by the Rockefeller cartel and their Bolsheviks.
The Russian blueprint for world domination is awesome; but of course it will come to
nothing unless Russia is able to achieve a decisive victory in Nuclear War One. And
as I revealed last month, our own Unseen Rulers are setting in motion a suicidal
nuclear first-strike plan against Russia. At the anticipated cost of several hundred
million lives, the combined Rockefeller/Bolshevik forces who control America today
are trying to achieve a stalemate with Russia in Nuclear War One. To accomplish

this, an American first strike is to cripple Russia's Space Triad of strategic weapons-that is, the Beam-weapons Base on the moon, the orbiting Cosmos Interceptor Killer
Satellites, and the floating Cosmospheres.
The United States lacks the capability to attack these weapons systems directly, but
last month I detailed the American strategy to cripple them by destroying their bases
in Russia. Russia, having learned the American plan some three months ago through
the efforts of their own KGB, are working fast to thwart the American first-strike
plan, and earlier this month a critical development took place that is destined to
cripple the American first-strike plan.
Of the three countries whose real estate is critical to the American plan--namely
Norway, Iran, and China--one has now been effectively neutralized, and it is the most
important of the three. Last month in Audio Letter N° 37, I explained the necessity for
American access to China's Sinkiang Province as part of the first-strike plan against
the Russian Space Triad. Without that access, the United States will be unable to
mount an effective attack against Russia's Cosmosphere installations at Semipalatinsk
and Novosibirsk. That alone will be sufficient to doom the United States in the
coming war. For this reason among others, the matter of China has for some time
been the No. 1 item on the Kremlin pre-war agenda.
Last month Chairman Hua of China visited Romania and Yugoslavia in connection
with Russian overtures for a reconciliation with China. Now, I must report to you
that these meetings have already borne fruit. When Hua met with Romania's Premier
Ceausescu, he was offered certain positive inducements on behalf of the Soviet Union.
However, he was also informed that Russia is determined to move fast in its
preparations for war against the West. Hua was told if China is to restore ties with
Russia on a favorable basis, it must be done quickly. Hua was also told that the Soviet
Union would much prefer to offer China the opportunity to restore good relations
without loss of face, rather than to have to force the issue militarily in the near future.
Accordingly, Hua was informed of some of the current Russian capabilities in
advanced warfare techniques; and to allow Hua to assess the situation in a pragmatic
way, he was informed that the Soviet Union would shortly provide him with a series
of three (3) demonstrations of Russia's operational geophysical warfare arsenal.
The first demonstration was to be an undersea earthquake in the vicinity of Taiwan,
scheduled for September 2, 1978. The second, to take place the following day, was to
be an earthquake on land in an area of western Europe that is not generally known for
earthquake activity. Both of these, Hua was told, would have intensities in a Richter
scale range of 6.5 approximately. As I revealed long ago, this is the nominal yield for
which most of the Russian earthquake-producing cobalt bombs are designed. The
third demonstration, the finale, was to be an earthquake centered on the Caspian Sea
coast of Iran, north of Tehran. Hua was told that the Iran quake would occur on or

about September 14; however the exact strength of the quake was not predicted other
than to say that it would be "strong". The reason given was that the Iran quake would
be brought about by remote means whose results are not yet so highly predictable.
The point which was then driven home for Hua was that the same remote means used
on Iran would be used on China's Sinkiang Province should American personnel be
allowed into that area.
On Saturday September 2, an undersea earthquake measuring 6.6 on the Richter scale
occurred near Taiwan, right on schedule. In Taipei tall buildings swayed, concrete
utility poles waved around like ships' masts on a heavy sea, blackouts took place
briefly, and traffic was snarled; but then everything calmed down again with only a
few minor injuries. The next morning, southern Germany was rocked by the most
powerful earthquake in 35 years, measuring about 6 on the Richter scale. Eleven days
later, on September 14, the grand finale began, and it was intended for a double
purpose. For one thing, it was to round out the demonstration series of geophysical
warfare in a spectacular manner to properly impress Chairman Hua. But in addition,
it was also an attack on the second most important country in the American firststrike plan, Iran.
Last month I explained Iran's intended role in the secret American war plan. Iran's
northern border which lies along the southern coast of the Caspian Sea is to be used
by American Submersible Aircraft, or "Subcraft", to attack three of Russia's four
Cosmodromes. For this reason, Russian agents are trying to bring about a revolt in
Iran to overthrow the Shah; and on the morning of September 14, Russia made use of
geophysical warfare in an attempt to ruin Iran's Caspian Sea coast naval facilities.
Had they been successful, any American Subcraft attack would have been seriously
delayed while the damage was being repaired.
The technique employed against Iran that day is called a "Seismic Cannon" by Russian
geophysical warfare specialists. A Seismic Cannon consists of a long series of cobalt
bombs buried deep underground in intervals along a straight line. The bombs are not
detonated all at once; instead, they are fired one after another like a string of gigantic
firecrackers. When this is done at the proper rate, the seismic shock generated by the
first bomb is reinforced by the explosion of the second bomb as the wave passes, and
so on. In this way, artificial ground shocks can be made to travel much more strongly
in one direction than in any other; therefore they can be aimed to affect a far distant
target--hence the name "Seismic Cannon". The Seismic Cannon fired by Russia on the
morning of September 14 was deployed far to the southwest of the Semipalatinsk
nuclear test range. A string of cobalt bombs were buried in a line roughly 70 miles
long in a sparsely inhabited area of the Kazakh S.S.R. of the Soviet Union. The line
was centered at approximately 45 degrees north, 70 degrees east--which is about 200
miles southwest of Lake Balkhash; and it was oriented along a line running from

northeast to southwest so that the Seismic Cannon was aimed at Iran's Caspian Sea
coast north of Tehran. The north and east borders of Iran, including that part along
the Caspian Sea coast, lie along what is called a tectonic plate boundary, or major fault
line. The Russians were expecting that when the shocks from their Seismic Cannon
struck this huge fault line broadside, it would loosen the fault in the Caspian Sea area-the result shortly thereafter would be a major earthquake. They were right about
that, but their Seismic Cannon missed the intended target. It happened because the
seismic waves, while they travel most strongly in the desired direction, also spread
with lesser force in other directions.
The firing of the Seismic Cannon on September 14 was reported by Sweden's Uppsala
Seismological Institute. They estimated the Richter scale reading at 6.9, and declared
it to be the most powerful blast ever in that area, which was presumed to be in
western Siberia. But as reported by Radio Australia, it was a very mysterious blast,
and the epicenter could not be determined with certainty. The next day the ground
began shaking in northeastern Iran. The area around Tehran in the Caspian Sea felt
some brief shocks, but they were not hit hard as planned. Instead a fantastic
earthquake reaching 7.7 on the Richter scale erupted some 400 miles southeast of
Tehran. In moments the town of Tabas ceased to exist, and the devastation was heavy
over a wide area. Within a few days the death count had reached 26,000 and was still
climbing. Condolences to Iran soon began pouring in, and the first condolences to
reach Iran were sent by Leonid Brezhnev N° 2!!
The Seismic Cannon missed its intended Caspian Sea coast target, but the
performance was more than adequate for Chairman Hua. Four days after the Iran
earthquake disaster, secret meetings began in Peking between top Chinese officials
and a high level Russian delegation. An agreement in principle was reached on
September 19 between Russia and China; and while verbal camouflage is hiding the
fact, a secret alliance between Russia and China is now being forged. As a result, of
the 51 Cosmospheres which were over China as recently as last month, only 6 remain;
and none of these are now over the Sino-Russian border region.
The three giants of the great new ASIAN AXIS--Russia, China, and Japan--are
growing closer by the day, contrary to outward appearances. While all eyes are
focused on manipulated events in the Middle East, truly momentous developments are
taking place almost unnoticed in Asia. Russia fully intends to be the first among
equals in all of this; but she also plans to make it all worthwhile for her partners in
dominating the earth. Russia does not feel the need to strive for the last ounce of
absolute control over our world, for Russia is looking outward toward other worlds to
conquer.

Topic #3--One day in 1962, scientists at a prestigious technical university in the
eastern United States attended a seminar given by a visiting Russian scientist. The
topic under discussion by the Russian was a difficult problem that was of great
interest to scientists in the aerospace field at the time. As the American scientists
watched and listened, the Russian went through a tour de force of high-powered
mathematics. Finally he ended up with what mathematicians call a "closed form
solution", much to everyone's surprise. One of the American professors looked as if
someone had kicked him in the stomach as he left after the seminar, and a student
asked why. The professor growled, "There went my research project for the next year.
I was going to do it by computer, but this blankety blank Russian just wrote down
the whole solution in one line".
Many times in recent years Russian science has handed shocks to the West. For one
thing, the Russians are stiff competitors in the areas of science where we too are
strong; but in addition, they are devoting tremendous amounts of effort to areas of
science which are virtually ignored in the West, and they have learned some
astonishing things which are not even hinted at by Western science. Russian science
is perhaps most spectacular in the field of space. Right now it's space weaponry that
is in the forefront of Russian technical progress--such as the hovering Cosmospheres
and the Charged Particle Beam-weapon. Both of these are exclusively the property of
the Soviet Union.
But looking beyond the immediate needs of their holy war against Bolshevism, the
rulers of Russia today are attracted to space by long-term non-military motives. For
one thing, they believe that the conquest of space will give mankind all the challenge,
all the danger, and all the drama we will ever need without ever again resorting to war
among ourselves. But, my friends, Russia's determination to launch mankind into
space really springs from just one more basic conviction.
Based upon extensive scientific study, Russia's rulers are convinced beyond any doubt
that we who inhabit the earth are not alone in the universe. They have what they
consider to be strong evidence that our galaxy, the Milky Way, harbors not just one
but several civilizations more advanced than our own; and they are convinced that we
of planet Earth are at the crossroads now. Either mankind will begin to move upward
and outward from cradle Earth into space or very soon we will destroy ourselves. If
the Russians have their way, mankind will venture into space as the newest member
of our galactic community.
This viewpoint of Russia's ruling circles has gradually crystallized only during the
past decade or so; but the studies which were destined to lead to this conclusion
resulted from an awesome event which took place in Siberia 70 years ago. On June 30,
1908, a huge object streaked across the skies in that part of the world, plummeting
toward the earth. In the heavily forested remote Tunguska area of Siberia, it

disappeared in a fantastic explosion; and for days afterward, strange glowing clouds
and nighttime brightness in the sky were seen as far away as London, England. The
Tunguska region of Siberia is so remote and inaccessible that it was not until 1927 that
a Russian expedition succeeded in reaching the explosion site; but since that time the
Russians, and only the Russians, have studied the area exhaustively. They have
employed every scientific tool that could possibly be of use, because the Tunguska
blast area is very strange indeed; and they have reached the definite conclusion that
the object that shook Siberia seven decades ago was not a meteor, nor was it any other
natural phenomenon.
More than a decade ago, Russian aerospace experts, some of them famous even in the
West, reached a startling conclusion. Their discovery resulted from analyzing
widespread eye witness accounts and other evidence. The Tunguska space object of
1908 had slowed down and carried out a major change of course. This final maneuver
took it over the totally uninhabited area where it exploded at an altitude of several
miles. The explosion itself has been estimated as being equivalent to a huge 30megaton hydrogen bomb; and even today 70 years later, the entire area remains
slightly radioactive. To the Russians, there is only one logical explanation that fits the
mountain of facts they have compiled about the Tunguska explosion: it was a disabled
spacecraft which tried unsuccessfully to make an emergency landing, exploding in
mid-air in the process. The story of the great Siberian explosion is fascinating and is
well told in a current book--the title is: "THE FIRE CAME BY" by John Baxter and
Thomas Atkins, published by Warner Books, New York (1976 Doubleday &
Company, Inc., Garden City, New York).
But the rulers of Russia also have additional reasons for believing mankind is not alone
in the cosmos. The Russians have carefully studied UFO reports from around the
world. They have restricted their attention very rigidly to those which are solidly
documented and backed up by evidence, such as radar; but because of their Tunguska
studies, they have also analyzed UFO data with open minds and they are convinced
that we are being quietly observed not by one alien civilization but by several. As of
now, the Russians have not established where these presumed galactic neighbors are
coming from, but they are working on it. Powerful radio telescopes and other
techniques are in use by the Soviet Union. They are trying to pick up any clues to the
possible identity of our visitors. As for the vast distances involved between these
unidentified neighbors in our own solar system, the Russians are unperturbed.
In the course of studying scientific areas that are shunned by the West, they have
discovered what they believe to be clues to the secret of interstellar travel. If these
clues are correct, they believe that mankind could well be at work on our first starship
within a mere generation from now. These are the motivations that are driving the
Russians into space; but first, they reason that we must learn to establish ourselves

and live in self-supporting ways under conditions radically different from those on
earth, and they have settled upon Venus as the first target beyond the moon for
experimental colonization.
During the past year several space probes have been launched at Venus by both Russia
and the United States; but only Russia has ever landed probes on Venus,
accomplishing this feat some three years ago with two landers. Here now for the very
first time, I can reveal what the Russians have found on Venus: hydrogen, helium,
lithium, boron, carbon, oxygen, neon, sodium, magnesium, aluminum, silicon,
phosphorus, sulfur, chlorine, argon, potassium, calcium, scandium, titanium,
vanadium, chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, copper, zinc, gallium,
germanium, arsenic, selenium, bromine, krypton, rubidium, strontium, yttrium,
technetium, ruthenium, rhodium, palladium, silver, tellurium, iodine, xenon, tungsten,
platinum in large quantities, gold also in large quantities, mercury, polonium in
modest quantities, astatine, radon, and uranium in modest amounts. The other
elements are either non-existent on Venus or present only in trace amounts. Over all,
the Russians have concluded that it is technically feasible to sustain life permanently
on Venus, so Venus is to become the first planet to be colonized by man. According to
Russia's plan, Venus will be man's first tiny step to the stars. But of course planet
Earth, the cradle of mankind, will remain the only home the vast majority of men will
know, or want to know, far into the future.
What will be happening to our own precious world while the saga of space
exploration is underway? My friends, the answer to that question lies not in outer
space but in inner space, within ourselves. We live today in a world that grows sicker
by the day, merely to satisfy the greed of powerful men. Our natural environment is
sick, poisoned by pollution; our morals and values are sick, and this sickness is
promoted deliberately as a tool of power by the forces of Bolshevism. And we are
physically sick with an ever-growing list of dread diseases. Western medicine has
become the handmaiden of Western corporate socialist enterprise; and the more we
poison ourselves, the more we are told we must spend on medicine to cure ourselves.
But medically, as otherwise, it is a losing battle. The more we spend the further behind
we end up. The Russian rulers are deadly serious in their conviction that all of this has
to be stopped, and soon, or mankind as a whole is doomed. The condition of the
entire world today is the legacy of Western civilization as warped and controlled by
our Unseen Rulers. We in the West have proven that we are not going to act in time
to stop our slide into total self-destruction, and destruction of the world in the
process; so very soon, Russia's holy war against Bolshevism will rain calamity upon
our heads. If the Russian holy war succeeds, the survivors world-wide will live in an
era very different from that of today. It will not be utopia; but it will be an era of
challenge, of spiritual rebirth, and of hope. The new Russian pattern of private

enterprise will spread world-wide, including individualized agriculture. Russia
herself, the breadbasket of the world a century ago, will become so once again.
My friends, many surprises lie ahead for the Russians as well as for you and me; but
the time has come to face facts as we try to plan for the future. America always wins
on television and in the movies; but we are living through history, not fiction, and the
fact is that the world of the future will be very different from that of today because the
history of the United States as we know it, is in its final pages.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is October 29, 1978, and this is my Audio
Letter N° 39.
It was 21 years ago this month that the Space Age dawned for mankind. On October 4,
1957, millions around the world listened in amazement to the radioed beep, beep, beep
of Sputnik I--the world's first artificial satellite was in orbit, put there by Russia. In
Audio Letter N° 19, nearly two years ago, I revealed how it happened that Russia beat
America into space. The United States could have launched an earth satellite more
than a year ahead of Sputnik I, but our Unseen Rulers deliberately tied the hands of
our space experts for reasons of personal gain and power. As a result, the honor of
taking mankind's first step into space will belong to Russia for all the rest of human
history. To one who loves America as much as I do, America's default at such a historic
moment has always been a very bitter pill to swallow. And today it's even more
crushing to see that, after a brief heyday in space, America has defaulted once again to
Russia--and this time, as I revealed last year in Audio Letter N° 26, it's permanent.
But the history of mankind is more than the history of the United States or of Russia
alone; and from a broader historical perspective, the shifting fortunes of America and
Russia in space are just symptoms of far more basic currents in history. As the late
great British historian Arnold Toynbee has shown, the history of man is a story of
spiritual development in response to challenge after challenge. When challenges are
met, there is growth; when challenges are avoided, there is crisis; and when challenges
remain unmet, there is breakdown and disintegration of civilization itself.
The unique challenge of the 20th century is the challenge of space. Given the hind sight
of history, it was inevitable that the primary competition to meet this challenge would
be between the superpowers of the 20th century -- the United States and Russia.
Today, this competition has been resolved in favor of Russia, and even this outcome
was foreshadowed by historical clues two generations ago. The key that unlocked the
door to space, as everyone knows, was the rocket. Invented untold centuries ago in
China, it was introduced to the West by an Englishman named Congreve; but it was
only as the 20th Century was dawning that the significance of the rocket for space

exploration was first recognized. Two men independently conceived of rockets in this
way -- one a Russian, the other an American. First came the Russian, Konstantin
Tsiolkovsky (1857-1935), the father of Russian cosmonautics. As early as 1903, the year
the Wright brothers flew their first airplane in America, Tsiolkovsky began
publishing his writings on Space Rocketry. By 1913 he had already analyzed the most
basic problems of rocketry and space travel, but in addition he had given considerable
attention to the psychological and spiritual aspects of putting man in space; and to
this day the Russian science of Cosmonautics continues to stress these aspects of
space travel far more than is the case in the West.
Tsiolkovsky's speculations and calculations about space travel suffered the same fate
as many other developments in Russia after 1917. The Bolshevik Revolution turned life
in Russia into an existence marked by terror, hunger, and a struggle for bare survival.
But meanwhile, half a world away in the United States, the other father of modern
rocketry was at work. His name was Robert H. Goddard (1882-1945). In 1919 Goddard
published his first writings on the subject of rockets. Like Tsiolkovsky, Goddard
independently analyzed the earliest and most basic problems of rocketry. Meanwhile
in Russia, the great Russian famine brought on by the Bolsheviks was getting under
way.
Within two years over twenty million Russians, the vast majority of them Christians,
would die in stark terror, grinding hunger, and cannibalism. Russian rocketry, along
with other forms of progress, had been thrown into the ash can by the Bolsheviks. In
the United States, Goddard continued his work, which like the American space
program decades later, was preoccupied with nuts and bolts more than philosophy.
On March 16, 1926, Goddard made history by launching a liquid-fueled rocket 200 feet
into the air from a farm at Auburn, Massachusetts. At that moment more than 50
years ago, the United States was in a position to leave all other countries far behind in
exploring the eventual prospects of space exploration. But our Secret Rulers of that
day were not interested in anything as frivolous as the vast reaches of outer space.
Instead, they were busy consolidating their own gains from World War I and the
Bolshevik Revolution in Russia. So Goddard's seeds of space travel fell on rocky
ground here in the United States. When they began to bear fruit years later, it was not
in America and not for peaceful purposes -- it was in the work of German scientists at
Panemunde in their development of the V-2, the grandfather of the modern ICBM. In
the Soviet Union, however, a discovery took place that was destined to lead one day to
a very different perspective on space by the Russians.
In 1927, the year after Goddard's historic rocket experiment here in America, a
Russian scientific expedition succeeded in reaching the site of the great Siberian
explosion of 1908. They had expected to find a giant meteor crater, but instead they
found a mysterious blast area that has absorbed Russian scientists of all types for

more than 50 years. As I told you last month, these studies led some time ago to a
conclusion that is accepted as fact by Russia's present-day rulers. This conclusion is
that the incredible Tunguska blast was caused by the accidental explosion of a
crippled alien spacecraft 70 years ago. For this and additional reasons, the Russian
leaders are convinced that we are not alone in the cosmos. As a result, the Russian
approach to space is motivated by long term factors that go far beyond the narrow
economic and military goals typical in the West. Just six days ago on October 23, an
announcement was made in Moscow which received almost no news coverage in the
United States. On that day Russian astronomer Felix Zigel of the Moscow Aviation
Institute made public the Russian answer to the Tunguska riddle. Zigel described the
mammoth Siberian explosion as having been caused by an "extraterrestrial probe"--or,
in other words, a UFO. By allowing this public statement to be issued, the Kremlin
confirmed what I told you last month.
My friends, the Russians are tackling the exploration of space as the kind of spiritual
challenge that Toynbee described long ago as the key to human progress. Meanwhile
the forces of Bolshevism which halted Russia's early researches into space travel, have
now ruined America's space program. The evil forces set in motion so long ago by our
Unseen Rulers are now leading to self-destruction. Meanwhile Russia herself is
throwing off Bolshevism, and a new era is dawning in Russia and Eastern Europe.
My three topics for today are:
Topic #1 -- Russia's Hot Pursuit of Her Bolshevik Enemies
Topic #2 -- America's Panic Rearmament Leading To National Suicide
Topic #3 -- The Public Signs of War To Come.

Topic #1: Russia's Hot Pursuit of Her Bolshevik Enemies
Increasingly these days I am asked the same question over and over again, and that is:
"If the Russians are after the Bolsheviks, why should they kill so many of the rest of us?
After all, we haven't done them any harm; in fact, they are getting everything they
want, so why go to war?" My friends, I've tried to explain these things over the past
several months, and yet I do understand the confusion it is causing among some
people. Many have not been aware of the vast international power wielded by the
Bolsheviks who disguise themselves in many ways.
Those who do know about this Satanic power have the opposite problem. They are
tempted to think that the Bolsheviks are all-powerful and therefore that Russia could
not have freed herself from the Bolshevik grip. But the simple fact is, my friends, that

things do change. In spite of the enormous power of the Bolsheviks, they have been
overthrown in Russia. As I said in detail last month, this did not take place in a
sudden overnight coup d'etat. It was accomplished over a period of six decades of
tireless struggle by the self-styled "spiritual Communists" who now run the Kremlin.
The "spiritual Communists", unlike the Bolsheviks, are a native religious sect, a
Christian sect, which began in Russia over two centuries ago. Today, they are
abandoning Communism in everything but name, but in their religion they remain
perhaps the toughest and most tightly knit group on earth. Having learned the hard
way, they view Bolshevism as a totally Satanic system without any redeeming
features; and after 60 years of struggle that dwarfs anything experienced in the West,
they regard the Bolsheviks themselves as less than human. Today they regard the
United States as hopelessly infected with the disease of Bolshevism, and therefore
they intend to destroy the United States as they would a rabid dog.
I have mentioned this rabid dog viewpoint of the Kremlin before, but there is another
way in which they view their holy war against the Bolsheviks that is rooted in nothing
less than international law. It is the doctrine of hot pursuit. The hot pursuit concept
can be illustrated by thinking of a police chase of fugitives. Suppose, for example, that
a police car sets out in pursuit of a getaway car driven by thugs who have just robbed
a store and murdered the owner. Even if the getaway car should race across the city
line into another jurisdiction, it is accepted practice in general for the police car to
continue the chase regardless of where it leads. The reason is that the police are in hot
pursuit of the fugitives for a crime committed within their jurisdiction. Today the
rulers of Russia see themselves as the police and the Bolsheviks as the murdering
thugs who are fleeing from justice. In the wake of the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917, the
Bolsheviks robbed Russia of her riches and murdered the owners by the millions.
Now, after a struggle of six decades, the "spiritual Communists" have turned the tables
on the Bolshevik outlaws, who are leaving Russia in a growing torrent. They are
seeking sanctuary mainly in the United States, where they are joining with the
Bolshevik elements already here in a new Bolshevik revolution.
The Bolsheviks plan to throw America and the West into nuclear war against Russia,
so Russia's rulers are fighting fire with fire. Soon, their hot pursuit of the Bolsheviks
will rain nuclear devastation on our heads. The Russian rulers are aware of the
argument that we non-Bolsheviks of America have done Russia no harm and therefore
should not suffer with the Bolsheviks; but, my friends, I must report to you that this
argument, reasonable though it sounds on the surface, draws nothing but scorn
within the Kremlin. No harm? they say. Then why, they ask, are we giving
unquestioning sanctuary to the floods of Bolsheviks now leaving Russia? And for that
matter, they add, how can a people who won't lift a finger to save their own land,
America, be counted as friends by anyone else? No, they conclude, you Americans are

refusing to recognize what is taking place before your very eyes. It is a takeover by the
Bolsheviks, and soon you will wish you were dead. By comparison, they say, Russia's
nuclear attack on the Bolsheviks among you will be merciful.
The Kremlin is carefully keeping track of the new Bolshevik revolution now under
way in the United States. It's more sophisticated now than it was 60 years ago in
Russia, but the Russians know what to watch for, and the progress of this secret and
quiet revolution is one of the indicators that are being used by Russian intelligence to
gauge the time left to prepare for war.
A key factor in the American Bolshevik revolution is the economic turmoil now
building up. Central to all of this is the collapse of the United States dollar. Over five
years ago I described in detail the whole plan to collapse the dollar deliberately. That
was the subject of my 1973 book, THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR,
published by George Braziller, 1 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016. And gold! If
today's gold prices measured not in the United States dollars but in hard currencies
such as the German D-mark, the true value of gold would be accurately reflected; but
earlier this month I was in Europe and saw for myself just how far the collapse of the
dollar has already gone. I've been to Europe innumerable times over the years but this
time I had a new experience. Many shopkeepers will not accept American dollars,
whereas they used to be eagerly accepted; and where dollars are accepted, they will
buy very little. The so-called almighty dollar is almighty no more. And so, my friends,
the dollar is losing its international role. It is becoming a garrison dollar, a currency
which will still buy a few things here but will soon be almost useless outside the
United States. Already the federal government is preparing for a reverse split of the
dollar, just as was done in the recent past in France. In this way, all old dollars will be
forced out of hiding.
The process of our economic imprisonment is advancing rapidly, and most Americans
are still blissfully unaware of it. The so-called voluntary "Wage and Price Guidelines"
announced by Jimmy Carter five days ago will be replaced by mandatory controls in
preparation for war. By the end of this year 1978, I am informed that all non-corporate
Americans will be virtually blocked from transferring funds abroad. Part of it will be
done in the name of protecting our economy and safeguarding our national security.
But one of the real purposes is to serve the Bolshevik revolution by closing and bolting
the prison gates around America through your pocketbook.
As the Russian rulers watch, they see the Bolshevik plan progressing right on track.
Soon, economic turbulence will be joined by political turmoil, and a little later on
there will be shortages, hunger, rioting, terrorism; and as America descends into the
hell of Bolshevism, there will be cannibalism in America. Even now our own Secret
Rulers have reactivated the weather-control grids around America which I first
revealed last May in Audio Letter N° 34. From September 24 through October 19 they

were shut down for reasons related to the autumn equinox; but on October 20, just
nine days ago, they were turned on again, and they are once again being used to
modify our weather. As a result, strange weather can be expected periodically from
now on through this winter. Through every avenue imaginable the Bolsheviks are
marshaling their forces to attack, undermine, and if possible, destroy Russia. And to
borrow the words used by Alexander Solzhenitsyn in his speech at Harvard last June,
"The fight for our planet, physical and spiritual--a fight of cosmic proportions--is not a
vague matter of the future; it has already started".
Two months ago I warned about the sinister developments that were being set in
motion within the Roman Catholic Church. I said that the Bolsheviks want to use the
Church as a weapon in their war against Russia by maneuvering the Church into an
anti-Russian stance under the guise of anti-Communism. By doing so, they expect to
enlist seven hundred million Roman Catholics, one-sixth of the human race, into their
own battle-to-the-death with Russia. When I recorded Audio Letter N° 37 two
months ago, Albino Cardinal Luciani of Venice had just become Pope John Paul I. He
quickly became known as the Smiling Pope, yet he left the scene after barely a month's
time. As I said last month, the Bolshevik game-plan was going to be tried again with
another new pope, and that is happening now.
The new pope was elected earlier this month, on October 16. Instantly, his image as an
anti-Communist was seized upon by the American news media; and even the name he
has taken, Pope John Paul II, signifies a second try in the Bolshevik game-plan I
revealed in August. Pope John Paul II is the first non-Italian pope in 455 years--Karol
Cardinal Wojtyla of Poland. During World War II, Wojtyla was a member of the
Polish underground which fought against the Russian and German occupation forces.
For 30 years as a church official, he has challenged and struggled against Poland's
Russian-dominated regimes; and just last month on Sunday, September 17, he played a
key role in firing the opening gun of the Roman Catholic Church against Russia. On
that day a pastoral letter spearheaded by Cardinals Wyszynski and Wojtyla and
signed by all Bishops was read in Catholic services throughout Poland. Poland is the
most heavily Roman Catholic of all countries in the Russian orbit with over 14,000
churches and an estimated 85 to 90% of the population Roman Catholic. What's
more, the Poles have a natural hatred for Russia as Big Brother, so it caused no small
concern in both Warsaw and Moscow when the pastoral letter was read to Catholic
congregations throughout Poland a month ago. The letter, whose contents reached
practically the entire population of Poland, blasted government censorship as
"paralyzing the cultural and religious life of the nation".
My friends, the image of the new pope is that of one who stands up to the Russians;
but the way in which this image is to be used is another matter, and I think it is
essential that both Catholics and non-Catholics alike know what is going on behind

the scenes, for at this very moment the Church is becoming both tool and target of the
forces of Bolshevism. If what they are doing is not stopped, the Catholic Church will
soon be destroyed.
What I am about to reveal, my friends, gives me no pleasure at all. I myself was born a
Roman Catholic, I was raised a Catholic, I even studied for the priesthood. For me
personally though, there still were unanswered questions. It was only later, in the
bush in Africa, that I truly found our Lord Jesus Christ; but I speak as one who knows
what it is to be a Catholic, and my purpose is to help and to build up--not to attack or
tear down anything that is good and right. Even if the things I am about to reveal
should lead to scandal, I must agree with the words of the wise priest who recently
counseled me: "It is better that scandal should come than for the truth to be
suppressed". If the truth does remain suppressed, my friends, the days are numbered
for the organized Roman Catholic Church, and there will be repercussions
throughout all of Christendom.
Two months ago one of the briefest papal conclaves in history ended in a surprise
election. Cardinal Luciani of Venice became Pope John Paul I. His election had been
masterminded without his knowledge by a Bolshevik faction within the Vatican. It
was thought that because he was a complete outsider to the Vatican power structure,
he would be the ideal puppet pope, easily misled and maneuvered. Within weeks,
while the world was still getting acquainted with this man called the Smiling Pope,
the Wyszynski/Wojtyla pastoral letter was issued in Poland. But Pope John Paul I
was turning out to be a disastrous choice by the Bolshevik manipulators. They were
failing in their efforts to have him pose a flinty challenge to Russia under the guise of
anti-Communism. Instead, he was preoccupied with people and how the Church
might best serve them, including the people of Russia.
My friends, the stakes are high and the time is short, and the consequences for Pope
John Paul I and for Catholics everywhere were tragic. He had been elected to an office
he had neither expected nor wanted, and his reaction had been strangely prophetic.
As reported by NEWSWEEK for October 9, 1978, Pope John Paul I had been stunned
at his election; and he had said to the other Cardinals, "What you have done to me,
may God forgive you". It was almost an echo of the words of our Lord Jesus Christ
nearly 2000 years ago. As He hung dying on the cross, He said: "Father, forgive them;
for they know not what they do".
I must now reveal that during the night of Thursday, September 28, 1978, Pope John
Paul I left the Vatican, alive. He did not die in his sleep that night, as reported by
Vatican sources. He lived for three more weeks, incognito, away from the Vatican,
before finally being shot in the back of his neck by person or persons unknown. On
October 4 the funeral for Pope John Paul I was attended by tens of thousands of
mourners, and witnessed by television viewers in 31 countries. The body that lay in

state was not that of Pope John Paul I, who was still alive. But as everyone knows who
has ever lost a loved one, a lifeless body never looks the same as a living person had
looked; and so, thanks to the mortician's art, no one questioned that the remains on
view were those of Pope John Paul I. After that, even if he himself had walked into a
church somewhere and announced: "I am the Pope", he would not have been believed.
After all, people had seen the funeral on television, and they had read about it all in the
newspapers. Pope John Paul I was still alive on October 16, the day that his successor,
Pope John Paul II, was elected. Since there cannot be two popes at the same time, this
raises a thorny question: Was the current pope legally elected? In any case, the man
known briefly as the Smiling Pope was put to death the evening of October 19, 1978 -three days after his successor was named. Shortly thereafter, his body was cremated
and the ashes disposed of.
My friends, nothing will ever be seen again of the late Pope John Paul I, and no
evidence has come to light that would enable his assassins to be identified.
Nevertheless, not all of the evidence of his tragic fate has been destroyed. I refer to the
body that now occupies the sarcophagus of Pope John Paul I in St. Peter's Basilica. The
body is not that of the Pope John Paul I. It should be exhumed -- not only for an
autopsy but for scientific identification procedures under independent supervision. If
this is done, it will reveal the terrible fraud that now threatens the very soul of the
church. If it is not done, the Bolsheviks will have won already in their grasping to
manipulate every Catholic on earth for war. In that event, the Church will be used in
the cause of Bolshevik warfare against a Russia that is becoming a Christian nation
once again.

Topic #2: America's Panic Rearmament Leading To National Suicide
My friends, during the past two and a half years a drastic shift has been taking place in
the relationship between the Soviet Union and the United States. In a pale and
carefully-controlled way, this shift has been reflected in the public deterioration of socalled detente; but behind the scenes the real shift has been far more profound.
Politically the secret alliance of nearly 60 years standing between our own Unseen
Rulers and the rulers of Russia has been terminated unilaterally by the Russians. This
astonishing turn of events was not foreseen by America's real rulers. As I first
mentioned in Audio Letter N° 28 last November 1977 and as I discussed in detail last
month, it has to do with a fundamental change in the power structure of the Kremlin.
And now as we are on the threshold of Nuclear War One, our Unseen Rulers are no
longer confronting the carefully programmed war they had been planning on, but a
genuine free-for-all. For the first time in the 20th century, a major war is coming that
will not be controlled on both sides by our Unseen Rulers.

As these changes have been taking place in the political sphere, unexpected and
revolutionary changes have also been taking place in the military equation. Our
Unseen Rulers have been pursuing secret military projects unknown to the public for
nearly two decades, but they have made gross miscalculations in their secret master
military strategy. That strategy came to ruin one year ago last month in the secret
Space Battle of the Harvest Moon, which I reported that month in Audio Letter N° 26.
So now, the United States is feverishly rearming for war. Our Unseen Rulers are trying
to fight off their own rising panic as they see disaster looming closer and closer. War
is now so close that they are beginning to shed some of the cloak of secrecy
surrounding formerly super-secret weapons programs. When I first revealed them
long ago, I was generally not believed; but secrecy always exacts a toll of increased
time to carry out a project and they no longer have any time to spare. And so just this
month, the public has been allowed to get just a glimpse of secret work in two areas of
critical importance. One is that of Underwater missiles; the other is that of Beamweapons, especially the awesome Charged Particle Beam.
In Audio Letter N° 13 for June 1976, I revealed the beginning of Russia's total military
double-cross of their former secret partners who then controlled America--the four
Rockefeller brothers. Based on very solid information from my own confidential
sources, I reported that a nuclear weapon was resting in the waters of Seal Harbor on
Mt. Desert Island, Maine. It had been planted there by the Russians where it would be
able to vaporize the summer homes of David and Nelson Rockefeller. As I say these
words, Nelson Rockefeller is trying to sell his Seal Harbor home, which has been
owned by the Rockefeller family for two generations. Likewise, many wealthy
Rockefeller associates in the area seem to have lost their enthusiasm for the beauty of
Mt. Desert Island. Like Nelson Rockefeller, they're trying to sell their property in the
area and bail out. But my report of June 1976 about the Seal Harbor bomb led to far
more than the present unsettled real estate conditions there. It proved to high
intelligence that the Dr. Beter Audio Letter could be trusted to tell the truth; and from
that point onward, I began receiving large amounts of intelligence information that is
not entrusted to any other public information channel.
Only the following month, July 1976, I revealed in Audio Letter N° 14 that a new
missile crisis was under way. It was the Underwater Missile Crisis of 1976 -- a far
more dangerous affair than the Cuban missile crisis of 1962. The Russian Navy was
planting short-range underwater-launched nuclear missiles at strategic locations
within our own territorial waters. They were preparing for a nuclear Pearl Harbortype surprise attack based on naval strategy. This intended first strike was to be
totally different in nature from the ICBM first strikes we hear about all the time.
Unlike an ICBM attack, the Russian underwater missiles would provide no warning
at all because they were planted only miles from their targets and inside our radar
defenses.

At the beginning of August 1976, I recorded Audio Letter N° 15 on an urgent basis. The
Russian Navy was working fast and nothing at all was being done to stop it. There
was only one hope that the hands of America's military would be untied in time to
avert imminent disaster. That slim hope lay in making the situation a public issue and
bringing the United States government under sufficient public pressure to bring about
appropriate action. So in Audio Letter N° 15, I spelled out the locations of 64 Russian
underwater-launched missiles and hydrogen bombs in navigational coordinates. They
had been planted in the territorial waters not only of the United States but of 24 other
countries world-wide. Very soon, Russia would have been in a position to erase all
naval power on earth opposing that of the Soviet Union. At the push of a button,
launch commands would have flashed world-wide by satellite and within moments
coastal target areas all over the world would have begun vanishing in nuclear fireballs.
My listeners responded by showering the Pentagon with tapes, telegrams, letters, and
telephone calls. This unexpected and overwhelming public pressure did the job,
temporarily, and by the end of August 1976 the United States Navy had removed all of
the missiles and bombs in our waters. Likewise, those around Great Britain had been
pulled out by the Royal Navy.
In Audio Letter N° 16, I reviewed the tense events that had been taking place. These
included my meeting at the Pentagon that month on September 16, 1976, with General
George S. Brown, then Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. By that time many of my
critics who did not have my information sources were ridiculing my exposure of the
Russian underwater missile crisis. Some tried to say that there would be no reason for
the Russians to do such a thing since they already have ICBMs. In doing so, they
glossed over the paramount strategic value of surprise, which would be produced by
the zero warning time of the Russian underwater missiles. But most of my critics
simply waved it all aside by saying such a thing is not feasible. They tried to say
there's no such thing as Underwater Missiles so my claims about a secret crisis could
not be true.
But meanwhile I met with General Brown, then top military officer in the United
States, for well over an hour in his office, because by then the Russians were far along
in planting a second round of these so called impossible missiles in our waters. Just as
before, crucial information about them was being blocked from reaching General
Brown through normal channels. So, as I explained in Audio Letter N° 16 that month,
General Brown had invited me to confer with him as soon as I alerted him about my
new information. Of course if my information in Audio Letter N° 15 had not proven
correct, General Brown would have had no reason to meet with me. Through the end
of September 1976 General Brown continued to direct American activities to stave off
the Russian underwater missile threat; but, as I reported in Audio Letter N° 17, the
treasonous Red Friday Agreement signed on October 1, 1976 by then President Gerald
Ford ended all that. Soon thereafter General Brown was cut down. He was humiliated

over nation-wide television over trumped up criticisms of his conduct, when his only
real crime was doing his duty. He was shown that he would have no chance of helping
himself or America by going public in any way, as I discussed in Audio Letter N° 17
and in Audio Letter N° 23 for April 1977. Concerning what I told you then about the
neutralization of General Brown, consider the words attributed to General Brown by
the ATLANTA JOURNAL this past August 3, 1978. With regard to the usefulness of
quitting in protest over a policy decision, General Brown was quoted as saying: "I was
perfectly prepared to do it, but I had to ask myself, 'What good would it do?'. It would
not reverse a decision. No, it would be like a pebble on the beach--they'd get another
Chairman tomorrow".
After General Brown was neutralized, our Unseen Rulers tried in vain to reinstate
their secret alliance and therefore a controlled war with the Soviet Union. As part of
their insane effort in this direction, they allowed the Russian Navy to resume planting
their Underwater Missiles without harassment; and as I reported to you nearly two
years ago in Audio Letter N° 20, this policy was based partly on the existence of a
secret fleet of American undersea missiles. Unlike the small short-range Russian
missiles the American missiles were mammoth offensive ballistic missiles. They were
planted in the Atlantic and Pacific in the secret "Operation Desk Top" under CIA
control. In their undersea resting places, as I explained in Audio Letter N° 20, they
were invulnerable to attack. They were also the largest, most powerful nuclear
missiles on earth, dwarfing our conventional ICBMs; and their purpose was blackmail
to make sure Russia followed the script during Nuclear War One. But I also revealed
then that the CIA's Undersea Super Missiles were springing leaks one by one and
being ruined. The following month, in fact, nuclear debris from one of these leaking
missiles off Florida, Atlantic Missile No. 8, poisoned large numbers of whales in the
area. More than 120 of them beached themselves to die near Jacksonville, Fla., in only a
few days time. To this very day, many self-proclaimed instant experts among my
critics have kept telling their followers that undersea missiles like these are
impossible; and while they always cry for documentation, they have totally ignored
the documentation I presented in Audio Letter N° 20. Mr. Tony Hodges, a prominent
Honolulu environmentalist, had unearthed information about the definite feasibility
of undersea missile systems from experts. In December 1975 he published a warning
document on the situation from which I quoted in Audio Letter N° 20. It seems that
expert testimony is not enough to convince most people of the truth. What it takes is
to see it on television or in the newspapers.
Well, my friends, it has finally begun to happen. Eleven days ago on October 18, CBS
television news carried a report about Pentagon studies now under way on
Underwater Missile Systems. The next day Radio Australia went further and
disclosed that: "Pentagon generals have shown President Carter an outline of a scheme
to submerge huge diesel-driven craft off the American coast to create a nuclear missile

system less vulnerable to the increasingly accurate Soviet warheads." But, my friends,
the undersea diesel launcher concept is just a cover story for the real undersea missile
crash program now in progress. Six months ago in Audio Letter N° 33 I revealed that
"Operation Desk Top" had been reactivated. ²As I explained then, a fresh fleet of CIA
Undersea Missiles was to be planted beginning off America's Atlantic coast under the
cover of drilling for oil. At that time the Baltimore Canyon area, where the drilling is
taking place, was being touted as an oil bonanza for the United States. Today it's six
months later and news reports have been telling for months now about one dry hole
after another. If they were really looking for oil, the whole thing would be seen as a
fiasco by now; but instead the work goes on, day and night, at site after site. And soon
the oil companies will line up to bid for additional leases in the area. I can now reveal
that as of now, seven new CIA undersea Super Missiles are in place off our Atlantic
coast; and the Russians know exactly where each one is, because hovering overhead
there are presently five (5) Cosmospheres on patrol armed with Charged Particle
Beam-weapons which can destroy the missiles as soon as they are launched.
As unnerving as the race in underwater missiles may be, it now takes a back seat to
the race in Beam-weapons. This involves not only high power Lasers but the even
more devastating Particle Beam-weapons. Last September 1977 I reported Russia's
first operational use of Particle Beam-weapons in space. On September 20, 1977, the
Russians blasted an American Spy Satellite into a huge fireball in space as it passed
over the Petrozavodsk Observatory in northern Russia. And barely a week later, on
September 27, 1977, the secret American Moon Base in Copernicus Crater was
silenced by Russia's neutron-beam attack from earth orbit. America had just lost the
Battle of the Harvest Moon.
Immediately America was forced to stop short in her secret Beam-weapons race with
Russia, for suddenly our Unseen Rulers were teetering on the edge of war itself--and
Russia suddenly was calling the shots. Just as happened in the matter of the
Underwater Missile Systems, many people were soon ridiculing the idea of
operational Russian Particle Beam-weapons. Such a thing, they said, was far in the
future, if not impossible. But what I made public then was true, my friends; and now,
after one short year, there has been a complete change in the public attitude of top
American defense experts. The reason is that in the kamikaze do-or-die strategy of our
Unseen Rulers against Russia, beam-weapons are now being tackled in a crash
program; and only by letting it become visible in a controlled way, can maximum use
be made of our technical resources and manpower. Most members of the general
public probably have heard very little about the sudden new emphasis on beamweapons in the United States, but in technical circles, which is perhaps where it
matters most, it is now very widely known.

Earlier this month on October 2, AVIATION WEEK AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY
magazine, an aerospace industry publication, began a series of articles about America's
sudden new plunge into beam weapons. One article quotes a Pentagon official as
saying: "Beam weapons are no longer in the 'gee whiz Buck Rogers death ray' category,
and senior (Carter) Administration members no longer give it the back of their hand
like they once did." Based on the assessment of what AVIATION WEEK refers to as a
top level United States official, the article continues in the words: "The general
attitude in the past year has changed from one of skepticism over the possibility of
fielding particle beam weapons to one of speculation that beam weapons may be
possible within a reasonable time". At another point in the article, AVIATION WEEK
relates the belief of United States Air Force officials that a space-based anti-satellite
neutro-beam system could be operational "within a couple of years. It would be much
sooner than you might believe". In other words, my friends, when I told you about
America's defeat in the Battle of the Harvest Moon one year ago, the official line was
that such weapons were virtually impossible. But now, America's panic rearmament is
under way, so now we are told these weapons are just around the corner. Nevertheless
we are supposed to perish the thought that Russia already has these weapons
deployed; because once we realize that, we will all know that our Bolshevik rulers are
leading us into national suicide. All of our ICBMs and bombers will be of little use
against a Russia defended with Particle Beam-weapons. In his editorial of October 2
earlier this month, AVIATION WEEK editor Robert Hotz, a highly-informed
American, said: "Beam weapons offer the promise of reducing strategic nuclear
weapons to a negligible factor in the future. If successfully deployed, beam weapons
can end the long reign of nuclear terror introduced by the ballistic missile and its
thermonuclear warhead".
My friends, the reign of nuclear terror spoken of by Hotz has already ended for Russia.
As I reported last year, the Russian rulers signaled this fact on September 27, 1977, the
very day that the Battle of the Harvest Moon ended in victory for Russia. That day
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko denounced the United States in a speech at
the United Nations. In addition, I now quote the exact words I said in Audio Letter N°
26: "Gromyko added that the Soviet Union is now ready to halt underground nuclear
tests for a while, even if others do not. The reason for this statement, which surprised
everyone, is that the Particle Beam has now superseded other nuclear weapons as the
front line of Soviet armaments". To quote one further line from the Hotz editorial: "If
the Soviets achieve this capability first, it will give them enormous crucial leverage in
imposing their political will on the rest of the world".
My friends, the Russians have achieved the Particle Beam capability first; and as I
explained last month, they are preparing now to dominate the rest of the world with
it. Russia's rulers have no intention of permitting our Unseen Rulers to save
themselves by means of panic rearmament, for Russia is monitoring not only the

political and economic progress of the Bolshevik revolution here, she is also keeping a
close watch on America's war preparations. Russia's sheer momentum is so great that
time is on Russia's side right now, and the military gap between East and West is
growing wider every day. But as America's rearmament progresses, there will come a
point when that gap will stop widening and begin to narrow. From that time onward,
time will no longer be on Russia's side, so Russia will wait no longer. When Russia's
advantage is at a maximum, war will come. Meanwhile Russia's rulers are using the
time remaining in efforts to neutralize as much of the world as possible before the
war, as I explained last month.
The real reason for Russia's determination to wage nuclear war on America, my
friends, is the Bolshevik control that is now seizing our land at all levels. The only way
to prevent war would be our own swift action to throw out the Bolsheviks and
remove the threat they pose to Russia. Rearmament cannot save America, it cannot
prevent war, and it cannot give us victory in war. It can only guarantee that America
will endure the wrath of sabotage, geophysical warfare, nuclear weapons, particle
beam-weapons, invasion and occupation. So by panic rearmament, the Bolsheviks are
bringing on national suicide for the United States of America.

Topic #3: The Public Signs of War To Come
On the night of the Harvest Moon last year, Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko
delivered a sudden late-night message to Jimmy Carter at the White House.
Government spokesmen in the major media portrayed the message as a breakthrough
in the SALT II negotiations; but as I revealed three days later, Gromyko's real message
was an ultimatum. The Battle of the Harvest Moon had just taken place in space and
in a stunning upset Russia had won. Ever since then the SALT talks have been a mask
hiding the true face of Soviet/American relations. Time and again we, the public, have
been told of encouraging progress on SALT. Time and again we have been assured that
a SALT accord was "95% complete". And time and again this has been followed by
reports of new snags, and the euphoria has evaporated. The cycle has been repeated
over and over; and today, 13 months after the alleged SALT breakthrough, it is being
done again. Early this month there was "official optimism". Now there is "caution", and
even the alleged new snags are always over the same stale old issues--the Backfire
Bomber, and so on. But this month there was a change!
One year ago this month I reported that Russia was pressuring the United States to
surrender through secret provisions of a SALT II treaty to disarm America, but now
we are committed to re-arming in secret. Even if SALT II does come eventually, it will
be purely cosmetic for propaganda on both sides; and this month Chief American
Arms Negotiator Paul C. Warnke resigned. His specialty in arms matters has always

been a dismantling of American military might, so he no longer fits the changed
climate for war. Meanwhile war preparations are quietly speeding up on all fronts.
Effective the first of this month, the length of basic training has been shortened
throughout the Armed Forces, also this month the biggest mobilization-readiness
tests since World War II got underway for Reserves in the National Guard. The
exercise is code-named "Nifty Nugget" and runs from October 10 through November 8.
By stretching it out this way, maximum use is being made of routine week-end drill
periods, thereby avoiding widespread public attention to such a major exercise.
On the international scene too, the urgency is becoming apparent. The three countries
whose real estate is critical to the American first-strike plan -- namely Norway, Iran,
and China -- are increasingly in the news. As I explained in detail two months ago,
American Subcraft -- i.e. Submersible Aircraft -- are to attack Russia's four
Cosmodromes from Norway and Iran. From China's Sinkiang Province, Russia's two
Cosmosphere installations in Siberia are to be attacked. But since late June, Russian
intelligence ships have been stopping in northern Norwegian waters, scouting out the
Subcraft staging areas; and in August a large Russian Spy Plane crashed on a northern
Norwegian island, further heightening the tension there. Iran, for her part, was
devastated by a huge earthquake last month brought about by Russian geophysical
warfare, as I explained last month. Iran now wants to cancel purchases of 70 F-14
Fighter Bombers, 140 F-16 Fighters, 31 F-4 Phantom Jets, and 1000 air-to-ground
missiles.
But what was praised most by Moscow Radio was Iran's reported decision to back
out of buying the so-called AWACS Airborne Spy System. It was to have been used
along the border with Russia to monitor Russian military activities. As for China, the
tug of war between East and West continues on the surface; but, as I reported last
month, Russia and China have already reached an agreement in principle for a secret
alliance. And six days ago, on October 23, the Sino-Japanese Peace Treaty went into
effect, and Russian geophysical warfare will force Japan to sign up with Russia soon.
The great New Asian Axis--Tokyo, Peking, and Moscow--which I warned about five
years ago in my book THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR, is coming into
being.
This month four American Spy Bases in Turkey were re-opened for one year, the arms
embargo against Turkey has been lifted, and on October 23 so was the arms embargo
against Pakistan. The United States is now considering arms aid to Somalia, and
behind the scenes American official behavior toward Rhodesia and South Africa is
changing. It seems our Unseen Rulers want all the allies they can salvage for the
coming war.
My friends, as we are confronted today by the evil forces of Bolshevism in our midst
and the threat of war, we should recall these words: "We have no spiritual glow, no

fervor, no fire against evil. We stand facing war today with the impassivity of a person
who stands motionless before the flood, simply because he did not wish the flood".
These are the words of journalist and lecturer Frederic Snyder which were spoken on
November 30, 1941, just one week before Pearl Harbor; and today, my friends, all of
America is a Pearl Harbor.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER, Box 16428, Ft. Worth, Texas 76133.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is November 30, 1978, and this is my Audio
Letter N° 40.
On November 24, 1978, the day after Thanksgiving, the Washington Post here in
Washington, D.C. published a full-page memorial to the late Congressman Leo J. Ryan
of California. A sketch of Ryan in tones of gray took up the entire page, and against
that background a brief eulogy was printed in bold type.
It began, "In Memoriam, to our good friend Leo J. Ryan, Congressman from California.
We will miss him. He saw hope that right would prevail". The timing of this memorial
page was ironic.
Congressman Ryan had been killed in Guyana nearly one week earlier, and his funeral
had taken place two days earlier. But Congressman Ryan had been deliberately
sacrificed in order to launch a covert military operation in Guyana; and as it turned
out, the Washington Post memorial to Ryan was printed immediately after the
successful completion of this military operation. In a display of courage that is
practically unknown today in the United States Congress, Ryan had gone to Guyana
knowing that it might be dangerous. But what he did not know was that he had been
lured into making a trip whose tragic outcome was planned well ahead of time.
Congressman Ryan and those who died with him at Port Kaituma Airport were
casualties in the secret war that is leading to NUCLEAR WAR ONE. And so were the
hundreds of other American civilians who died in the so-called 'mass suicide' at
Jonestown, Guyana.
For more than two years now the United States and Russia have been embroiled in
secret hostilities in preparation for Nuclear War One. It began in earnest during the
summer of 1976 when the still secret Underwater Missile Crisis erupted. Then it
expanded into wholesale nuclear sabotage of the United States with weapons now
planted at literally thousands of locations nation-wide. These range from mammoth
hydrogen bombs ready to destroy our largest dams and reservoirs down to tiny
nuclear devices called 'micronukes' by the Russians. For some time now the Russians

have been detonating micronukes in a steady drum beat of explosions all over
America.
In September 1977 the secret war took a decisive new turn. In the still secret Battle of
the Harvest Moon in space, America's Secret Rulers lost their supposed ace in the hole
for the coming war. In a shocking upset, Russia knocked out America's secret Moon
beam-weapons Base in Copernicus Crater, and since that time Russia has seized the
dominant position militarily in space.
In past Audio Letters I have kept my listeners abreast of these developments, and for
the past year I have also been calling attention to the drastic changes taking place in
the leadership of both Russia and the United States. In Russia, the original ruling
faction after 1917, the atheistic Bolsheviks, have been overthrown after a progressive
struggle for six decades. The Kremlin is now under the absolute control of a tough
band of native Russians, a Christian sect who consider the Bolsheviks to be evil
incarnate. As a result, the Bolsheviks are being expelled from Russia and they are
flocking mostly to the United States. They are joining the many Bolsheviks already in
powerful positions here in a sophisticated new Bolshevik revolution! In the process,
they are gradually pre-empting much of the power that was once exercised by their
Secret Allies, the third generation Rockefeller brothers. As Bolshevik power becomes
greater and greater in the United States, the Satanic fruits of that power are becoming
increasingly visible.
Seven months ago in April 1978, the lives of over one hundred unsuspecting civilians
were deliberately put in great danger for the sake of an intelligence mission. This was
the case of Korean Airlines Flight 902 which invaded super-sensitive Russian air
space and was shot down. As I explained in detail that month in Audio Letter N° 33,
there was nothing accidental about the Korean airliner episode, and the threat of
death to all the innocent passengers was the key ingredient in the episode. It would
have been far easier for the Russian fighters to blow the Boeing 707 out of the air in a
ball of flame than to force it down with only a few casualties, as was done.
Today the Bolshevik grip on America is even greater than it was last April, and human
life is growing cheaper by the day.
This time it was not a hundred but nearly a thousand civilian lives, and this time they
did die because nothing was left to chance. The gruesome tragedy at Jonestown,
Guyana is only a pale shadow of what lies ahead for the entire United States if the
cancer of Bolshevism is not stopped. Those who are seized by the Bolshevik way of
thinking are schizophrenic and Satanic and unable to tell right from wrong. When
these tendencies are allowed to go unchecked and the Bolsheviks acquire power, the
consequences for society as a whole are tragic. Both murderous and suicidal actions
take place on a scale beyond comprehension. It happened 60 years ago in Russia as the

Bolsheviks took over there; and now, as the Bolsheviks are taking over, it is beginning
to happen here too in the United States of America.
My three topics for this month are:
Topic #1--THE MILITARY PURPOSE OF THE JONESTOWN TRAGEDY
Topic #2--THE BATTLE OF GUYANA, THANKSGIVING DAY, 1978
Topic #3--THE OPENING SCENES OF NUCLEAR WAR ONE.

Topic #1
It is now nearly two weeks since the November 18 slaughter of Congressman Ryan
and four other Americans at the Port Kaituma Airport, Guyana. During most of that
time, the State Department has been under heavy fire from the friends and staff of the
late Congressman, and with good reason. Over a period of a year and more, the State
Department received bushels of mail from American citizens concerned about friends
and relatives at Jonestown. Congressman Ryan, too, kept urging an investigation, but
the State Department never did carry out an investigation worthy of the name. It was
only after Congressman Ryan received what amounted to a whitewash report on
Jonestown that he made his ill-fated decision to go see for himself.
Congressman Ryan, my friends, was the victim of deliberate entrapment, for reasons
which I will explain shortly. Careful analysis of his psychological profile had revealed
that he could be provoked into going to Jonestown by denying him hard information
through normal channels. Intelligence operatives within the State Department made
sure that any reports to Ryan about Jonestown would not meet with his satisfaction.
Right now State Department spokesmen are trying to act dumb about their role in the
grizzly events of recent days. They wave their hands and try to look foolish as they
explain why they somehow failed to spot the dangers at Jonestown; but the
Jonestown disaster was actually spawned by a military situation in Guyana which I
first made public over four years ago. And then, as now, the only response of the
Government was cover-up.
As my older listeners all know, I am referring to the Russian nuclear missile base in
Guyana. Beginning in June 1974, I revealed the presence of the Guyana missile base on
radio programs all across America; and in October 1974 I repeated this warning in my
very first talking tape, Audio Book N° 1 entitled:
"HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF DURING THE COMING DEPRESSION AND
THIRD WORLD WAR". The following words are a direct quote from that first tape of
more than four years ago: "According to my very reliable intelligence sources on this

matter, the Republic of Guyana (next to Venezuela in South America) has already
been turned into another Cuba with Atomic Missiles aimed at the Gatun Locks of the
Panama Canal and at our cities here in the United States. Of course our government,
which dances to the tune called by the Dynasty, refuses even to investigate seriously
my charges on this score". (End of quotation from Audio Book N° 1). Since then I've
repeated my warnings about these Russian missiles in Guyana in my Audio Letters, as
you well know; but when I first made these charges on radio, many of you sent letters
and telegrams to the State Department, mostly by way of your Congressmen and the
Pentagon. You demanded to know if my charges were true, and for your effort you got
gobbledygook and denials. And many of you sent me these letters saying that you did
not believe the Government. Well, my friends, you were right.
The developments which were destined to culminate in tragedy at Jonestown began
some 13 years ago in 1965. Guyana was a newly independent country, the former
British colony of British Guiana. At that time the secret Rockefeller-Soviet alliance
was in full swing, and the long range joint plans for a controlled Nuclear War were
moving right along. Both sides were looking ahead toward an eventual double-cross,
but that still lay far in the future at that time. As I've explained in past Audio Letters,
the deliberate strengthening of Russia at America's expense was part of their joint
plan for WORLD GOVERNMENT and conquest. The Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962
threw a temporary monkey wrench into the program when President John F. Kennedy
intervened personally and stopped the nuclear arming of Cuba; and for doing that, he
lost his life in Dallas barely a year later. His successor, Lyndon Johnson, made sure
that he followed the script more carefully.
In the wake of the Cuban crisis, Russia needed a new forward base in the Caribbean
area for strategic purposes until the heat was off in Cuba. To accommodate Russia,
Guyana was selected for this purpose; and David Rockefeller saw to it that a Marxist
named Forbes Burnham became Prime Minister. In return, the Chase Manhattan Bank
became fiscal agent for Guyana, giving Rockefeller access to the gold produced in
Guyana; and as a key factor in all this, then President Lyndon Johnson in 1965 turned
over the formerly American Air Base, Atkinson Field, to Guyana. America's right to
retain control over the Base for several more decades was simply thrown away
without excuse. Atkinson Field, which was renamed Temehri Airfield, is south of
Georgetown, the capital city. This is the airfield to which American helicopters
carried bodies to be airlifted to America after the Jonestown disaster this month.
When Johnson gave the Temehri Airfield to Marxist Guyana, he handed Russia a very
large plum indeed. The Temehri Airfield is the largest in all of Latin America, larger
even than New York's largest airport, the John F. Kennedy Airport; and its location
makes it ideal for ferrying Cuban troops and supplies to Africa. As a result, Johnson's
action on behalf of the Rockefellers robbed the United States of an important logistic

connection to Africa while opening the door for Cuban troops. Our troubles years
later with the Cuban troops in Angola and elsewhere in Africa are partly the result.
For a number of years, Russian military activity in Guyana was heavily concentrated
around the vicinity of the Temehri Airfield. In fact, when I first reported the Russian
missiles in Guyana in 1974, they were emplaced in sites that ringed the Airfield.
Within the past two years, however, the missiles were pulled out from these locations
and moved to a separate missile complex west of Georgetown. In this new complex,
the missiles were deployed at sites scattered over an area some 30 miles across.
In the approximate center was a Command and Control installation commanded by
Russian personnel. After this missile base relocation was completed, the missile
complex was centered at a point about 70 miles northwest of Temehri Airfield; and
roughly another 70 miles to the northwest lay the Peoples Temple Commune at
Jonestown, an Israeli-type kibbutz. So the missile base ended up about midway
between the Jonestown commune and Temehri Airfield. It was no accident, my
friends, that the Peoples Temple kibbutz was located so close to the missile base. But
the origins of the Peoples Temple in the 1950s had nothing to do with government
intrigue. It was not until about 1970 that certain elements of the United States
Intelligence community began to infiltrate and subvert the Peoples Temple.
As I have explained in the past, it's always been standard practice by the Rockefeller
brothers to support not only the faction in power but also spies and opponents to that
faction. In this way they are always in a position, at least in theory, to cut down
anyone who tries to break free of their control. In the case of Guyana, the Rockefellers
wanted to have such a tool in Guyana as a check on
Forbes Burnham, the Prime Minister, whom they had put in power with their money.
Certain elements within the United States Intelligence community under general
coordination by the CIA were given the task of finding ways of accomplishing this.
In the course of evaluating various options, it was concluded that the Peoples Temple
would prove ideal. The psychological profile of the leader, Jim Jones, indicated that he
could be converted into a powerful tool of our Unseen Rulers. Contrary to reports in
the controlled major media, Jim Jones was born a Jew, and he already exhibited
tendencies toward kibbutz-style organization that could be channeled into useful
directions. This would be brought about through a combination of both conscious and
unconscious factors. At the conscious level, money and powerful political support
would be channeled in his direction; at the unconscious level, the technique of
psychological programming, which I described in some of my early Audio Letters,
would be employed. Gradually, Jim Jones would lose control of his own personality
and become what our Unseen Rulers wanted him to be. The process would inevitably

create tremendous internal conflicts and turn Jim Jones into a troubled and dangerous
man--and that my friends, was what was done.
By 1973 changes in Jones' behavior began to be noticed by his friends and followers.
His conversion into a semiconscious agent of death and intrigue was underway in
earnest. That same year the mushrooming funds of the Peoples Temple were used to
launch the agricultural kibbutz at Jonestown, Guyana, though only a few people went
there at that time. Guyana is a rigid Marxist police state, and no one could have
launched a new enterprise like the Commune without its approval by Forbes
Burnham; but David Rockefeller agents made sure that Burnham received all the
assurances he needed that the Jones compound would fit neatly into the Marxist
environment of Guyana. And at the same time, Forbes Burnham had begun doublecrossing David Rockefeller, exactly as feared. He was playing ball politically but he
was hiding much of Guyana's gold production in caves in the mountains. David
Rockefeller found this out some time later, but by then the much bigger problem was
developing of a double-cross by Russia so Burnham was left untouched in order to
make way for bigger things.
When I began warning radio listeners all across America about the Guyana missiles
during the summer of 1974, the Rockefeller brothers were still in bed with the
Kremlin. There were already ominous signs that something was happening in Russia
which they did not understand; but they simply could not imagine that their old
Kremlin allies, the Bolsheviks, were being overthrown. And so my public warnings
about Guyana missiles were denied and ridiculed by Government spokesmen, who
were lying. A carefully programmed Nuclear War was being planned for the late 1970s
and they did not want the plan to be spoiled by public awareness; but two years later
Russia's all-out military double-cross of America began with the Underwater Missile
Crisis of 1976. Most of you know about that crisis, which the Government kept silent
about, but which I detailed in Audio Letters 14 through 16. Our Unseen Rulers were
badly shaken by that surprise and initially tried to reinstate their secret alliance with
the Kremlin rulers. After all, they had succeeded in doing so once before after
President Kennedy broke the rules and made an issue of the Cuban missiles; but
meanwhile they also began setting in motion contingency plans to gear up for a
possible real war.
The Guyana missile base was one of the major targets of this revised planning. When
this planning began more than two years ago, the Space Battle of the Harvest Moon
still lay a year in the future. It seemed inconceivable that America could lose its secret
beam-weapons base which was soon to be operational on the moon; and so long as
they had this Moon Base to depend on, our Unseen Rulers thought they could not
lose. But in light of the Underwater Missile double-cross, they wanted to be able to

pull as many of Russia's military teeth as possible. In this way, their destruction of
Russia would be even more complete than originally planned.
The planners of Operation Guyana were given a difficult problem to solve. The
objective was to wipe out the Russian missile base in Guyana thereby removing the
threat it posed to the Panama Canal and southern American cities; but this was to be a
pre-war operation carried out covertly and with complete surprise. It had to be
covert, because neither the United States nor Russia could afford to have it known
that the base ever existed; and the surprise had to be complete, because with even the
briefest warning the base could be reinforced and defended by Cuban troops.
From these requirements it was concluded that a commando-style raid would be
necessary, something like the Israeli raid at Entebbe Airport in Uganda in July 1976.
Any other kind of attack would have required that our leaders do what President
Kennedy did in 1962, and that is: Tell the American people what was afoot and ask for
our support. And at all cost, the one thing our Unseen Rulers were determined not to
do was to tell you and me anything. The problem then arose--how to get the joint
attacking forces into Guyana in a force large enough and fast enough to do the job.
Wiping out a major missile base like that in Guyana after all is no small task and it
takes experience.
It was concluded that somehow some very sudden, massive, compelling excuse would
have to be provided in order to enable the secret joint military forces to enter Guyana
temporarily. The excuse, whatever it was, would have to be so visible as to tie
Russia's hands so that Russia could not retaliate in Guyana without giving away what
she had been up to there; and the excuse, whatever it was, would have to appear nonmilitary yet require military expertise.
Furthermore, some provision would have to be made for all casualties in the missilebase attack to be removed from Guyana after the raid, otherwise their presence in
Guyana could have been made the basis of an international incident trumped up
around some different story unrelated to the secret missile base. For example, the
government of Guyana, following Russian dictates, might have publicly displayed the
bodies of the joint military forces killed in the attack and said they were killed in an
attempted coup d'etat against Forbes Burnham. It was a very big order, but the
Jonestown kibbutz proved to be the answer. All that was necessary was to arrange for
many hundreds of American citizens to die suddenly in Guyana and under conditions
guaranteeing instant massive publicity.
The sheer enormity of the tragedy would require military involvement, and the
location of Jonestown was made to order. Helicopters commuting between the
Temehri Airfield and Jonestown would naturally fly over the missile complex--whose
details were known in spite of expert camouflage. This meant that joint special armed

force could be set down near the perimeters of the missile base and later recovered,
along with casualties, with relative ease. And as the reporters at the Temehri Airfield
watched helicopters leaving to the northwest and return from the same direction, they
were led to assume that all were going to and from Jonestown 150 miles away. They
had no way of knowing that many of the flights were to and from the Russian missile
base, which lay in the same direction but only half as far away.
When it was decided to use mass deaths at Jonestown as a cover for the missile-base
attack, Jonestown was functioning only as an outpost of the Peoples Temple. There
were not enough people there to provide a sufficiently major incident to serve the
intended purpose, and so through both direct and indirect means Jim Jones was
persuaded to go to the Guyana kibbutz himself, taking as many of his flock as would
follow him. That turned out to be about 25 to 30%, and by following him they
automatically identified themselves as the group most highly dependent upon Jones
personally. They were also most susceptible to the combined influences of exhaustion,
intimidation, and isolation from outside help--in other words, right for brainwashing.
And ever since the days of the Korean war, it's been known conclusively that
brainwashing techniques can force many people to do all kinds of things. Even
hardened American GI's in Korea fell victim to brainwashing in surprising numbers
because they did not understand what they were up against. But of course the
Jonestown victims were anything but hardened soldiers.
In August 1977 Jim Jones left for Guyana with his large sacrificial flock. That same
month, United Nations Ambassador Andrew Young carried a message to Prime
Minister Forbes Burnham of Guyana. He said that under certain conditions the
United States and the World Bank would increase its aid to Guyana--that is, line
Burnham's pockets by a factor of ten times more than previous levels. And so the key
disaster of Jonestown was set in motion in a day shortly before the Battle of the
Harvest Moon last year.
To trigger the whole tragedy in the glare of publicity, the interest of late Congressman
Leo J. Ryan was developed and programmed; and as the time approached for
Congressman Ryan to make his anticipated trip to Guyana, other activities were set in
motion on the diplomatic and military stage. It was essential that Russia's attention
be diverted away from Guyana until too late to take action to protect the missile base.
Russia's prize in the Western Hemisphere, of course, is Cuba; and so in the final days
before the Battle of Guyana on Thanksgiving Day 1978, the trumped up MiG-23 crisis-remember that?--was used to divert Russian attention to Cuba. Only too late did the
Kremlin discover that the real target was not Cuba but Guyana.

Topic #2
Close aides of the late Congressman Leo Ryan have reported publicly that his ill-fated
decision to go to Guyana was triggered by a State Department report to him that he
found unsatisfactory. As I have mentioned already, this reaction of Ryan's had been
predicted and, in fact, deliberately encouraged. With elections coming up,
Congressman Ryan decided to schedule the trip after the election during the
Congressional recess. This was a natural decision, and had also been anticipated by
the planners behind the scenes. And as the time approached for his trip, the false issue
of the Cuban MiG-23 crisis erupted.
The Carter Administration had learned nearly one year ago that the Russians were
going to send the MiG-23s to Cuba and decided that it would be the perfect pretext
for a fake crisis. The MiG-23, my friends, can carry certain types of nuclear weapons
as claimed; but even in this role it is a tactical weapon best suited for support of
ground or naval forces. The MiG-23 in and of itself does not threaten America in the
same way that the 1962 Cuban missiles did; and so when the United States began
playing up the MiG-23s, it was very obvious to the Kremlin that this was a deliberate
effort to stir up public tension over Cuba. The question was: Exactly what was the
United States up to? Would the Carter Administration be so crazy as to invade Cuba?
Such a thing sounded irrational, but America's Unseen Rulers are behaving more and
more irrationally. Partly this is deliberate and is intended to keep the chess players in
the Kremlin off balance, but it is also partly a result of the increasing degree of control
over America by those Satanic schizophrenics, the Bolsheviks.
Cuba is, after all, very important to Russia, for Russia is looking ahead to world
domination after Nuclear War I; and for that, Cuba is Russia's main beachhead in the
Western Hemisphere. Even more urgently, Cuba is the unadmitted home of Russia's
Caribbean Submarine Fleet. This fleet has repeatedly moved into attack positions in
the Gulf of Mexico over the past two years and more during periods of tension. And as
if that were not enough, there are concentrations of nuclear weapons in at least four
land locations in Cuba. One is near the north coast roughly 10 miles inland southeast
of Cardenas. This location is 150 miles due south of Cape Sable, Florida. A second site
is about 150 miles to the east-southeast of that and about 10 miles inland from the
north coast.
A hundred twenty-five miles farther to the southeast is a third concentration 15 miles
northeast of Marti, well inland. And the fourth nuclear site is near the eastern tip of
Cuba, 28 miles north-northwest of the United States Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay.
With all this at stake, American publicity over the MiG-23s caused worry in the
Kremlin. And in early November the tension increased when the United States began
sending SR-71 reconnaissance flights over Cuba--shades of 1962. In response, massive

formations from the Atlantic, Pacific, and Caribbean Submarine Fleets of the Russian
Navy began fanning out along America's east, west, and gulf coasts on November 6.
They did not deploy into attack formations but their sheer numbers signaled a clear
warning to Washington. At this very moment they are still on station, many with
neutron weaponry. Then during the week immediately preceding the tragedies in
Guyana the MiG-23 pseudo crisis built to a climax. Beginning on Tuesday, November
14, a huge combined American and British Naval Task Force began heading toward
Cuba. By midweek, Cuban defense forces were on full alert, and on Thursday
November 16 a group of twelve United States Senators in Moscow--supposedly to
discuss the SALT talks--met with Russia's Kosygin.
There they pressed the alleged issue of the Cuban MiG-23s, and Kosygin flew into a
rage. He shouted, "I thought you were here to discuss Peace!" According to James
Reston's New York Times article of November 26, 1978, one Senator, John Glenn of
Ohio, reportedly tried to defuse the MiG-23 argument, calling it a "false issue". As a
former test pilot and America's first astronaut in orbit, Senator Glenn knew what he
was talking about, but Kosygin's anger over the other comments about the MiGs
provided the United States Intelligence community with valuable proof that the decoy
action toward Cuba was working. The next day, November 17, Russia publicly
admitted sending MiG-23s to Cuba, calling them strictly defensive weapons. The
same day an editorial in the Washington Post typified the crescendo of media
attention to the Cuban MiG-23s. It was titled: "A New Cuban Missile Crisis?"
The very next day, Saturday November 18, Congressman Leo Ryan, three newsmen,
and a woman seeking to escape from Jonestown were slaughtered at the Port Kaituma
Airport. At least a dozen other people were also wounded, but there was no effort to
destroy the airplane filled with terrified escapees from Jonestown. Instead, many
witnesses were left alive, and a smaller plane managed to take off right after the
airport massacre and report the attack in the capital, Georgetown. Immediately world
attention was focused on Guyana, and meanwhile the mass murder at Jonestown-wrongly called a mass suicide--was underway. At this point, the elaborate decoy
action toward Cuba was no longer needed, so the Pentagon announced that a routine
naval exercise was in progress which would approach no closer to Cuba than 50 miles.
Cuban defense forces relaxed, but the real action was only beginning in Guyana. The
methodical executions of Congressman Ryan and three prominent newsmen had
guaranteed that Jonestown would shortly be in the glare of publicity. Having
guaranteed this publicity, Jim Jones then ordered the mass executions at the
Jonestown kibbutz.
The complete details of the Jonestown disaster may never be known publicly. I can
tell you though that of those who died there, very few willingly and deliberately took
their own lives--and that is what suicide is. Many were tricked, not realizing that the

death rites were real. Many more resisted, but they were weak, helpless, and
confronted with armed execution squads. So by various means, several hundred
people were poisoned with potassium cyanide. However there were many others who
did try to escape and who resisted more effectively. Many of these people were herded
off into the jungle and shot without mercy. Finally, when the mass murder was
completed, the executioners performed their final task of stage-managing the horrible
death scene.
In order to achieve the surprise needed in attacking the Russian missile base, it was
critically important that the first reports from Jonestown described the scene as a
mass suicide. Only in this way could its actual military significance be hidden long
enough to fool the Russians. So all of the bodies that were free of gunshot wounds
were carefully arranged in neat rows and other groupings, suggesting at first sight
that everyone died willingly and deliberately. This was the scene that greeted
Guyanese troops late the following day, Sunday November 19. It was more than 24
hours after the kibbutz victims died and the executioners, including the real Jim
Jones, were long gone. I will return to the matter of Jones himself later.
The Guyanese troops were afraid of possible disease but counted the bodies as
accurately as possible. The total they reported was 409 Sunday night. The initial
impression of a mass suicide was seized upon by the controlled major media of the
United States. Without waiting for an investigation, the media drummed away at the
suicide image of Jonestown as if it were a proven fact. After a few days a few people
did begin to raise questions, but by then the initial image of suicide had served its
purpose of opening Guyana's doors to the United States. For example, on Tuesday
November 21, Jim Jones' surviving son Steven said in a Georgetown press conference,
"There's no way it could have been mass suicide".
And the same day, according to the Washington Star, a Guyanese source pointed out a
serious medical discrepancy in the Jonestown kibbutz death scene. He said, "If you die
of cyanide, which seems to have been the poison, your body goes into spasm and
contortion death, but at Jonestown everyone looked relaxed". The reason for this
discrepancy, my friends, was that by the time the Guyanese troops arrived, all of the
bodies had been rearranged, as I have stated. They were also placed face down for the
most part. This was so that the widely publicized news photos would not ruin the
desired impression of calm by letting us see the victims' final expressions of agony.
To continue the nightmare charade to fool the Russians, the United States at first
publicly urged Guyana to collect and bury the hundreds of bodies. As arranged,
Guyana replied in effect that it was America's problem and that America should take
the bodies back to the United States. To facilitate this huge and hideous task, Guyana
obligingly agreed to waive the usual Guyanese law that requires any body to be
autopsied before removal from the country. With this arrangement, the United States

achieved the carte blanche military access to Guyana that was needed. Russian
intelligence realized what was afoot by early Monday, November 20, but it was
already too late to stop it.
Russia could hardly announce to the world: "We have a secret nuclear missile base in
Guyana and the United States is getting ready to destroy it". That would have rallied
world opinion behind America; and although Russian Cosmospheres quickly
converged over Guyana, they too were useless in the covert conditions of battle there.
Their Charged Particle Beam Weapons could have made short work of the
commando-style forces, but in the process they would have wiped out the Russian
base itself. The Guyana missiles have become only a minor factor in Russia's military
power since the Battle of the Harvest Moon last year. They were not valuable enough
to Russia to declare open war on their account. And so under these conditions, Russia
was powerless to act once the Jonestown tragedy had been staged.
As Thanksgiving Day approached, huge American transports, helicopters, troops, and
medical teams swarmed into Guyana. In a remote corner of the huge Temehri Airfield
a command post was established for the twin operations at Jonestown and at the
Russian missile base. As some of the troops began the nauseating task of cleaning up
the Jonestown kibbutz, other joint attack forces were taking up positions around the
missile base in preparations for the surprise raid. Meanwhile, day after day the death
count reported at Jonestown remained unchanged at 409.
Then on Thanksgiving Day itself, the Battle of Guyana took place. Crack military
forces experienced in jungle and surprise warfare moved in on the Russian complex,
striking all the dispersed sites simultaneously. Like the Entebbe raid, the battle itself
did not last long. It had to be over quickly to be successful. First the small crews on
site near each missile were overwhelmed, and then killed. The missiles themselves
were quickly disabled. Next the military forces converged on the Missile Command
and Control Center, where a bloody pitched battle took place. When the smoke
cleared, every single person manning the missile base had been killed, including the
Russian commanders.
When the battle was over, American helicopters from Temehri Airfield began landing
within the ruined missile complex and flying out the wounded. Then the remaining
attackers were left with two more jobs before they could retire from the area. First,
they were under strict orders to leave no bodies of the attacking forces on Guyanese
soil, and so the entire area was scoured until every single member of the attacking
force had been accounted for. Their bodies, like those of the victims at Jonestown,
were sealed in Vietnam-type body bags and collected in clearings where helicopters
could land to pick them up. Finally, the combined forces were under orders to remove
the nuclear warheads from the missiles and take them back to Georgetown for airlift

to the United States. Specially trained members of the attacking force had set to work
on this task immediately after the initial attacks on the missile crews.
By early Friday, November 24, all the warheads had been removed. They, too, were
placed in body bags, one per bag, with some jungle foliage stuffed in to give the bag a
reasonable appearance. Of course, none of this was apparent to the reporters at
Temehri Airfield, whose access to the American Command Post there was carefully
controlled. When wounded members of the joint forces were flown back to the
Airfield after the Battle of Guyana on Thanksgiving afternoon, they were kept out of
sight of the reporters.
Otherwise when reporters occasionally saw body bags being moved from place to
place they naturally assumed that all contained victims from Jonestown. They had no
way of knowing that some contained slain Commandoes and that others contained
Russian nuclear warheads. The continual cargo of death from the Jonestown kibbutz
made the perfect cover for the aftermath of the Battle of Guyana.
Some reporters have been puzzled at the choice of Dover Air Force Base in Delaware
for the Guyana airlift. Most of the Jonestown victims were from California, and there
is a mortuary facility similar to the Dover facility at Oakland Air Force Base in
California. Dover was chosen, my friends, to facilitate transfer of the Russian nuclear
warheads to the nearby Aberdeen Proving Ground and Arsenal. This was done by
means of shuttle flights from Dover to Phillips Air Force Base.
Originally the Guyanese count of 409 had been accepted as firm by United States
officials in Guyana. That had raised questions as to where the rest of the one thousand
or so residents reported to be in Jonestown had gone. Finally, on Thanksgiving Day,
with the body clean-up operation well under way, a military spokesman told
reporters, "The evaluation that we have made is simply that there were not many more
people in Jonestown at the time of the suicide". But even as he spoke, the Battle of
Guyana was raging at the Russian missile base. By midday on Friday, the day after
Thanksgiving, 485 body bags had already arrived at the Temehri Airfield.
The 'bodies' of warheads from the Russian missile base were destined to raise the total
far beyond the total of 409 bodies originally counted by the Guyanese at the kibbutz.
It was a bad mistake, the kind of thing that happens in the heat of battle. Something
had to be done, and fast. So, on that Friday after Thanksgiving, a breathless and
nervous Pentagon spokesman at the Temehri Airfield made a stunning announcement
over CBS television: "The original count of persons found dead at the Jonestown site
has been found to be seriously in error. It now appears there may be as many as 780
bodies, total, found at the site. They were found simply buried under other bodies.
There were larger adults that were grouped together, and under their bodies were
found the bodies of smaller adults and children". Badgered by incredulous reporters,

the Government embellished the cover story later on. The Washington Star quoted
the same spokesman as saying Friday night: "Near the center of the pile of bodies near
the assembly hall they were three deep in some areas. They were in layers with
blankets between them". This story was so unbelievable that within two days the
United States Government dismissed its own story about the blankets as a "rumor."
Still the basic idea of bodies on top of bodies had to be maintained, so on Saturday
November 25 another Air Force spokesman tried to make it all sound plausible in the
following words: "From what I observed, the people when they committed suicide
would line up in nice neat little circles, children in front of them, and as they died they
folded into the interior of the circle".
The Guyana cover-up is world-wide in its dimensions. In Guyana, Deputy Prime
Minister Reid made the first public announcement to the Guyanese people about
Jonestown on Friday afternoon, November 24, in Parliament. Then he refused to
answer questions, and rushed out to cries of "Shame. Shame" and "Cover-up" from
Parliament members. And here in the United States on Thanksgiving Day, FBI
Director William Webster said that the: "FBI Disaster Squad has positively identified
the body of James Warren Jones through fingerprint identification records." But, my
friends, they fingerprinted a look-alike. Jones himself was at that very moment making
good his escape from Guyana.
All of the preparations for Jones to make his escape had been made well in advance.
An ocean-going boat well stocked with supplies and money was waiting for him near
the river town of Bartica, 35 miles southwest of Georgetown. In order to make his way
to Bartica from Jonestown, Jones had a Safe Conduct Pass. In the early morning of
Thanksgiving Day as the Battle of Guyana was beginning, Jones headed down stream
toward Georgetown. Shortly after noon Guyana time his boat left the mouth of the
Essequibo River into the Atlantic Ocean. From there Jones followed a complicated
itinerary which was designed to prevent his being followed; but in spite of that, my
friends, he was followed.
From Guyana Jones headed due east for about 330 miles and then turned south,
landing near Ramere, French Guiana, about 5:30 A.M. local time November 27. From
there he traveled by land to the capital, Cayenne, and took an airplane across the
Atlantic Ocean to Freetown, Sierra Leone, in West Africa. From Freetown he headed
north along the coast to Guinea-Bissau Airport, arriving at approximately 7:00 P.M.
local time November 28. There, less than two hours later, he boarded a DC-3 and took
off. His route took him eastward to Tambacounda, Senegal; from there onward into
Mali with stops at Segou, Mopti, and Gao; then onward to Agadez, Niger, and
Largeau, Chad. From there his plane continued to Atbara, Sudan, and then a short
final hop to Port Sudan where he arrived shortly after 4:00 o'clock this morning,
November 30, local time. When he arrived at Port Sudan, Jones found a Turboprop

Executive Transport waiting for him, owned and operated by Israeli Intelligence.
Within 20 minutes the plane took off with Jones and headed up the middle of the Red
Sea toward the Gulf of Aqaba. At 6:30 A.M. local time this morning, November 30,
Jones' plane landed briefly at Elath, the back door to Israel; then on to a private airport
outside of Jerusalem, arriving at 7:20 A.M. local time. From there he headed to a
nearby location for an intelligence debriefing.
After being transformed gradually into a conscious agent of the Intelligence
Community over the past half dozen years, Jones has taken part in a joint operation by
American and Israeli Intelligence in Guyana. The Israelis had contributed valuable
expertise and even key lieutenants for Jones in showing how the Jonestown kibbutz
could be set up and used for the intended purposes. One has only to look at an
encyclopedia to see that Jonestown was, in fact, a kibbutz. For example, the World
Book Encyclopedia under the topic "ISRAEL" says: "In a collective community called a
kibbutz, the farmers share all the property and combine their labor. The village
administration provides all their needs. The adults eat together in a dining hall, but
married couples and single persons have private sleeping quarters. All children are
raised together in a separate home. Parents visit their children for an hour or two
before supper".
My friends, the word "Communism", which has been domesticated here in America,
means living in a commune. There is no purer form of commune than the Israeli
kibbutz. When a commune is run by persons with Satanic, schizophrenic
characteristics like those of Jim Jones, murderous and suicidal behavior are forced
upon the people, as happened at Jonestown. And when this example is expanded to
include an entire nation, one has a nation in the grip of Bolshevism. It is happening
now to America, and we ourselves are being led and forced into national suicide
against our will.

Topic #3
Many Americans today tend to think of World War II as having started on December
7, 1941. That was the day when open warfare came to America at Pearl Harbor. But
World War II really began over two years before Pearl Harbor on September 1, 1939.
On that day Hitler's troops marched into Poland unleashing a tide of events that
swept Germany and Japan crashing into ruins. So from that day onward it made no
sense to talk about preventing World War II. The question became instead: How to
end the war.
In the same way, my friends, it no longer makes any sense to speak of preventing
Nuclear War One, because it has already begun. It began secretly on Thanksgiving

Day, November 23, 1978, with the Battle of Guyana. And while America's nation-wide
Pearl Harbor still lies in the future, all evidence indicates that this time we do not have
two years to wait! As this secret war continues prior to open, all-out war, we must
now brace ourselves for Russian retaliation against the United States. By destroying
their missile base in Guyana, America and Israel wiped out an overseas Russian
military installation and killed Russian personnel; and they did so in a way that made
any public protest by Russia impossible. In the past, Russia has often retaliated in
kind whenever injured, and may well do so again this time. If so, geophysical warfare
could well be the ideal tool, destroying a military installation seemingly by natural
disaster.
In the Battle of the Harvest Moon 14 months ago, America lost; and the very rules of
war were altered. Russia then tried to force America to surrender through SALT II
disarmament, but our Unseen Rulers instead stepped up preparations for a suicidal
nuclear war. Now, in Guyana, the opening scenes of nuclear war have already given a
preview for the entire war. By the standards of those who planned it, the Battle of
Guyana was a brilliant success--and yet, at what cost! Many times more American
lives were deliberately sacrificed than were lost by the enemy in the battle itself. In the
same way, the American first-strike strategy which I detailed three months ago will
cause American deaths to dwarf those inflicted on Russia.
The Battle of Guyana was an exercise in futility, a mere scratch on the arm for Russia.
It was planned before the Battle of the Harvest Moon, which rendered this month's
battle in Guyana obsolete before it happened. Perhaps the lessons for all of us were
best summarized in the ironic sign that hung over Jim Jones' throne in the grizzly
silence at Jonestown: "THOSE WHO DO NOT REMEMBER THE PAST ARE
CONDEMNED TO REPEAT IT."
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.

